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To those kindred souls who love
writing as much as I do that they

may have the courage and fortitude
to pen their ideas and to realize

that the pen is truly mightier
than the sword.
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FOREWORD

A unique person, ArnoltaJohnston Williams taught through
example, with grace and charm, life's basic tenants: respect for the intrinsic worth of all human beings, love and
devotion to God's spiritual values, appreciation for the
beauty and importance of nature, concern for the welfare
and complexities of life for all people regardless of their
station, and willingness to get involved in the tough and
controversial issues and problems which beset our democratic way of life.
She exemplifies the virtues of patience, compassion and
caring, and she possesses a personality spiced with wit and
humor. Her legacy will not be in what she built or created,
but in those she supported, loved, helped, motivated, and
inspired. My mother is an ordinruy person who achieved
much by living a life of unselfishness and generosity.

Hortense Williams Gray
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CHAPTER I

Everybody calls her Mama Williams, and she is recognized
and respected everywhere she goes. Her silky white hair,
demanding eyes, jovial smile, multiple silver bracelets worn
on her arm and walking cane, which is an accessory, make
her stand out in any crowd. She is persona gm.ta and a real
charmer. She has only one daughter, but she has adopted
just about everybody in the city of Jacksonville, black and
white and other ethnic origins, and many other daughters
and sons throughout this nation from F1orida to Maine to
Texas to California To me she is Queenie, a name she gave
to me the moment she saw me some years ago. The
appellation more aptly fits her regal demeanor than mine.
No slumped shoulders, faltering steps, forgetful speech or
words unheard by this proud ninety-five year old grandmother. She is always on the go, and her conversation is as
engaging as that of anyone else I have ever met.
I first met Mrs. I.E. Williams about twenty years ago. I went
to her home to cany a package for her daughter Hortense.
A delivery that should have taken a few minutes became a
conversation of two hours or more. Mrs. Williams is a
conversationalist supreme. No trite discussion of the weather
or cost of bread or water or fuel for this lady. She can
discuss any current event around the world and also relate
it to past events of the same nature. She must know several
hundred people that she can recall anecdotally. Once she
pulls you into her life, you are her daughter or son forever:
she is your "Mama," and she expects you to call her Mama.
Adding new members to her family is a constant quest.
She gave me her background check first:
My name?

State of birth
0 well, not from South Carolina, but Flortda was okay.
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Should visit South Carolina sometimes, especially
Charleston.
My ancestry?
Parents, grandparents. aunts, uncles, cousins
The names in my heritage were not familiar to her.
My marital status?
Married, that was good.
Children. how many?
'Three children can make a lovely family. (I was later to
learn that there were three children in her family, an
older sister and a brother.)
College, career? Teaching, a co-worker with her daughter was
just what she needed to hear.

My credentials, although not impressive, were accepted. By
this time I was comfortably seated on the family-room sofa,
and the conversation progressed to politics: the mayor, the
governor, school integration, the community in general.
But, she reminisced a little first:
"You know," she said, "I came to Jacksonville in 1918 as
Doctor's new wife. The city was very different from Charleston. Over the years I have learned and I have adjusted to
this community, and I have become a part of it and it a part
of me. I have watched it grow. Sometimes I think it's getting
too big, too big."
I soon learned that Mrs. Williams is a very staunch democrat and very active in politics. She got her beginning from
working with her husband. Politics is her energizer. There
is a certain glow, excitement or should I say delight in her
countenance when she talks about politics.
"Doctor and I have always been Democrats," she affirmed.
"Doctor kept up with what was going on in the city and
state government, but he always worked behind the scenes.
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He didn't put himself out front to be noticed. He didn't care
for that kind of participation."
"In his own way he contributed as much as anyone to
helping the Negroes in Jacksonville get the most for their
vote. He worked quietly along with his friends Joe Nixon, J.
I. E. Scott, J. S. Johnson and Shep Hunter and other
capable men in the community," she said.

When Mrs. Williams says "Doctor" she assumes that every-body knows she means her deceased husband Dr. Isreal
Elias Williams who was always Dr. I. E. Williams to the
community. He had died earlier that year (February 8,
1970). They were married almost fifty-two years. It was
obvious that she intended to keep as much of his life as
possible alive and well in her memory-. I had never had the
privilege of meeting Dr. I. E. Williams, but his name was as
familiar as any household term in the Jacksonville community I grew up in, the 1930's, 40's and 50's.
Mrs. Williams is a very- knowledgeable woman on government and politics and does not hesitate to analyze a
situation and give her very- candid conclusion. She had a
good working relationship with Jacksonville's immediate
past mayor Lou Ritter, but she was not so sure of where
black folks would really find themselves under the current
mayor, Hans Tanzler. She didn't know him yet, she said.

She asked me what I thought about Mayor Hans Tanzler.
At that time I was not involved in following political activi-

ties unless the politician spoke out adamantly against civil
rights or the progress of Black people. I told her that I had
never met the man and that so far he had not been openly
hostile to Black people. In fact, it seemed that he was
working closely with the black community. He had appointed a black man, Harold Gibson, as his administrative
assistant shortly after he became mayor.
I told her that I had first heard of Hans Tanzler when he
3

was a judge from my husband Malcolm. My husband was
frequently called to jury duty (four times in one year), and
it seemed that Judge Tanzler was the Judge each time he
served on the jury. He felt that the judge had been veiy fair
in each case and was quite knowledgeable about the law.
I told her my husband was impressed (I thought) because
Judge Tanzler had made a special effort to converse with
him after one of the trials. Both of us had voted for him
when he ran for mayor, I said.

Mrs. Williams commented that she would get to know
Mayor Tanzler better. She said she had met his wife some
time ago at a meeting at Bisers Restuarant, but had not
worked with her on any committees or community projects
or anything like that. Mayor Tanzler was later to become
one of Mama Williams' "integrated sons."
At that time she praised the former mayor, "Now Lou Ritter
did a lot of good in the short time he was in office. He

should be mayor right now. He gave his full support to
GJEO. You know Hortense worked with GJEO for awhile.
He knows he's my adopted son, that rm his Mama"
GJEO, Greater Jacksonville Economic Opportunity, Inc.,
was established in April, 1965 as an organization.to serve
the needs of people in low-income brackets, the unemployed, the under-educated, the people who needed help
getting their survival techniques together and strengthened. It was a private non-profit organization established to
cariy out the objectives of the national Economic Opportunity Act of 1964 and received funds from federal and local
sources. The organization was governed by an executive
committee, a board of directors and a citizens advisoiy
committee. 1 Mayor Lou Ritter was a member of the 45member Board of Directors2 whose membership was onethird (representing) public officials, one-third of people
named by private and social agencies, and one-third low
income persons elected by districts. 3 It was one of the first
4

serious efforts in the city to meet some of the real needs of
the city's poor through such a coalition of individuals.
Of the nine early projects operated by GJEO, the two most
meaningful ones to many of us were the Day Care Centers,
fourteen set up throughout the city to provide free day care
for three and four year old children of low income working
mothers, and the Child Development Program, Headstart,
then a summer program for culturally deprived children
entering school in the fall. 4 We in the Jacksonville area feel
that these two projects have had the greatest long-lasting
results.
I later came to understand that calling Mrs. Williams
"Mama" came about after an individual sought and often
got her endorsement for his/her political ambitions or got
her support, sometimes financially, for some community
project or business venture. Being the wife of Dr. I. E.
Williams and being very much involved in the political and
community activities of Jacksonville has given Mrs. Williams enormous respect and a certain status in the community. Her approval is frequently sought and carries
weight in the black and white community on both sides of
the river.
In her column in the F1orida Times Union, Ann Hyman put

it this way: "Arnolta 'Mama' Williams [is] the matriarchal
black woman whose blessings tum political tides in the
affairs of men - black and white - in Jacksonville and
beyond." 5
In addition to her concern about government at the local

level, Mrs. Williams has extended her political interests to
the State House in Tallahassee. Here again she has been
most outspoken and perceptive. The then current Republican governor, Claude Roy Kirk, Jr., was up for re-election
the following month against Democrat Reubin O'Donovan
Askew. She made no secret about whom she favored.
"I am a Democrat, and I am spending my energies on
5

electing a Democrat as the next Governor of Florida The
Republicans have done nothing for Negro people. We need
someone who is going to be sympathetic to our needs. We
need the Democrats in control in Tallahassee," she asserted. I fully agreed with her.
She said that the Republicans would not win again, that
the people of Florida were too intelligent and too sensitive
to human rights and good government that would benefit
all of the people to vote the Republicans back in. The people
of Florida had learned a costly lesson from the past four
years, she said, and there would be changes in Tallahassee
in November.
And she was right. That November the voters made Democrat Reubin Askew the next governor of Florida. Governor
Askew won the State House with 56. go,,u of the vote to
Claude Kirk's 43.1 %. The popular vote was 984,305 for
Askew to 746,243 for Kirk. 6 Reubin Askew certainly was
what Claude Kirk was not, a good governor - intelligent,
well-mannered and sensitive to human rights. He remained
our governor for two terms, 1971-1978.
Our conversation moved on to a topic with which I was
much more familiar and that I felt quite strongly aboutschool integration- the hottest topic of discussion in the
Black community at the time. Everyone had an opinion
about the integration of schools from the young mother
who had to worry about her six year old probably being
bused each morning to the grandmother or grandfather
who w01µd probably have to wait for a child's return by bus
in the afternoon. And so did Mrs. Williams who had just
become a grandmother on Christmas of the previous year.
Prior to 1970 there had been limited integration in some
Duval County public schools according to freedom of choice
by student, teacher, or administrator, the accepted process
of that time. This proved to be a very slow process. Public
school teachers had been integrated county-wide in Janu6

azy 1970, and the School Board began designing its plan
for the integration of students which.it was reported would
require massive busing of Black students and the closing
of many Black schools. Another decision by the U. S.
Supreme Court in January 1970 had overturned the U. S.
Fifth Circuit Court of Appeals ruling, and set February 1,
1970, as the pupil-desegregation deadline for public
schools. 7 This decision was opposed by local whites, the
Duval County School Board, and the city's legal authorities.

''What do you think is really happening in the integration
of our schools?" Mrs. Williams asked.
I told her that I thought we had gotten the short end of the
stick as usual in Jacksonville, and that we would have
problems with it for a long time. I was not pleased with my
transfer from William M. Raines High School to Nathan
Bedford Forrest High School, the public school hotbed of
prejudice, ignorance and "redneckism-," I told her that
Bernice Henderson, another teacher who had been transferred from Raines, and I had refused to stand and sing the
Forrest High school song which was set to the tune of
"Dixie." We had simply walked out of the assembly.
I'll never forget what Mrs. Williams said to me: "Stand your
ground. Hang tough. Show them that we are responsible,
intelligent people and we can teach them something about
human life and human dignity."
She said, "I know it is going to be rough, but we have got
to do it, make it work to help our children get a good
education and get ahead."
She was concerned about the proposed plan to close several Black schools and the culture shock for many Black
children from having to learn in unfamiliar and hostile
environments at an age when they were most vulnerable.
But she had confidence in the Black leadership, the church
and Black educators, especially in Dr. Andrew Robinson
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the first principal of Raines High School, who had become
one of the Duval County administrators assigned to help
ease the tensions between newly integrated teachers and
administrators and get all personnel ready for the massive
integration of students which did not occur until the fall of
1972.
"I believe Andrew Robinson will do an excellent job. Just
look at what he did at Raines High School. He should be
the superintendent of schools. He should be our next
major of Jacksonville. He is a fine, intelligent black man,"
she declared.
Our conversation ended with the beginning of the 6:00
p.m. news which Mrs. Williams watched as a vital part of
her daily ritual. I quietly let myself out through the garage.
As I left the Indian summer October sun was performing its
firebird dance across the sky just before setting. Facing
this sun I managed to manipulate the big curve on Ribault
Scenic Drive without driving off the road. My thoughts
were running some ninety miles a minute recalling parts of
our conversation. I was impressed with Mrs. Williams'
remarkable memory and attention to specifics, her acumen
and inquiry, her openness but decisiveness. I began to
realize that I had met a brilliant and candid black woman
whom I could grow to admire and respect. In the succeeding years I have come to do just that, and I have learned
much about and from Queenie.
Thinking back on my first meeting with Mrs. Williams and
the impression it made on me, I have come to the realization that subconsciously I must have decided then to write
something about her because I have kept such a clear
memory of that conversation over the years. However, it
was not until 1981 that the idea of writing about her
ciystallized in my mind and I decided to write her biography. I recorded myfirstinterviewwith Queenie on May29,
1981, covering her Charleston roots. My research since
that time has revealed that Mrs. Williams has had the same
8

effect on others that she had on me. The impact that she
has made on our lives is the real essence of her character
and magrumllnity.

9
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Charleston - Born and Bred
Amolta Ophelia Johnston Williams has her roots deep in
the soil of Charleston, South Carolina. She was born in
Charleston on December 15, 1896, to William Herny
Johnston and Mary Ellen Johnston. William Johnston and
his wife had two older children, Emily Albertha and William
Elbert. Mary Ellen Johnston died nine months after Amolta's
birth, and the children were reared by their father; their
grandmother, Emma Virgin; and her husband, Pompey
Virgin; and, later, their stepmother, Mamie Washington
Johnston. The world into which Amolta was born defined
itself by custom and history of place.
Charleston, South Carolina, is known historically as one of
the oldest cities in the United States. It was founded in
1670 by British aristocrats and became a rich seaport town
with a wide and beautiful harbor formed by the joining of
the Ashley and Cooper rivers. Named for King Chatles II of
England, it was first called Charles Town. The name was
changed to Charleston in 1783. 8 Historical Charleston is
known for its grand old homes and beautiful gardens along
the Battery that helped to create the myth of the genteel
and refined Southern way of life, the antebellum South that
has slowly come to its demise in the civil rights, equal rights
era of the 20th century. Historical Charleston is also known
as the site for the beginning of the Civil War in 1861 with
the attack on Fort Sumter and its participation in that war.
Charleston's relationship with its black population has not
been constant throughout the city's history; it has varied
from time to time with the winds of turmoil and change that
have swept the South and the nation. Charleston's black
oral historian, Felder Cook Hutchinson, whose family goes
back some seven generations in the city, said nineteenth
10

century Charleston was a very progressive place for a
Southern town. He said up until 1822 blacks who were fair
enough could go to court and have themselves declared
white as long as they agreed not to relate to blacks again as
family. Charleston had a sizable population of free persons
of color. There was a cemetery for free black Africans. and
these free blacks also owned property. Seventy per cent of
the free persons of color lived within the boundaries of the
city of Charleston itself. Blacks and whites worshipped
together, and blacks outnumbered whites in St. Phillips
Church in 1843 Hutchinson said.9
In 1861 the winds of the Civil War swept through Charles-

ton with its damaging forces. Hutchinson said feelings were
so high after the War that it was doubtful that blacks and
whites would ever worship together again. Blacks established their own churches. The oldest black churches
established after 1865 include St. Marks Episcopal Church,
Morse Street Baptist Church, Emanuel African Methodist
Episcopal Church and Calvary Episcopal Church. Blacks
sought self-realization in other ways. In 1867 black demonstrators in Charleston staged ride-ins on streetcars. On
May 1, 1867, the Charleston City Railway Company adopted
a resolution guaranteeing the right of all persons to ride in
streetcars. In 1868 the South Carolina constitutional convention, the first official assembly in the West with a black
majority, met in the Charleston Clubhouse with seventysix black delegates and forty-eight white delegates. Twothirds of the black delegates were former slaves. 1 Charleston also had black policemen in the late 19th century and
up until about 1910 when Jim Crow became firmly established in the city, Hutchinson said.

°

From the late nineteenth century until after World War II,
Hutchinson said there was no real black belt (community)
in Charleston. Blacks and whites lived together on the
same streets and got along with each other, except on The
Battery, the street of wealth and privilege along the Ashlev
11

ruver in the heart of Charleston. The Battezy today with its
grand two-stozy brick homes is a part of the downtown
historic district. Along King Street, the main street of
downtown Charleston, blacks lived and owned small service businesses; they were dressmakers, barbers, builders
and liverymen. Today much of King Street is in urban
decay as are many other Main streets in other cities throughout the country. Schools were always segregated in Charleston until the second half of the twentieth centuzy. 11 In this
somewhat-open some what closed society of Charleston,
blacks lived well, but they were not a part of the real wealth
and the professional and social life of the city until after
World War II.
"When I grew up wealthy whites lived in a section of
Charleston to themselves: other whites and blacks lived
together. Nobody talked about who was related or who
someone's parents were. It didn't matter vezy much," said
WilhelminaJohnston Wright, one ofAmolta Williams' nieces
who lives in Charleston.
The Charleston in which Amolta Johnston grew up was
one of segregation and discrimination according to skin
color. A light-skinned color was an advantage to blacks in
Charleston economically and professionally. The mulatto,
the offspring ofblack and white parentage, had the greatest
advantage. These fair-skinned black Charlestonians formed
the black middle class in the city with the assistance of
their white relatives and other whites who preferred them
to their darker brothers and sisters. These light-skinned
blacks were favored by whites for any educational opportunity, professional training or leadership roles doled out.
The only hope for a darkskinned black was somehow to be
related to his fair-skinned brother. 12
"Charleston was a unique city of the South with a rigid
society based on a color line within the color line. Families
were classified by color rather than by economics or edu12

cation. Class status depended on color. Light-colored folks
got the breaks and jobs and community recognition." Amott.a
Williams said.
According to Mrs. Wtlliams, Negroes could not get professional jobs in Charleston in her youth. Young Negro boys
in their teens through the influence of their fathers could
be apprenticed to a white man for training in a trade or
skilled labor job. The theme of much discussion in the
Johnston home was "get an education and become a
professional." 13 It was the topic at most dinner meals
which the family shared together. Families who could
afford it sent their children away to Negro boarding school
and Negro colleges for their training. Mrs. Williams said.
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Amolta's mother. Mary Ellen Virgin Johnston, had been
one of the.first graduates of Claflin University in Orangeburg.
South Carolina, a school owned by the Methodist Church
and now a historically black college. Hazel Murray Stewart.
her granddaughter, has her diploma from Claflin University and South Carolina Agricultural College dated June 2 ,
1886. Attending college was a significant achievement fo
any black woman in the late 1800's since women in general
were not expected to become formally educated. Unfortunately, Amolta never got to know her mother or receive the
kind of nurturing and training this educated woman was
capable of giving her. When Amolta was nine months old,
Mary Ellen Johnston died unexpectedly of tuberculosis, a
disease that was prevalent and a major cause of death ir
those days. Amolta recalled that people always referred tc
her mother as having been "a fine , intelligent young
woman." 14
William Herny Johnston was a mulatto. He was very fair
of average height. slender-built and wore the curved mustache that was popular in his time. It was through him that
the Johnston family acquired its middle class status
Johnston was a building contractor or "boss carpenter" a.c:
13

ey were called in those ~ays. He oft~n h~d from twei_i1! to
thirty men working for him. under his direct supervis10n.
He and his team of construction workers built many of the
fine old homes in the city of Charleston and in the subdivisions in the surrounding areas. The family lived in a fiveroom cottage in the heart of the city not too far from King
Street. 15
'I remember my father adding a second story to our home.
I would hold the lantern for him to work on it at night," Mrs.
Williams recalled.
It was from William Johnston, "Papa." as the children
affectionately called him, thatAmolta acquired her strength
of character and zest for living. Growing up she was able to
see the control he had and his ability to command and get
the best work from his construction crew. She saw his
sense of pride and commitment in doing a good job and
completing all of his building.
'The men loved him; they called him 'Mr. Willie,' and he
treated them like brothers ari.d sons. He was a founder of
the church and chairman of the Deacon Board at Calvary
Baptist Church which he built," Mrs. Williams said.
A plaque on the outside of the church names William
Henry Johnston as its builder. Johnston and his crew also
built Hampton Terrace, one of the buildings on the campus
of The Citadel, the military college of South Carolina at
Charleston which has been established since 1842. 16
Johnston's neighbors and friends regarded him as a genteel man, an honest, hardworking provider for his family,
and a good Christian who was serious about his church
activities. But he kept from his children for many years the
knowledge of who their grandfather, his father, was .
..Papa refused to tell us until many years later that the old
white man who used to buy us bicycles and other things
was our grandfather," Mrs. Williams said.
14

fin her neighborhood there were many families similar l'
hers in skin color and white ancestry. One such family was
that of the owner of the Charleston trolley car or street-car
company. His Negro family consisted of two sons and onf>
daughter along with the mother of the children. He eventually sent his Negro family to New York to remove them from
the stigma of the segregated and discriminatory life tl}e
had to live in Charleston. 17
Like most Negro children in Charleston, Amolta attende
the public schools. She is said to have been very active an
inquisitive and sometimes quite outspoken. The Shav.
School that she graduated from had all white teachen
because Negroes in the city could not be professionals at
that time. School work was mostly reading, writing and
numbers with some smattering of history. The school was
later named Robert Gulls Shaw High School for a famous
abolitionist from Boston who headed the first black regiment in the Civil War.
Amolta, "Nollie.. as she is called by her family in Charleston, was also a strong-willed youngster when there was
something she wanted. Once she wanted a bicycle, to rid
to and from school, that her father had not agreed to
purchase. The Gilliard family in her neighborhood had a
bicycle that no one was using at the time. Amolta got the
bicycle from the Gilliards and told them that her father
would pay for it later. When her father admonished her fo.r
her presumptuousness, she reminded him of his favorite
expression when she would ask him to buy something for
her. ''My dear Baby, Papa will buy it next week." 18
As she grew older and it was no longer proper to spend time

watching her father and his construction crew, Amolta
began assisting her grandmother, Miss Emma, who was a
seamstress. Miss Emma was a fair-skinned woman, part
Indian, who came to Charleston from Walterboro, South
Carolina. She sewed clothing for many of Charleston'
15

wealthy white families. Miss Emma taught Amolta to sew
and her specialty became making the bound buttonholes
for the garments. Miss Emma's husband Pompey Virgin,
dark-skinned, tall and stately, became one of the first
Negro police officers in Charleston.19 The Virgins were
Amolta's maternal grandparents and lived with the
Johnstons. Johnston knew that his mother-in-law loved
his children and would take good care of them for him. To
assist Miss Emma in caring for the children, Johnston
hired a woman the children called "Sister Black. "Miss
Emma was the only mother Amolta knew and called Mama
until Mamie Washington came into her life.
William Johnston remained a widower until Miss Emma
died when Amolta was thirteen years old. At this time
Johnston married Mamie Washington, a nice Baptist lady
whose company he had been keeping for several years.
Amolta remembers standing with her father and stepmother-to-be at the wedding in Calvary Baptist Church. 20
"I was very happy to have a Mama, and I accepted Miss
Mamie as my Mama". Mrs. Williams said.
Mamie Washington Johnston did not try to take the place
of Mary Ellen Johnston or Emma Virgin in the hearts and
lives of the Johnston children. She set about to create a
place for herself. She was an excellent cook, and she
created a good wholesome environment for the children.
Miss Mamie saw to it that the children got along well with
each other and there was harmony and peace in the home.
As was the nature of Charleston women of her color, very
fair-skinned, Miss Mamie was a "high-toned" woman, very

particular and precise. She held to very high standards and
values. Evei:ything was according to its place and done in
the proper way.21
"When Grandma made cakes, we, my cousins and I, were
not allowed to eat it as we pleased. She gave us the proper
16

rsized piece and we ate it the way she told us to," said Mrs.
Williams' daughter, Hortense Gray.
'The only relative of Grandma's I remember was a sister wt
called Aunt Nelly. Aunt Nelly was white and rich and came
to visit Grandma one summer when all the grandchildren
were there. She arrived in a very long shiny limousine.
Grandma had us all nice and clean and sitting on the front
steps. She properly introduced us, each one separately, to
Aunt Nelly," Mrs. Gray said.
Mamie Johnston had no children for Wtlliam Johnsto ,
but she treated his children and grandchildren as her own
They were her family and she loved them dearly, and they
called her Mama and Grandma. Hortense remembers her
grandmother taking piano lessons when she was seventy
years old because it was something she always wanted to
do. 22 William Henry Johnston died November 19, 1939,
and Mamie Washington Johnston lived until May 3, 1952 23
In keeping with the family belief and philosophy of getting

a good education and having a professional career, when
the time came, each of the Johnston children went off to
college. The children of William Henry and Mamie Johnston
had no other choice. They became professionals and held
career positions throughout their lives, except Amolta.
Emily Albertha, the oldest Johnston child, attended Claflin
University in Orangeburg, South Carolina, as her mother
had done. She became Matron of girls at Claflin University.
Later she returned to Charleston and became a teacher in
the private and public schools of the city. She married
Richard Gailliard Murray who was a carpenter, cabinet
maker and finisher and shipfitter at the Charleston Navy
yard for many years. Albertha (she stopped using Emily)
and Richard had one daughter. Hazel Murray.
Albertha Johnston Murray was principal of Cut Bridge
Elementary School for thirty-two years. While she was
17

there the school was rebuilt at another site on James
Island. The school has since been renamed Murray-LaSaine
Elementary School for Albertha Murray and Mary Alice
LaSaine. She was a life member of the South Carolina
Education Association, president of the South Carolina
Retired Teacher's Association and a life member of the
National Education Association. She was the professional
her father wanted her to be. Richard Murray died May 10,
1957, and Albertha Murray died September 13, 1969. 24
Hazel Murray earned an A.B. degree in mathematics from
Fisk University and an MAT from The Citadel in Charleston. She did further study at the University of Pennsylvania
and the University of South Carolina. Her professional
career includes twenty years of teaching in the public
schools of Charleston County and twenty years as professor of mathematics at Baptist College of Charleston, a
private college of the Southern Baptist Convention. She will
retire from Baptist College on December 12, 1991.
Hazel, like her Aunt Nollie, made the Jacksonville connection through marriage. She married James Welcher Stewart,
the son of Robert and Ruth Stewart of Jacksonville. James
Stewart retired as Supervisor of Buildings and Grounds at
Baptist College of Charleston in 1987. Hazel and James
had one son, James Welcher Stewart, II (Jay). Jay earned
a B.S. degree in chemistry from Emory University and an
E.E. (electrical engineering) degree from Texas Technical
College. He is a communications specialist and a captain in
the U. S. Air Force and presently is studying for an M. B.
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The Johnston's second child, William Elbert, attended
Hampton Institute, now Hampton University in Hampton,
Virginia, where he earned a degree in vocational education.
His professional career included teaching vocational education at South Carolina State College, Tennessee State
College and Voorhees College.
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, William Elbert first married Izetta Holloway Watson b}
whom he had two children, Wilhelmina and William Elbert,
Jr. When Izetta died January 23, 1920, Johnston took hi
daughter and son to live with his parents William Herny
and Mamie Johnston. Wilhelmina still remembers the very
disciplined and structured environment of her grandparents' home at 109 Bogard Street near downtown Charleston. The five bedroom home is still standing in good condition. William Elbert's second wife was Mary Elizabeth
Mayrant. They had one daughter, Rosemary. William Elbert,
Sr. died August 20, 1959. 2 6
Wilhelmina Johnston earned her bachelor of arts degree in
elementary education from Bennett College in Greensboro,
North Carolina and her masters in education from Hampton Institute. Her first six years of teaching were done in a
one-teacher school in Greenwood, South Carolina (194046). Her forty years of teaching also include twenty-three
years at Rockville Elementary School (now Edith Frieson
Elementary School, Wadmalaw Island, South Carolina)
and eleven years at Albermarle Elementary School.
Wilhelmina was married to Daniel W. Wright for twentytwo years until his death October 23, 1973. They had no
children. Wilhelmina Wright retired from teaching in June,
1980. 27
Her brother, William Elbert, Jr., earned his B.S. degre
from South Carolina State College, MA from New York
University, D. Ed. from the University of Oregon and did
post-doctoral study at Harvard University. His professional
career included his being Dean of Students at Albany State
College, Specialistcounselor Preparation at U. S. Office of
Education and Chief Elementary, Secondary, Post-Secondary Section - Program Development Branch, Division of
Innovation and Development, Bureau of Education for the
Handicapped, Office of Education Department of Health.
Education and Welfare, Washington, D. C.
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villiam Elbert, Jr.'s colleagues called him "Bill," but his
amuy called him "Brother." He married Julia Mayo, and
they had two children, William Elbert, III, who died Febru1975, and Wilvena Elberte. Wilvena is a graduate of
Harvard University and is working on her master's degree
at Banks College in New York. William Elbert Johnston, Jr.
died November 24, 1978. 28
aiy 3,

Rosemary earned her B. S. and M.Ed. degrees from South
Carolina State College. Her thirty-year career in education
included twenty-one years of teaching at Stono Park Elementary School. She retired in 1988. Rosemary married
Thomas Tobias Carr, III, also a native Charlestonian. Thomas retired as head of the Chemical Section at the Charleston Naval Shipyard. He is now a doctor of optometry parttime at Opti-world. She and Thomas had four children:
Tomette, Elizabeth, Thomas Tobias, IV, and Elaine Roslyn.
Tomette received her bachelor's degree from Wmthrop College and her master's degree from the College of Charleston
and is working toward an educational specialist degree at
The Citadel. She married Michael Hamilton. Elizabeth received her B.S. degree from Winthrop College and is working toward an M.BAat Winthrop. She is married to Andre'
G. Stanley. Thomas Tobias, IV, received his B.S. degree
from South Carolina state College and is employed at
Barnett Bank in Jacksonville, Florida. Elaine Roslyn received a B.S. degree in business from Winthrop College and
a B.S. in industrial engineering from North Carolina A and
T University. 29
Rosemary's mother, Mary Elizabeth Mayrant Johnston, at
97 is the oldest member of the family lMng in Charleston.
She is a retired teacher from the City Schools of Orangeburg,
South Carolina. She is Arnolta's sister-in-law. Rosemary
said her mother is still sharp, alert and articulate at her age
and she keeps up with the things happening in her family.30
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Arnolta chose Benedict College in Columbia, South Caro
lina, to further her education after high school. In this
different environment she began to realize that intelligenc~
held no respect for color and that many black-skinned
people were very intelligent, creative individuals. Benedict
was a school that had been established by the Northern
Baptists for the education of young Negro men and women.
The Northern Baptists Home Missionary Society also assisted any needv student with tuition, clothing and other
personal items.3 1 At Benedict, Arnolta became a part of
the college atmosphere and participated in several organizations and activities.
Arnolta earned her bachelor's degree in elementary education, and graduation day came for her on May 3, 1917. The
Commencement address was given by Dr. M. M. Reddick
President of Americus Institute in Americus, Georgia The
day was a very exciting one for her since William Herny
Johnston had come to see his "Baby" graduate. By then
Johnston was hard of hearing and did not hear the President of Benedict College, Mr. Valentine, invite him and
other parents present to come up to the stage. When the
president continued to call out Johnston's name and he
did not respond, Arnolta stood up and spoke out: "Mr.
Valentine, my father didn't hear you; my father didn't hear
you."3 2 The president then called Johnston's name much
louder several times, and Johnston moved forward with the
other parents.
Arnolta's outspoken manner drew the attention of Dr.
Reddick, the Commencement speaker. When the program
ended Dr. Reddick commended Arnolta for speaking out.
During their conversation she asked him for a job at his
school for the next year. That summer Dr. Reddick wrote to
her: ''Providence has so arranged it that I can offer you a
position at Americus Institute as matron of Building Number 1\vo."33 She was hired without written application 01
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formal interview. Perhaps this was an early indication of
how Amolta would impress people throughout her life with
her vivaciousness and directness. Amolta held her job for
one year, until 1918 when she married Isreal Elias Williams.
With Amolta's graduation from college and one year's work
at Americus Institute, the Johnston children had fulfilled
the goals set for them by their parents to "get an education
and become a professional."Amolta never went back to live
in her beloved Charleston where her roots are so firmly
planted. Over the years she has gone home many times to
visit and share memories with her family and friends. She
and her husband visited on a regular basis until her
father's death. She keeps in close contact with her relatives, and they visit her in Jacksonville. She was especially
concerned about them during Hurricane Hugo's destructive rage through South Carolina in 1989. She sent Hortense
to Charleston to see about them and cany some supplies
theyneeded. She said herCharlestonfamilyisjustaphone
call away.
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CHAPTERm

The Doctor's Wife

From the day of her marriage to Dr. Isreal Elias William
until his death on February 8, 1970, Amolta Johnston
became and was Mrs. I. E. Williams in body, mind c n
spirit. Being the wife of an ambitious, intelligent, progre sive doctor was a challenge and a living experience for he .
Dr. Williams was twelve years older than she and an
experienced man of the world, and naturally she w.:l
wooed by his charisma and accepted much of his philosophy of life as her own. Mrs. Williams efficiently managed
her household and other activities around the demanding
schedule of Dr. Williams because of her Charleston breeding which required that everything be done properly and
according to its place. The training she had been given by
Miss Emma and Miss Mamie provided her foundation.
From the beginning Dr. Williams refused to permit his wife
to work outside her home. Like the British whose ideas an
mannerisms he had acquired, he believed the man was the
head of his household and was responsible for providing all
the necessities for his family. Dr. Williams' attitude on this
was in keeping with the social mores at that time as well,
that the wife of a successful doctor just did not work. It was
beneath her status to do so, and besides she needed to
spend her time in support of her doctor-husband, in making life as comfortable as possible for him. It was not until
the 1960's that the housewife was liberated into society by
the Women's liberation movement.
Mrs. Williams loved her husband and tried very hard to
respect his wishes. She made only one attempt to acquire

permanent employment. She applied for and accepted a
teaching position at Oakland Elementary School on
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J aCKSonville's eastside. She worked one week. Dr. Williams
asked her to leave the position because it was embarrassing him for his wife to work. While Mrs. Williams did not
agree with her husband on this, she complied with his
desire and resigned her job. 34 Hence, Arnolta never became the professional her father had educated her to be.
She did become the Doctor's wife and very often placed his
interests and wishes above her own.
As Mrs. I. E. Wtlliams, Arnolta was the dutiful wife and the

devoted mother. She joined community organizations and
medical auxiliaries and boards to support her husband's
status in the community. She made every effort to put her
husband's career ahead of her community involvement.
When her community activities conflicted with her responsibilities at home, she excused herself from those activities
so that she could meet her obligations to her husband.
There were times, however, when she had to deny to him
the extent of her involvement in community and other
activities as many wives of her day had to do. She said she
did so to honor her husband's name as he felt it should be
honored and to preseive her marriage. She felt it was her
place to stand behind her husband and support him as a
good wife should. 35 'Throughout her marriage of fifty-one
years and eight months to the Doctor, Mrs. Williams maintained a delicate balance between her wifely duties and her
activities in the community. She found ingenious ways to
make her life with the Doctor uncomplicated and memorable.
Amolta met Isreal Elias Williams when she was a senior at
Benedict College. He was attending a medical convention
hosted by the college. The Benedict students entertained
the young doctors with an operetta lbe Mikado" by Gilbert
and Sullivan, in which Arnolta played the high lord executioner. Dr. Williams was attracted to her and she to him. A
budding romance began and continued for a year. Toward
the end of that year Dr. Williams wrote her parents asking
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for Arnolta's hand in marriage. Her parents wrote him back
giving their consent, but informing him that Arnolta did not
know how to cook nor clean house. The couple eloped in
Americus, Georgia, on May 3, 1918.36 Of course, this was
not the way William Herny and Mamie Johnston had
expected the marriage to take place. They had expected 1:}-li:i
traditional church wedding.
Dr. Williams brought his bride to live in his adopted city,
Jacksonville, Florida, where he had already established hi
medical practice. He did provide his wife with a cook and a
housekeeper. How different Arnolta Johnston's life might
have been had she returned to live at home where she was
the Baby and the apple of her father's eye. But that was not
to be .
..Jacksonville was so unlike Charleston; the mores of th
community were so different. I was twenty-two years ol
and had to adjust to this new city," Mrs. Will.ianls said.
The black physicians in Jacksonville had formed their own
organization, The Jacksonville Medical-Dental and Pharmaceutical Association. The wives of these men formed an
auxilliaiy group of which Mrs. Williams became a member.
The group was helpful to her in adjusting to her new life.
Mrs. Williams said that Mrs. Elouise Patterson, the wife of
Dr. James P. Patterson. invited her to join the Auxilliaiy
and introduced her to other people in the community. She
also began to seek out other native South Carolinians,
especially Charlestonians, and began bonding with those
kindred spirits she found in Jacksonville.
On Januaiy 26, 1919, Mrs. Williams gave birth to a daughter, Hortense Gwendolyn, her and Dr. Williams' only child.
1919 was an eventful year for the relatives of the Williamses
living in Charleston. The city was the site of one of the
many race riots that occurred throughout the country.
There were twenty-six race riots in the "Red Summer" of
1919.37 No harm came to any of the family in Charleston.
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othing could overshadow the joy felt by Dr. and Mrs.
Williams with the addition of a new family member.
ni.e lives of Amolta and Hortense evolved around the
activities of the Doctor. Isreal Elias Williams was born
January 27, 1884, in Trinidad, British West Indies, where
he lived with his family until he came to the United States
in 1909. When he came to these shores he was already a
practicing pharmacist. In Trinidad he had been married to
a young native woman who bore him a son, Oswald Elias
Williams. Oswald later studied abroad in England and
became a barrister, British term for lawyer. Oswald married an English woman with whom he had three children,
Janet, Betty and Errol. He died in the 1930's.38
ln the United States, Williams decided to enroll in Mehany
Medical College: he graduated with honors in 1913. Dr. I.

E. Williams first practiced medicine in Chicago, Illinois, 39
but did not like the cold weather. He then moved to
Bradenton, Florida, where he practiced from 1914 to 1917.40
In 1917 he set up practice in Jacksonville. For fifty years he
provided medical services to the community through his
private practice and his positions as Chief of Staff at
Brewster Hospital and Chief of Staff at Methodist HospitaI. 41

Dr. Williams was truly a product of the British West Indies
in mannerisms, philosophy and goals in life. He spoke with
a British accent and attired himself in the British manner,
giving an air of distinction and authority to his tall,
darkskinned personage. He was intelligent, ambitious, creative and conservative. He pursued many careers - pharmacist, medical doctor, scientist, chemist, businessman.
He was and avid student of medicine who continued his
education at a number of institutions around the globe:
"He was continually stimulated by new advances being
made in the field of medicine and decided to further his
knowledge and skills by enrolling in post-graduate
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courses in specialized areas of medicine. Two such
courses taken at Harvard Medical School resulted in
specialization in internal medicine and cardiology. Other
post-graduate studies were done at the University of
Edinburgh medical School, Scotland: the Northeast London Post Graduate Medical School; the University of
Paris Medical School; the Royal College of Physicians
and Surgeons, Edinburgh. Scotland: the New York Academy of Medicine and the University of Buffalo School of
Medicine."42

Dr. Williams loved to travel in this country and abroad. H£
made several voyages on the Queen Elizabeth and the
Queen Mazy, major British luxury liners.43 Once during
his travels abroad, Dr. Williams was the only doctor aboard
the Queen Elizabeth. A young man became ill. He offered
his skills as a physician and was instrumental in savinll
the life of that young man. 44
Dr. I. E. Williams believed that his many careers and
endeavors would make him a wealthy man. With his scientific mind, knowledge in chemistry and understanding as a
phannacist and doctor, he believed he could develop formulas for medications that would relieve some of the
illnesses of his patients. He created the formula for Kramer
Cough Syrup which was sold for him by Reyno Pharmacy,
the local drugstore that operated on the corners of Beaver
and Davis Streets and then later at Ashley and Davis
Streets. He also developed the formula for the medication
Wilmadol, a tablet for heart patients that was sold for h ·
by Reyno Pharmacy.45
Dr. Williams came to the United States imbued with i t
idea that he would become as wealthy as Madame C. J.
Walker whose creativity and tenacity he admired. Aft.er all,
this was the American dream: that any man could come to
these shores from any place in the universe and become
whatever he wanted to be and have whatever he wanted to
have, especially social status, land and great wealth. Madame C. J. Walker was the first black woman millionaire
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April 30. 1987
Dear Mrs. Williams,
As I read the F1orida Times-Union's article on your

United Way Award and portions of your life. I 1mmed1ately reflected on Doctor I. E. and his influence on me,
Roosevelt, Jacksonville nurses, physicians, and the com
munity. He taught us Brewster nurses. not only med1cal nursing and hospital ethics. but how to live and be
the best that we could possibly be. If he is allowed
walking in heaven, I know that he strutted his familiar
walk when he learned of this great tribute paid you.
CongratulationsI
Sincerely.
Hettie L. Mills

Dr. Williams did not become the millionaire he believed he
could, but he did become substantially wealthy for a black
man of his times in the South. He built a large two-story red
brick structure on the southeast comer of Ocean and
Union Streets; the bottom floor was his well-equipped office
for his private practice, and the second floor was his home
for his family. He invested his money in bonds instead of
real estate as other black men in Jacksonville were doing
because this was the British way of investing. 49 The earnings on his investments today provide very good quarterly
incomes for his wife and daughter. Mrs. Williams has never
felt the bite of financial insecurity, and the Doctor made
sure that her senior years would be free of money concerns.
It was a matter concerning Dr. Williams' wealth that brought
him and Raiford A Brown, Sr. together. Raiford Brown had
come to Jacksonville from Georgetown, South Carolina, in
1924 and set up his barber shop on Bay and Ocean
Streets, in the heart of the city, in the old Duval Building.
His clientele were the wealthy and politically and socially
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romment white men of Jacksonville and their sons and
~dsons. Because of his relationship with the white
~ommunity. Mr. Brown was selected to serve on the Fedral Grand Jury in 1950. He was the only black of the
wenty-three persons serving at that time.
'In those days the white community did not care anything
about equality for blacks; it didn't matter whether any
blacks were on the grand jury or not. Usually a person
served for six months, but they kept me on for a full year,"
Mr. Brown said.

une of the persons summoned to testify before the grand
jury while Mr. Brown was serving was Dr. I. E. Williams.
The government believed Dr. Williams had not declared all
of his income to the Internal Revenue Service. This assumption was based on the fact that Dr. Williams had
three safe deposit boxes at the bank when most people only
had one and that government investigators and someone at
the bank had observed him taking a large sum of money,
several thousand dollars from one of his safe deposit boxes.
Mr. Brown said it was also probably due to prejudice in the
white community and envy and jealousy in the black
community. 50
"Dr. Williams was a wealthy man and a very proud man,
always immaculately dressed, and he had a superiority
complex," Mr. Brown said.
"He was a very knowledgeable man. He went off, studied
and became familiar with all of the new procedures and
new information in medicine, and this made him very
professional and more prominent than some of the other
black doctors in the city. He was the only black doctor
asked to join the Duval County Medical Society. Because of
this he was not well liked by some of the other black
doctors who were envious of him," Dr. Brown said.
Dr. John Elliot Boyd, a leading white physician in Jackson30

ville back then, felt that Dr. Williams was arrogant, Mr.
Brown said. The reason for this, he said, was that Dr. Boyd
would call all of the white physicians "Doctor" but would
call Dr. Williams simply "Williams." Dr. Williams called Dr.
Boyd to task for this disrespect of his position. Of course,
Dr. Boyd didn't like Dr. Williams' speaking out about it
because he felt that Dr. Williams should have acquiesced to
his manner of address as most other Blacks would have,
and, therefore, he said that Dr. Williams was arrogant. 51
When Dr. Williams had to testify before the grand jwy,
some black doctors and others in the community who did
not like Dr. Williams felt that he had got what was coming
to him. Mr. Brown said he did not feel that way about it. He
felt that every man should have an opportunity to explain
himself without prejudice.
Dr. Williams testified that the reason that he had three safe
deposit boxes was that he did not trust banks to hold all of
his money for him. He had lost money in a few banks that
had gone under: one of these was a black owned bank that
had existed in Jacksonville. The other reason he gave was
that he wanted money readily available to his wife and
daughter if they needed it - one box was for his wife, one for
his daughter and one for himself. 52 Dr. Brown said he
thought his answer was as reasonable as those that were
given by whites who had not been indicted. Many people
simply did not trust banks to hold their money for them,
and it was not because they were hiding it and not reporting it to the Internal Revenue Service
..In the Grand Jury room there were two boxes for us to
place our votes - one for indictment and one against
indictment. I watched the voting and counted each vote
that went into each box. I was the last one to vote, and I
knew it was a tie - eleven for and eleven against. I decided
to vote against indictment making it twelve against because several whites had done similar things and had not
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been indicted," Mr. Brown said.
Mr. Brown felt that he should let Dr. Williams know what

had happened and that he had not been indicted. Since he
was forbidden by law to communicate with Dr. Williams, he
did so through George Gray, the father-in-law-to-be of Dr.
Williams' daughter Hortense.
"Dr. Williams later came to me and said that he appreciated
my faith in him. My family became friends with the Williams. He had a few white patients that I caused him to get

because of my business and relationship with white people.
He liked visiting my shop where he got to meet a number
of prominent white citizens of Jacksonville," Mr. Brown
said.
Dr. Williams was cited and awarded many times for his
meritorious service and achievements. He received the
Meharry College President's Award for fifty years of community seIVice. Edward Waters College awarded him an
honorary doctorate degree. Methodist Hospital cited him
for "distinguished service." The Afro-American Life Insurance Company presented him a special award for his work
with the Building Committee on the Home Office Building
and facilities dedicated April 22, 1956. The Selective Service System presented him a certificate of service for honorably serving as "an examining physician in the Selective
Service System of the United States from March 14, 1941,
to March 31, 1947." President Franklin D. Roosevelt presented him with four certificates of appreciation for each
year "in grateful recognition of uncompensated seIVices
patriotically rendered his country in the administration of
the Selective Service System. n53
In spite of Dr. Williams' multi-career endeavors and his
dedication to the health care of his patients, Mrs. Williams
Said he was committed to his marriage and his family. She
described the Doctor as a man with a mission, systematic
and orderly, who budgeted his time and his money well. He
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was also very meticulous. He got up at 9:00 a.m. e
morning, bathed and dressed immaculately. She wd'llla
prepare and serve him his coffee with brandy in it. The
housekeeper would prepare and serve him breakfast when
she came and get him his second cup of coffee. He would
then take care of whatever personal matters or business he
needed to handle for his household. 54
The Williamses had separate bedrooms, and Mrs. William,
said she could not go into his room in the mornings witl
curlers in his hair because he felt that she should have her
hair fixed when he saw her. He called her Nollie as her
family in Charleston did, but sometimes he would call h
"Sweet Pea" or some other affectionate term, she said.
At about 11 :00 a.m. Dr. Williams would go downstairs
his office to attend his patients. At 12:45 he would re
for his lunch. After his private office hours he would leave
for the hospital to attend his patients there and perform
other duties. Dr. Williams also made house calls as was
practice for many years while he was an active part of
profession. Dinner time for the Williamses was never
definite time, and many nights Mrs. Williams had to w
up for the Doctor and warm up his food. She said she spen
much of this waiting time reading the newspapers, m
zines and books, listening to the radio and writing her ne
stories. Bedtime was generally about 11:00 p.m. to mid
night.
Dr. Williams made the menus daily for the family meals. H
loved blackeyed peas, stew beef, chittlin's and seafi
crabs, shrimp, lobster and a variety of fish. The dinner
I
meal consisted of fish twice a week or more. 55
"When Doctor gave me money for groceries and householo
items, I would have to itemire everything that I spent an
return the extra money to him. As a doctor, my husban
made money everyday, and I could always find where ht
put the money if I needed to," Mrs. Williams said.
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vtrs. Williams said she could always find creative ways of
ettmg beyond the budgetaiy restrictions placed on her by

11

her husband. When Dr. Wil1iams was away on trips study-

ing or attending conferences, she would do temporary or

part-time jobs to purchase the extra things she wanted.
She remembered once she sold Capehart televisions. 56
During the summers it was extremely hot in her upstairs
living quarters without air-conditioning. Thy as she would,
Mrs. Williams could not get the Doctor to see the need for
atrconditioning the building, but ·she was determined to
have it done. Mrs. Williams said she decided to take the
initiative, go to the bank and have one of the bank officers
that she knew advance her the money. When Doctor was
away, Mrs. Williams had the air-conditioning installed and
his reception room and office redone with new chairs. 57
"At first Doctor was very upset with me, but when he began

to enjoy that cool air, he told me it was the best thing I
could have done. Doctor felt whatever he thought and did
was right, and he seldom conceded to anyone," she said.
Over the years Arnolta Williams developed a knack for
turning what would otherwise have been an unpleasant
incident into a joke or an occasion for laughter. Dr. Willimns would come upstairs from his office between 12:30
and 1:00 p.m. each day for his lunch. He would always
have as a part of his lunch two boiled eggs. That particular
day Mrs. Williams' sister Albertha was visiting her. Mrs.
Williams was chatting with her sister about Charleston and
other things, and she and the cook forgot the eggs were
boiling on the stove. They did not remember the eggs until
they heard Doctor Williams coming up the stairs. By that
time the eggs had scorched and each egg had a brown spot
on it. It was too late to cook two more eggs, so they had to
serve Doctor the burned ones. Mrs. Williams recalled Dr.
Williams' response:
Dr. Williams asked, "Nollie, what is this brown spot on the eg,g,s?"
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Mrs. Williams replied, 'Why Doctor, don't you know? Those
with the brown spot will be roosters," as she winked at her
sister who was also sitting at the table.
Dr. Williams then turned to Albertha as if he had acquired a new
piece of information and said. "That's interesting. Did you know
that, Bertie?"
Albertha nodded her head almost in disbelief. Of course, she did
not know what to say, but she did not expose Arnolta's quickness of wit that had saved the day.
Later Mrs. Williams and her sister had a good laugh about i l Dr.
I. E. wm1ams, the brilliant and astute man of medicine and
science, had been outwitted on an elementary concept by the
fast thinking maneuvering of his sagacious wife.

Having grown up in a male-headed household with her
father, Mrs. Williams did not find it extremely difficult to
live in her male-dominated household. She simply found
ingenious ways to operate around her husband. She loved
her husband, she was Doctor's wife, they understood each
other and in their almost fifty years of marriage, there are
very few changes she would have made. She would have
liked for him to have been more sociable and flexible, and
less austere and conservative. She described herself as
Doctor's helper. For all occasions she was Mrs. I.E. Williams, her husband's ambassador. The early outreaching,
expressive Amolta Johnston who embraced the world
around her was subdued in her role as Doctor's wife.
Mrs. Williams said as a family man, Dr. Williams was a
faithful husband and a good father, a concerned father. He
loved his daughter very much and gave her the best education possible for a young black girl at that time, but he
did not baby her or spoil her. She said he was a strict
disciplinarian and demanded order and obedience from
Hortense in the home and elsewhere, and Hortense understood this. 58
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"What my father said he meant; I knew this and I did what
he said," Mrs. Gray concurred.
Hortense attended the best schools as she grew to womanhood. In her kindergarten years she attended St. Phillip's
Episcopal Church School with Mrs. Chubbs and later Mrs.
Porter. Her first three years of grade school were done at St.
Pius Catholic School. For grades four through twelve she
was a student at Boylan Haven School for Girls located in
East Jacksonville.59 Established in 1866, Boylan Haven
for more than seventy years served as a private educational
institution for girls of prominent middle class black families
in Jacksonville and others who could afford the tuition. The
school was responsible for developing many of these young
girls in personality and character traits that have enabled
them to become leaders in their communities in social,
civic and educational endeavors. Boylan Haven closed its
doors as an educational institution in Jacksonville in June
1959 and moved to Camden, South Carolina, where it
became Mather Academy, a coed preparatory school. 60
After Boylan Haven, Hortense attended Fisk University,
Nashville, Tennessee, for her bachelor of arts degree. She
then studied for a year at Radcliffe College, but she did not
like the atmosphere there and left to enroll at Columbia
University in New York. It was at Columbia that she earned
her master's degree in student personnel and administration. Dr. Williams wanted his daughter to follow him and
study medicine, but she did not show his kind of aptitude
in mathematics and science. 61 It was some years after his
death that she received her doctorate in education from
Nova University.
"My father was disappointed that I did not go into medicine,
but I just didn't have the aptitude for it," Mrs. Gray said.

Mrs. Gray did make her father proud of her achievements
by winning the Mademoiselles Merit Award in January
1949 along with nine other women from throughout the
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country: Phoebe M. Bailey, Quaker executive; Valerie Bettis,
dancer: Florence Valley, lawyer: Grandma Moses, Amertcan primitive; Dorothy Q. Noyes, interior architect: Louise
Suggs, golfer; Dorris Varnum, fashion designer; Barbara
Ward, economist: Hortense Williams, educator; Jade Snow
Wong, craftwoman. 62 This Merit Award had been given for
only six years when Hortense received it:
"Evezyyearsince 1943 MADEMOISELLE has presentedAwards
of Merit to ten young women in their twenties and early thirties
whose accomplishments have been outstanding. They are se
lected from many careers: our past winners include novelists,
an opera singer, business women, a Resistence leader, movte
stars, a judge and a nuclear physicist Within the particular
field it is the originality and distinction of the contribution that
guides our choice. "63

Hortense Gwendolyn Williams received her Mademoiselle
Merit Award for bringing "youth, gaiety and a refreshingly
empirical approach to social work. As Program Assistant in
Group Work at Brooklyn Urban League [1948], she is older
sister to underprtvileged girls in the Stuyvesant-Bedford
area. She helps her teenagers adjust to and function in
society [and] has innovated a charm course in good grooming."64
Mrs. Williams said that Dr. Williams was also very pleased
with the positions his daughter held at various times at
institutions of higher education , and they discussed her
achievements as she moved along. Hortense was Dean of
Women at Delaware State College from 1943-1945, Assistant Dean of Women at Fisk University from 1945-1947
and Dean of Women at Fisk from 1961-1963.65

Mrs. Gray described her father as a serious-minded man
and an avid reader. She said they talked a lot about all the
issues of the times - race relations, health, education,
animals, money, just about everything that mattered. Dr.
Williams owned a complete collection of Harvard Classics
and other important books that he kept in his library.
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"Daddy was not a demonstrative person, but he did love us
dearly. We would say to him, you don't tell us you love us,'
and he would say, 'look around at where you are and what
you have," Mrs. Gray said.
Where the Williamses were was solid middle class, and
what they had was all the material possessions that any
other family, black or white, of their status had. Dr. Williams' first car was a Hupmobile he bought in the 1920's.
After that he bought Dodges and Buicks. He had his car
serviced and cleaned everyday, and he kept each of his cars
for ten to eleven years. 66
'We would go riding on Sunday afternoons in Grand Park
and Riverside. We would also visit live-in employees, maids
and butlers, in their quarters. We enjoyed those Sunday
afternoons together'', Mrs. Gray said.
Mrs. Gray said her father did not believe in parents telling

their children that they were poor, as many parents did. He
believed such statements were harmful to children's selfimage and did not help them in feeling good about themselves. She said he would always buy her the best quality
of whatever he bought.
When Mrs. Gray was asked what she would have changed
about her father if she could have, she replied she would
like to have had him more affectionate, less reserved, and
more liberal with money. She said Dr. Williams believed in
taking care of essentials, necessities, and not wasting
money on luxuries.
"I remember once I wanted an extra $.50, (my allowance
was $1.00 per week) and my father asked what far. I said
it was personal. That evening he gave me my $1.00 allowance and a box of sanitary napkins," Mrs. Gray recalled.
When she was in graduate school at Columbia University,
Dr. Williams would visit her when he went to New York. He
would always take her to dinner at Frank's Restaurant and
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then tell her not to spend too much money ordering the
most expensive foods on the menu. She said one year she
reversed the pattern and took him out to dinner. She told
him to order anything he wanted to on the menu.
"Daddy was usually serious, but he did have his moments
of laughter and enjoyment with his family, and we loved
him as much as he loved us," she said.
In addition to being the loyal and faithful wife of the Doctor,

Mrs. Williams has been the loving and caring mother to her
daughter Hortense and later to her granddaughter Charlene
Hortense. She has been their protective parent, friend and
confidant, and concerned advisor over the years. She remains a very vital part of their lives.
Having had only one child and limited household duties
made it a natural development for Mrs. Williams and her
daughter to become very close in Hortense's early years.
They were constant companions. Hortense was a thin,
sickly child in those years and during the winter months
Mrs. Williams would take her to Aikens and sometimes
Summerville, South Carolina, for health reasons. Her godfather, Dr. Johnston of Charleston, told the Williamses that
all Hortense really needed was to get out and play with
other children in the air and get dirty a bit. When she was
allowed to play in the dirt and develop some immunities,
she began to get better. 67
"My mother was my buddy and my friend because we lived
sort of away from people, not in a close knit neighborhood.
We were together all of the time, and we would visit Mrs. S
D. McGill, our neighbor, almost daily," Mrs. Gray said.
Mrs. Williams always got her daughter up each morning,
got her dressed and combed her hair even though Hortense
had a nurse. Then Hortense's nurse Picola would give her
breakfast, and Picola's brother would walk her to school.
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He would also walk her home from school in the afternoons. Because she was such a thin youngster, Hortense
was never left unattended. Someone gave the Williamses a
remedy to help Hortense gain weight. The remedy was to
drink "homebrew," a beerish tasting alcoholic beverage
made in the home sometimes from the fermentation of
berries or other fruit. Despite the glass of homebrew that
Dr. Williams allowed her to drink at dinner time, Hortense
did not gain any weight. She has remained thin throughout
most of her life, but she did develop a taste for beer as an
adult and considers it her singular vice today. 68 By the
time her daughter grew to adolescence, those teenage
years, she had acquired several close friends. Yet. Amolta
remained friends with Hortense and was still very close to
her. She was always there if her daughter needed her and
at that crucial time had the greatest impact on Hortense's
life. She took her to parties and to hear the great entertainers when they came to town.
"Mama was there for me. She saw to it that I got whatever
I wanted in material things. We did shopping according to
my father's system- three times a year- at the beginning
of the school year, Christmas and Easter. That was his
system for buying clothes and we followed it. But Mama
always bought what I needed and wanted," Mrs. Gray said.
Mrs. Gray described her mother as more relaxed, understanding and outgoing that her father. She said both of her
parents had high expectations for her. In her own way Mrs.
Williams was just as strict on her daughter as was Dr.
Williams, but Mrs. Williams was more flexible in her discipline. Both parents expected Hortense to get a good education, behave properly as a young lady should, go to work
after college and render some meaningful service to the
community. 6 9
Neither Mrs. Williams nor Dr. Williams decided on the
college their daughter would attend: Hortense decided this
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for herself. When Hortense was in the eighth grade, Gladys
Chapman, the daughter of Dr. Chapman of Brunswick,
Georgia, and friend to Dr. Williams visited with the
Williamses for a few weeks. Gladys was a junior at Fisk
University at the time, a member of Alpha Kappa Alpha
Sorority and a member of DLV, a literary club at Fisk. After
Gladys' visit, Hortense decided that she wanted to attend
Fisk, become an A K A and a D L V. This she did. She
became a member of Alpha Kappa Alpha Sorority in December, 1938. 70
Mrs. Williams attended all of the special occasions in her
daughter's life. She visited her often when she was at Fisk
and went with her when she decided to enroll at Radcliffe.
She was instrumental in planning Hortense's reception
after she chose to elope with Robert Wallington Gray , her
fiance', a young promising Jacksonville attorney on July
20, 1950; the reception was held at Wilder Park Community Center.71 Hortense and Robert Gray were childhood
playmates. Mrs. Williams was also at her daughter's side in
her divorce proceedings seven years later.
"After my marriage and divorce and later my return home,
Mama felt that she had to protect me and help me if
necessary to stabiliz.e my life and help me move on," Mrs
Gray said.
Hortense Gray believes that even though she has been very
close to her mother all of her life she is not just like her
mother. She said there are some similarities and differences between her and her mother. They both have good
personalities and can be charming and very outgoing. They
love people, helping them work out or solve their problems.
She said their basic difference is in their approach to life.
She is frank and more direct in her approach. She is more
demanding and exacting of others. Her mother, on the
other hand, has more finesse, a softer, more gentle approach. She said Mrs. Williams is more of a negotiator and
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a facilitator with other people than she is. 72
"My mother's desire is to do the best for people, including
me and everybody else. She never intends to harm or hurt
anyone and would never say anything she thought would
hurt anyone. She agonizes when she thinks her words or
actions have hurt someone. She wants everything to go
well for everyone and will help people, anybody, do what
she thinks is best for their well-being," Mrs. Gray said ,
summing up her mother's humanitarianism.
Mrs. Williams has always loved children, and being grandmother to Charlene was a piece of cake for her even though
she was almost seventy before she became a grandmother.
She immediately formed her relationship with her granddaughter since she was at home with her daily while
Hortense was at work. However, she never tried to take
Hortense's place in her granddaughter's eyes. She was her
daughter's helper in every way she could be.
Charlene Gray, like her mother, attended private school
throughout most of her school years: grade school at St.
Patrick's Catholic School and high school at Bishop Kenny.
She began her college education at Florida Community
College at Jacksonville where her mother worked as a
counselor and completed her undergraduate degree at
Winthrop College, established in 1866 in Rock Hill, South
Carolina. 73
Charlene said she has always felt very close to her grandmother and has shared many memorable moments with
her. 'With Grandmama everyday is memorable. She is a
remarkable person, and she enjoys life and people, interacting with people. She is a wheeler and a dealer in politics
in the community. She knows just about everybody, she
said.
"My grandmother is a caring person, and she helps a lot of
people. People come to her when they need her assistance
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in finding a job or running for public office, and she tries to
help them all," Charlene said.
Mrs. Williams, along with the cook-housekeeper Ruth Falter,
was the built-in babysitter for Charlene, and she loved
every moment of it. It gave her another life to look after and
protect, and she was very conscientious about Charlene's
growth and development. She allowed her some television,
but she made sure that she got her school work.
"When I came home from school everyday, Grandmama,
Ruth and I would watch the soap operas. I grew up with
The Edge of Night'." But after the soap operas, I had to get
my assignments or studies out and do my homework.
Sometimes I would go with Grandmama to visit people and
to the Urban League and other places she had to go,"
Charlene said.
Mrs. Williams and her granddaughter have always had
time to share with each other and experiences that they
both could relate to. Although they have never had those
serious heart-to-heart talks that grannies sometimes give,
Mrs. Williams has given Charlene the assistance and advice she felt she needed on education, money, marriage
and life in general. 74
"Grandmama is a jolly, pleasant person, and she givef:I
advice in sort of a joking way or manner. She is serious, but
she doesn't act that way when she is telling you something
or advising you," Charlene said.
Charlene was most impressed with her grandmother as a
person and as an important person in the political world
when they traveled to Washington, D. C. She went as her
grandmother's guest when Mrs. Williams was invited to the
White House. Charlene remembers how well they were
received at the White House and how people from all over
the country fell in love with her grandmother and enjoyed
being around her. She said it is an experience she will
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never forget.
"Charlene is my baby; she is so sweet," said Ruth Folter. "I
have kept Charlene at my home overnight if they had to go
to an event or something, and I would take her home the
next morning when I went to work."
Ruth Folter was the cook-housekeeper-office assistantadopted family member to the Williamses for forty-one
years. She started working for them in 1941 when she
moved to Jacksonville from her home in Thomasville, Georgia. In addition to helping Mrs. Williams upstairs in the
family living quarters, Ruth assisted Dr. Williams downstairs in his office. In the office she relieved the nurses
when they went on their lunch break. She would answer
the telephone, take messages, list the names of patients as
they came into the office to wait for the Doctor. She worked
for the Wtlliamses Monday through Saturday. 7 5
Mrs. Folter said of Dr. Williams, ..He didn't play; he was a
very disciplined, very frank person, but he was kind to
people and gave them good advice. If he told you something, you could believe it. He would talk to us about his
experiences. He didn't act like the boss; he acted as if he
was your papa. You could talk to him about anything in
your personal life, and he would give you the best advice he
had."
Mrs. Folter said Mrs. Williams was very good to her and
treated her like a member of the family. She could talk to
Mrs. Williams woman-to-woman, and anything Mrs. Williams could do to help her she would do. When Mrs. Folter
and her husband Bennye were trying to buy and repair the
house at 1339 West 18th Street that she lives in today and
they could not get a loan or mortgage anywhere in town,
Mrs. Williams came to their rescue. She took them to the
bank and got the loan officer to lend them the money they
needed. 76
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"Mrs. Williams was always interested in other people's
problems, especially those concerning children. She would
help mothers who could not take care of their children. She
got a joy out of doing for other people: nobody was a
stranger to her. She talked to everybody as if she knew
them. There was nothing that she had that was too good for
her to give you," Mrs. Falter said.
.._
Mrs. Williams was not difficult to cook for. She didn't have
any specific or favorite meal that she just had to have. She
liked shrimp, fried chicken, steak and any kind of vegetable. She loved sweets, but when she developed diabetes,
she could no longer eat sweets. Sometimes she would
sneak some cookies or something sweet and hide them in
her car. When Mrs. Falter would find them, she said she
would just throw them away. 77
Mrs. Falter and Mrs. Williams would work together each
day on a schedule to get the house straightened up and the
dinner prepared so that they could watch the soap operas
or "stories," as Mrs. Folter called them, every afternoon. Dr.
Williams thought watching the stories was a waste of time,
and so they would try to keep him from catching them
watching them.

Christmas was a gala time in the Williamses home. Mrs.
Folter and Mrs. Williams would decorate the house and, of
course, the Christmas tree. They would cook lots of food,
much more than the family needed because many people
would visit them during the holidays. The Williamses always had their Christmas dinner at home. In fact, they
seldom went out for their meals unless there was some
important event or special occasion. Mrs. Folter has also
prepared dinner for Mrs. Williams at her own home when
Mrs. Williams would visit her. 78
When the family moved from Union and Ocean Streets to
Ribault Scenic Drive because of urban renewal and Mrs.
Williams's desire for a quieter place, Mrs. Folter was there
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to assist in the packing and the unpacking of the many
household items. With a yard and more space, Mrs. Williams got her first dog. Dr. Williams did not like dogs, but
after his death, Mrs. Williams found that keeping a dog was
not a problem, and the dog wa.S a good companion for her.
Mrs. Folter took a leave of absence from the Williamses in
1970 to attend her husband who had become ill. Both Dr.
Williams and Mr. Folter died in that year: Dr. Williams in
February and Mr. Folter in November. Mrs. Folter returned
to work for Mrs. Williams the next year and remained with
her until 1982 when she began to develop glaucoma. 79
"She was like a big sister to me. I love her very much, but
I had to stop working because of my sight. I call her at least
twice a month, sometimes once a week to chat and keep up
with the family," Mrs. Folter said.
Family has always been very important in the life of Amolta
Williams, and she has placed it above everything else most
of her life. Maybe because she never knew her own mother,
she has become the Mama to not only her immediate family
but to many others as well. Ruth Folter believes this to be
her greatest personal trait, loving and caring for her family
and those she adopts into it.
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Dr. Isreal Elias Williams
Jacksonville Physician - (1917 - 1970)
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Dr. Williams aboard the Queen Elizabeth
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Dr. Williams aboard the Queen Mary

I

Post Graduate Seminar held at Brewster Hospital. April 21-23, 1947
Left to rtght: Dr. C. A Ward. Jacksonville: Dr. E. H. Flipper, Jacksonville: Dr. P. M. Santos, Chicago; Dr. R L. Brown, Ft. Lauderdale, Dr.
I. E. Williams, Jacksonville: Dr. F. B. Martin, St. Petersburg, F1ortda;
Dr. W. H. Maddux, Indianapolis, Dr. L. W. McNeil, Bartow, F1ortda;
Dr. S. J. E. Forde. Green Cove Sprtngs, Flortda; Dr. Wm. Scales,
Orlando, F1ortda; Dr. K. A Harden, Washington, D.C.; Dr. J. A
White, Jr., Tampa. F1ortda

Dr. Hortense Williams Gray, Charlene Hortense Gray, and Mrs.
Arnolta Johnston Williams
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CHAPTER IV

The ffidden Journalist

Being only a good wife and mother was never in the cards
for such a free and inquisitive spirit as Arnolta Johnston
Williams. She was destined to do something more and
greater than herself. Little did she know that news writing
would be her means to begin her exploration of the world
beyond her family and close friends and to use those
qualities of assertiveness. concern for others. coalition and
compromise that are her trademark today. News writing
gave her the opportunity for self-actualization. to speak for
herself.
Mrs. Williams began her professional writing career in her
thirties. By this time Hortense was into her junior high
school years and in the very capable hands of the teachers
and matrons at Boylan Haven School. Doctor was also
firmly established in his career, and she now had the time
to concentrate on her own personal development and growth.
Her first news story was written for the Baltimore AfroAmerican.

"I was reading the newspaper one day. the Baltimore
AfroAmerican, and I saw that the paper was giving a $100
prize for the best news story from your city or area I wrote
a news story. sent it in and won $100. It was the best thing
that could have happened to me at that time. and that's
how I got started writing for different newspapers," Mrs.
Williams said.
The best known national Black weekly newspapers in the
1930's, 40's and 50's were The Baltimore Afro-American
founded August 13, 1892, The Chicago Defender first
issued in 1905 and The Pittsburgh Courier founded in
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1910.80 These papers got their coverage of all parts of the
country by hiring "stringers," or what we would call freelance writers today. They would pay these writers $40 or
$50 a week for a story and save money. It meant that they
did not have to hire full-time reporters all over the country.
These Black newspapers also operated through their own
organization, ANP, the Associated Negro Press. 81
Mrs. Williams was a stringer for these three leading newspapers and the Norfolk Journal and Guide. She used the
pen name "Amo", an abbreviation for Amolta. Mrs. Williams said she used this pen name because Doctor did not
want her to work, was embarrassed by her writing and
would not allow her to give her real identity. The column
she wrote for the Chicago Defender was called "Jottings."82
Her various columns and articles covered social and community events such as weddings, the different activities of
clubs and other organizations, graduations, awards and
citations given to prominent members of the community,
church activities and various professional meetings throughout Flortda and South Georgia. Sometimes in The Pittsburgh Courier she would use the byline A J. Williams, the
initials in her given and maiden names.
In the 1950's Mrs. Williams wrote a column for a local

Negro weekly newspaper The Jacksonville Telegraph. She
called it "Socially Speaking." She got the idea for the title
from The West Indian Gazette. The Jacksonville Telegraph
was owned and published by Elcee Lucas, a local prtnter.
Occasionally in her column, Mrs. Williams would address
issues that she felt strongly about. Such was the beginning
of her column, "Socially Speaking" on April 29, 1950:
"You can vote up or shut up!
The matter of casting a ballot in Jacksonville is the job of every
Negro citizen who, to borrow a phrase. must put ffiS VOTE
WHERE ffiS MOUTII has been for so long. It would be a
serious reflection on the Negro this time 1f he should fail to
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cast a heavy vote for the candidates of their choice. It is
sincerely hoped that all Negroes will VOTE UP OR SHUT UP."83

When Jet Magazine, a weekly magazine published by John
H. Johnson out of Chicago beginning November 1, 1954,
became the new publication to write for, Mrs. Williams
made her contacts and began sending in news items. The
new magazine's editor was anxious to have news from all
over the country and her items from Florida and South
Georgi.a were welcomed. The Johnson Publishing Company was already publishing a much larger successful
monthly magazine Ebony which it began publishing November 1, 1945: the first issue sold 25,000 copies. 84 She
continues to send news items to Jet Magazine occasionally
and said she is planning to send one on the election of
Warren Jones, the new president of the Jacksonville City
Council. Jones, elected president by a unanimous vote of
the Council on July 1, 1991, is the second Black Councilman to be elected president. The first Black president of the
Jacksonville City Council was Earl M. Johnson, elected on
July 13, 1976. Johnson first became a councilman when
he was elected to an at-large seat in 1967. 85
Mrs. Williams early on realiz.ed the power of the press and
made her voice heard through her writing. She also learned
the ins and outs of journalism from editors and owners of
the papers for which she wrote and other local journalists
who assisted each other in gathering their information and
writing their stories. She became friends with Dr. and Mrs.
Robert Vane, owners ofThe Pittsburgh Courier and had a
good working relationship with Claude Barnett who was
president of the Associated Negro Press. Locally, her associates were Leroy "Spike" Washington who was editor for .
"The Colored Column, a page of Negro news in The Jacksonville Journal an evening daily paper for the city, Beulah
McClellan who worked with Washington and later became
editor for the Negro page of "News for and about Colored
People" for The Times Union, the morning daily paper, and
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Louise G. Guinyard who was managing editor and writer
for The Florida Star in the 1950's. Mrs. Williams also wrote
her "Socially Speaking" column for The Florida Star, owned
and published by Eric Simpson. 86
Mrs. Williams who never had any formal training in journalism said that her greatest knowledge in newspaper
work came from Spike Washington. Washington's background in journalism began as editor of his school paper at
Stanton High School and continued with his being sports
editor for the Florida Sentinel a Negro weekly paper where
he later became editor-in-chief. After Washington accepted
the position with The Jacksonville Journal, the paper's
circulation among Negroes increased from 1,200 to 8,000. s 7
His page covered the news in North Florida and Southeast
Georgia. Washington operated his news writing and editing
from an office at 410 Broad Street which was the hub of
many activities for Negro Jacksonville until the late 1950's.
Washington was especially interested in anyone who was
in journalism, and Mrs. Williams knew she could get his
assistance whenever she needed it.
Eleanor M. Gay, a cousin to Spike Washington, said writing
was his natural talent; "He was an excellent writer with
natural talent and his own image of what a journalist
should be professionally. Spike was never without his tie
no matter how intoxicated he became."
She said Washington died relatively young because of his
alcoholism. His death was quite a loss to the Jacksonville
community because of his innate ability to write. Washington was a native of Fernandina, Florida, but attended
school in Jacksonville. He attended Edward Waters College, but had no academic training in journalism. His was
a combination of natural ability and on-the-job experience.88
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Eleanor Gay said she remembers Mrs. Williams was frequently in and out of Washington's office on Broad Street
in the 1940's and early 1950's. "I worked in the office part
time and in the summers to put myself through college. I
typed and wrote the general news that the staff was expected to write," she said.
"I used to type Mrs. Williams' articles for Jet Magazine and
The Pittsburgh Courier, a weekly newspaper that everybody got and read. Sometimes we would work with her in
getting her articles into journalistic format and language,"
Mrs. Gay said.
"Spike Washington was my inspiration and my mentor
even though he was a young man," Mrs. Williams said. "I
went to Spike because he knew what should be done, and
he helped me to get my articles written the way they should
be. I learned a lot about journalism from him."
Mrs. Williams said she never wrote for The Florida Tattler
a local Negro weekly owned and published by Porcher
Taylor at 614 Broad Street. Taylor first began publishing
his paper in 1934 and worked it into a profitable business.
The Tattler was not considered a reputable paper by many
of the journalists and prominent citiz.ens because it printed
stories about people without naming specifically who they
were. The paper would use such terms as "a certain Jacksonville matron" or "a well-known doctor" and the like. It
was the local source of gossip of its time and ruined the
reputation of quite a few people or made the public suspicious about their activities. 89
Mrs. Williams saved her earnings from her journalistic
writings and was able to "buy a second hand [used) car that
cost $1488.00." The car was just what she needed to make
her life as a news writer much easier. She could now cover
Northeast Florida in person as well as by telephone and the
other vicarious means she had to use. Most important, she
could meet the many celebrtties who came to Florida and
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not depend on others for this information. 90
She got to know Etta Moten Barnett quite well. Etta Moten
was a classical concert singer who gave many concerts
around the countiy. She performed several times in Jacksonville at Ebeneez.er Methodist Church and at Manuel's
Taproom, both located on Ashley Street. She was the wife
of Claude Barnett. 91 Mrs. Williams was impressed most by
meeting Zora Neale Hurston. famous novelist and folklorist
of the Harlem Renaissance period. Miss Hurston was a
native of Eatonville, Florida, a small heavily Black populated town near Orlando. She is most noted for her novels
JONAH'S GOURD VINE (1934) and THEIR EYES WERE
WATCHING GOD (1937). Mrs. Williams said Miss Hurston
was a woman of great persona, an excellent writer and hacf
much to offer her people.
Beulah McClellan, a forty-six year veteran in newspaper
work, also got her training in news writing from Spike
Washington. In 1936 she was Washington's secreta.Iy and
also did social articles and other news pieces for him. When
Washington lost his job with The Jacksonville Journal
because of his drinking, she was given his position as
editor of the Negro page. It was while working at THE
JOURNAL that Mrs. McClellan met and became friends
with Arnolta Williams. 92
"Mrs. Williams wrote for all of the Negro papers in town and
also The Chicago Defender. The Pittsburgh Courier - and
The Norfolk Journal and Guide. It was something she loved
to do and took it up on her own. It sort of gave her a sense
of pride and fulfillment in herself," Mrs. McClellan said.
"She had to slip and hide to do her news writing because
her husband did not want her to work. Dr. Williams was a
very proud, intelligent, highly cultured man who could
converse with anyone on any topic. He was a joy to talk
with. He was a good doctor and very learned in medicine.
But he was strongly against his wife doing any kind of
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work. Because of his West Indian upbringing, he believed
he was capable of taking care of his family's necessities,
and Mrs. Williams did not need to work," she said.
Dr. Williams provided for his wife's necessities and gave her
a very small allowance for spending money and other
things. This was not enough for what she wanted and she
was determined to get her own money, Mrs. McClellan
said. Dr. Williams was much more considerate when it
came to his daughter Hortense. He loved her dearly and
gave her whatever she wanted. 93
How Amolta Williams managed to get news items for all the
papers she wrote for against her husband's wishes was
phenomenal. For a long while Dr. Williams believed his
wife's outside activities were related to her social and
community volunteer work. But Mrs. Williams' Secret was
revealed one night when someone from The Pittsburgh
Courier called her home about a news story she had sent
in. It happened that night that Dr. Williams answered the
telephone. He was very upset with her when he found out
what she was doing. After that she could not allow any
more calls about news stories to come into her home, but
she did not stop writing. 94 Mrs. Williams had been bitten
by the news writing bug, and she could not and would not
give it up. She had the tenacity to hold on to her space in
the world beyond her home and hold on she did. The more
she wrote the more money she had for extras, and since it
was her money, she did not have to give anyone an accounting of it.
As a news writer Mrs. McClellan said, "Mrs. Williams had

a way of getting whatever she wanted. She was a charmer
with an exciting, vivacious personality. She could talk her
way into any event or happening in the city."
"She was a typical reporter, a nervy person; she was going
to get her story. She interviewed some of the great personalities and celebrities of the time: Cab Calloway, Duke
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Ellington, Etta Moten and just about everyone who came to
town," Mrs. McClellan said.
Beulah McClellan herself is a history of Black journalism in
Jacksonville. She worked twenty-four years for the Jacksonville Journal covering mostly social events and church
activities. The edition of The Journal that carried the Negro
news was the Star Edition and had a star on the front page.
The Star Edition was distributed only in Negro neighborhoods, which meant that white Jacksonville never got any
good news about Negroes in the city. On weekdays there
was one page of Negro news and on Saturdays two pages
under the heading "News For and About Colored People.
The Journal did not publish a Sunday paper. The Negro
community was pleased to have coverage of its activities,
and there was never a shortage of news items. The people
would contribute the articles by bringing them to the news
office for publication in the paper. 9 5
Mrs. McClellan said the white part of The Jacksonville
Journal was located on Church and Laura Streets. In 1960
The Journal sold out to The Florida Times Union, the
morning daily paper in the city. The Florida Publishing
Company ceased publishing The Jacksonville Journal as a
separate paper in October, 1988 because despite all efforts
of funds and manpower "there has been a steady decline in
the circulation" according to James L. Whyte, owner and
publisher. 96 In 1960 Mrs. McClellan moved with her "News
For and About Colored People" to the Florida Times Union
building at Pearl and Adams Streets where she worked
until the paper moved its operations to the new building at
One Riverside Avenue in April 1967. 97 Mrs. McClellan
worked a total of twenty-two years forTheTimes Union and
retired eight years ago.
In the 1970's, after the Civil Rights Movement of the 1950's

and 60's, Blacks began to make demands on The Times
Union to integrate the papers to show that the news world
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was not prejudiced and would publish news stories about
Blacks on the same pages with those about whites. Eventually the publishers conceded, but two writers for the
Black news page, Cecil Fisher and Ossie Wi11iams, lost their
jobs. The paper kept the other three writers: Vivian Eutsay
went to do what is now "Call Box." Uriah Portee did
assignments out of the Editorial Department, and Mrs.
McClellan became Bridal editor in the Women's Department until her retirement at age sixty-five. 98
"Blacks lost the kind of news coverage their social and
special events got when the papers were segregated . and
we have not been able to get the same amount of space in
the integrated papers," Mrs. McClellan said.
Black people have always had their own weekly papers,
and Jacksonville was no different from other cities with
growing Black populations. The first reputable Negro weekly
paper in Jacksonville in the 1920's and 30's was The
Florida Sentinnel owned and published by C. Blythe
Andrews, a Jacksonville native. This paper went out of
business when Andrews left town. Then there was The
Advocate which had a short existence under the ownership
and editorship of Albert McKeever. The next paper was The
Jacksonville Telegraph owned and published by Elcee Lucas.
When The Telegraph stopped publication, The Florida Star
was established by Eric 0. Simpson.99
Mrs. Williams also wrote her "Socially Speaking" column
for The Florida Star. "Socially Speaking'' was later written
for a while by Louise Guinyard when she was managing
editor for The Florida Star. The column is still alive in The
Florida Star written now by Charlotte Stewart.
Both Arnolta Williams and Beulah McClellan came to
newspaper work by accident, but left their tremendous
impact. Mrs. McClellan got her job with Spike Washington
from a friend, Lottie Calloway, who left town after a failed
love affair. Both women were smitten by the excitement
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and the atmosphere around newswork. Both learned the
trade from experience and have a healthy respect for good
journalism.
Like most of us, Amolta Williams has made mistakes in life
and profited from them. Her major fiasco in journalism was
giving her support to Llke It Is, a local magazine with a
format similar to Jet Maflazine, edited and published by
Clatties E. Hill from 1978 to 1980. Mrs. Williams is listed
in the magazine as advertising editor and her daughter
Hortense Gray as one of the copy editors, but Mrs. Williams
was much more than that. Use of her name got the magazine full page ads from Barnett Bank, Prudential Insurance
Company, Southern Bell, Eastern Airlines, Independent
Life Insurance Company and other local businesses. Mrs.
Williams wrote a social column for the magazine, "Arno's
Insights."
Like It Is had the potential of becoming a leading Black
publication in Florida and the Southeast. It had good
writers, excellent design, sufficient advertisement and a
growing readership. The problem was in its editor-in-chief
and publisher who was a poor business manager. She
pushed for growth and status for the magazine too early
instead ofletting it grow at a normal pace: it was a case of
too much, too soon. In addition, her time schedule for
issues was not consistent. Sometimes the magazine was
published monthly, sometimes bimonthly. Because Miss
Hill was not as open as she should have been to the advice
and criticism of experienced news people like Mrs. Williams, she made some bad decisions without proper consultation.
Mrs. Williams saw one of her journalistic dreams go up in
smoke. Like It Is collapsed in 1980 from bad management
and debt. Mrs. Williams still believes Black Jacksonville
needs a good magazine to tell its stmy. So many good
things happen in the Black community that go unnoticed
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and unpublished, she said. A good local Black magazine
could help put some self-esteem in today's youngsters, she
feels.
Yet, Like It Is Magazine could be considered something of
a success if we judge it by what has happened with other
Black magazine attempts in Jacksonville in the past fifty
years. One such magazine was Suaar Hill which, as reported by Doreen Sharkey in The Times Union, was the
brainchild of Carol Turral. 100 The magazine had its office in
the AfroAmerican life Insurance building in 1978 and had
been in operation for nine months preparing for its publication: no issue was ever published and circulated in
Jacksonville. The religious journal Pure Gold Christian
Macazine owned and published by Sandra McCoy Goodman,
printed only one issue in December, 1987 before it too
folded. like It Is was published for two years, even though
not on a regular schedule. Mrs. Williams stills believes the
magazine could be brought back and become successful
with a different editor and publisher.
"If I could find a good, young, honest Black man truly

interested in journalism, I believe we could revive that
magazine," Mrs. Williams said.
Amolta Williams brought her own charisma to news reporting and writing. She developed her own interview style,
her own way of asking questions and seeking answers. She
always got what she wanted. She sought stories that presented the positive side of the person or event. Although
her journalistic endeavors were just an avocation and not
a professional career for her, she made them a significant
part of her life for more than sixty years. The reporter and
the writer in her are always lurking somewhere in her
subconscious.
"Good news reporters and writers," Mrs. Williams said, "are
the strength of the printed media, the newspapers and the
magazines, our oldest public sources of communication. I
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hope they will always be around, and I am happy to have
been a part of this group of intelligent men and women who
have written us into history."
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Ml.sS Coat.sle 0. J ones. En81lSh

lrutructor at St.ant.en Kiah School
b one of the pe.rsonaJIUes In lhls
~ clt.y who ls mak..101 worlhwhlle
cont.rlbutlon LO the cult.uraJ de, velopment ot the Negro com·

munlt.y

The charming and Lalent.ed
schoolm&rm recently headed Lhe
dramatic Committee of the Alph•
Kappa. Alpha Sorority whJch preaented the fnt.eresLln1 play "The
.wruow And I" before a packed
home.

Howard Grads From Local OrcaoluUon
'lbe Howard UnJveralty Alumni or Jacksonville, recenUy orl&nlzed here baa al.readz: at.&rted to map out .. maoy actlvlt.Je11 for
promotJnr the aplrit of the lnsUtuUon . The Gateway City has m&Ql'
out.a:tandlnr Howard.It.ea, aJJ conulbuUna Lo Lhe 1Towth and develop ment ot the city and FJorlda. Amona lhe names on lhe roster of the
oraanluUon are the Rev. Leant.rd Terrett , Herbert Doub, Mlss Oeral dlne Dourlu, t.be 'an. Leonard MorBe", Ma Alpha: Moore, Dr. Jean
Dotrn!n&, Dr. Archie FnWer, Dr. R. w. Puryear, MW Pea.rt Holman.
Attorney Robert Ora.J, the Rev. James Kina , the Rev. Charles Kln&.
Mra. Flore.nee Olxon,. Mn. Ella Jonis, Bryant Wa.Lker:, Attorney WllUam Roblnson, Mn. Vlvlan Salt.erwh..lle, Warren Pierce. John Broadnu, Dr. Jern ll::r.ard, Dr. J E. Bush, "Mra. Thelma Smalls, William
J . l>mlth. Dr. 0 . W, Mclntoah. Mrs.. 0 T St.evens, Mn. M&Je, Buller,
John MltcbeU and Alle.n Moore

l"ub.lon, plua Beaut1 took Lhe
aa>c>Wabt l"'rld&7 nJaht when Ule
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lone to be remembered nlaht.
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;.bia week end and THE STAR conST•t.ulates the
dJet a.nd Mra.
Simms on thta wort.by pro!Kt.
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FEB. 20-March 15, 1979

Arno's

Insights

Strickland's Townhouse was the
selling for the recently lwld An11ual
In. Lalla lion of I) ffirers Banquet Ii} Liu·
Medical, Uental and Pharmact>ulical
Association of JacksonvillP. This annual
affair included the honoring of wives,
and widows of late professionals. Master
of Ceremonies, Or. Orian Mitchl'll
welcoml'd the guests and the dedicated
men who arr working Lo improvl' the
qualil y of lleallh Case Uelivery. Dr.
Cecil Conl', president of Edward Wall'rs
Collrg" deliverrd a Limdy address with
emphasis on the imporlanl phasl's of
education and community liff' . Among
the participants werl' Drs. Warrf'n
Schell, Lauray, Hunter and Davis. Tl1r
newly elt•clt>d officers for l 979 arl' Ur.
Warren Uavis - president, Or. Karl
Smilh - vice president, Dr. J uani la
Flrtcher - secretary, and Dr. Ft>aclwr
Williams - treasurn ... Al 110011 on
January 15, Inspiration Day Scrvicf's
werr ht'ld in memory of Dr. Martin
Luther Kin&, Jr. in the City Council
Chambers, City Hall sponsorl'd by City
Councilman Rodney Hursl, YWCA,
Jacksonville Urban LPague, and t;JEO.
Mayor Jakr Goldbold signed the
proclamation honoring Ur.
King ... Attending the l36th Annual
Convf'nlion of thr ~piscopal Uiocl'sr of
Florida in Tallahas&.e werf' dclegat1·s

and representaliVl'S from Jackwnville
churches. Outstanding priesls and
layman wne in attendance Ex-Governor Leroy Collins, the Rev.
Lee l;raham, Jr., llev . Harold llangen,
Prime Osborn and Bishop Frank S.
Ccrvcng of Florida. The Right Rev.
Gray Temple of South Carolina was
speaker for the l3anqurl. Local
cpiscopalians honored by the
Conference in positions of lrusl wne
Mr. Nale Wil~on and George Welisll·r
who received thr Episcopal
Dislinguishrd Service /\ward. The
confrrmce t>leclcd Ur. Hortense W.
Gray lo th•! Executive Council of the
dioc•~Sf' and Falhrr Si1lnry l'arkt>r lo the
Standing Commillrr . . . l\linorily
Women's Coalition during 1978
recruitf'd 135 paid mcmbf'~ . Six
organizations co-sponsorrd ~rminars
disseminating valuahll' information Lo
Jacksonvillc citizens and other women's
groups. The Coalition meets at lhl'
Dallas Graham Library on Saturdays.
A 11 women ar!' urg!'d lo join this
organization fostrring the idl'a of total
involvement in city, county and stat•·
affairs ... Orchids lo Krnnelh llall as
the only man of color in thr South
employed by the Amrrican Exprrss
Company ... lo Dr. C. 13. Mclnto~h,
local rediatrician who has ht'f'n nam«.>d
pr«.>sidf'nl-elecl of the Uuval County
Medical Association . He will lakc office
in 1980.
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Mrs. Vivienne Eutsay, chalrman of group five, Choir No. 2 of
Grant Memorial AME Church announces plans for the annual tea
has been completed.
The annual event is slated for Sunday afternoon from 4 to 6
P . M. Many of the city's leading participants are to appear on the
program, which will be ·presented in the Blodgett Homes Auditorium.

Mn. Grace Brown Sykes w•
Mr. and Mrs. Henry Prime an·
lilied as one of the participanls nounce the engagement and ap·
proacblng marriage of the!J
for the annual Woman's Day ob.' daughier, Miu Rudlne H. Prime.
aerTance at ML 'i=arm•l Baptist to George H. Tutson. son of Mr.
and Mrs. Frank Tutson...Jackson·
Church. She wu to appear on
Tille. The wedding will be &11
the program Sunday, May 17. eTent of June 15 In ML Sinai
Mrs. Sykes is a product of Ed- Baptist Church. The bride ls 1
graduate of the local public
ward Waters College. Brewster schools. The bridegroom. la a " °
School of Nursing and is a mem- eran of the armed •forces. No In·

. ber of ML Ararai Baptist Church.
'-·

;!~S::.':t

=

:Up:'!e

~t:!'.

A mammtho 'Fashion Revue is scheduled Monday night in the
auditorium of Central CME Church.
The affair is being sponsored by Usher Board No. 2 and Choir
No. 2 of the church.
The models will display the latest in hair styles, summer materials and in hat and shoe styles.
Some of the models will be Mrs. Leola Dudley, Mrs. Mollie
Wheeler, Mn. 0 . Mosley, Mrs. A . L . Erwin, Miss E . Chester, Mrs. E .
Williams, Mrs. M. Burke, Mrs. V. Mitchell, Mrs .. R. L. Jolmson, Percy
Tolbert Hargrove, M.ns. E. William, Mrs. J . Brazel, H Green, A.
Gilmore, A. Burke, C. Burke, Mrs. A. Riser, Mrs. Leota Davis and
Mrs. E. Dulx>se. Fifteen dressmakers will participate In the show.
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CHAPTERV

Community Servant and Benefactor

And whosoever will be chief among you, let him be your
servant

Matthew 20:27
And whosoever of you will be the chiefest, shall be
servant of all.
Mark 10:44

But ye shall not be so: but he that is greatest among you, let
him be as the younger: and he that is chief, as he

that doth sexve.
Luke 22:26

In the words of three of the four great apostles, he who
would be great among us must first be servant to us.

Having been born the daughter of the chairman of the
deacon board who was sometimes the assistant pastor of a
Baptist church, Arnolta Williams understood these words
well. When she became Mrs. I. E. Williams she accepted the
religious faith of her husband and became a member of St.
Phillip's Episcopal Church. She later moved her membership to St. Gabriel's Episcopal Church, a smaller mission
closer to her home. Mrs. Williams is great among men for
she has been a seIVant of God in her church community in
Jacksonville for seventy-three years.
Wealth, social status and a very fair-skinned complexion
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did not make Mrs. Wtlliams the social snob that many
other Black women in similar situations became in the
1920's, 30's, 40's, and 50's. She used these attributes in
more positive ways in her church and in her community to
help those less fortunate than she because she loves her
fellowman.
"I have always felt that I was blessed to have what I have,
and I have always tried to help those who did not have and
those who were trying to get somewhere, to make something of themselves," Mrs. Williams said.
It was the evening of October 27, 1982, in the Veranda
Room of the Independent Ufe Insurance Building. Some
four hundred religious and cMc-minded Jacksonvillians
and their guests had gathered for the reception, the roasting of Mrs. 1. E. "Mama" Williams to raise money for the
new St Gabriel's Episcopal Church Building Fund. Most of
the local and several state politicians were present None of
the roasters could speak anything but words of praise and
commendation for St. Gabriel's oldest and most dedicated
member. Among the roasters were Mrs. Robert Graham,
wife of Governor Bob Graham, State Representative Arnett
E. Girardeau, Bishop Frank Cerveny, Father Sidney B.
Parker. Marcus Drewa, Lou Frost, Dr. Andrew A Robinson,
Betty Davis and Bettye Sessions.101
From the roasting the church members hoped to raise
enough money to complete the new church on Moncrief
Road by January, 1983. Mrs. Williams had already contributed a $2,500 multicolored stained glass(6 ft. tall by 4
ft. wide) memorial window to the church in honor of her
late husband, and several thousand bricks.102 She was an
active part of every fund raising activity of the Building
Fund Committee. Uke father, like daughter, she was sexving her church in words and deeds.
"I will always do whatever I can for my church and my
community and I want to thank all of you for helping me.
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I am only going to say a few words because my daughter
Hortense told me not to talk too long. You know I am
eighty-five years old and there are a lot of things I can talk
about." commented Mrs. Williams in her remarks at the
end of her roasting.
That evening was a success, and Mrs. Williams was an
inspiration to those who attended, a living example of a
lifetime of selVice to God. The church was completed and
dedicated in May, 1983. Father Sidney B. Parker, Vicar at
St. Gabriel's, characterned Mrs. Williams as the leader and
mother of all of the groups in the church. She is a very
faithful, devoted member who attends Holy Eucharist every
Sunday with her family. Mrs. Williams is the living cornerstone of the church Father Parker said. 103
"Mama Williams is highly respected by all of the members
at St. Gabriel's. She helps everyone. She gives advice to
those who need it. She helps those who need jobs to meet
potential employers and get jobs, and she gives generously
to many in need of financial assistance, said Father Parker.
Mrs. Williams has worked untiringly in her church and for
her church and has assisted many aspiring young people
to reach their professional goals. She is never too busy nor
is the hour too late for Mama Williams to listen, to counsel
and to direct those who seek her guidance and assistance.
She is indeed the Mama that God has given to St.
Gabriel's. 104

From the beginning of her life in Jacksonville, Mrs. Williams joined medical, social and civic groups, such as the
Christmas Charity Club in support of her husband and to
serve her community. Several of these groups she was
instrumental in organizing and chartering: the Jacksonville Urban League, the local chapter of z.eta Phi Beta
Sorority, the Gateway Nursery and Kindergarten Association and the Foster Grandparent Program.
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In addition to being a member of the Auxiliary of the
Jacksonville Medical, Dental and Pharmaceutical Association, Mrs. Williams has seived for a number of years on the
Foundation Board of Methodist Hospital. She has encouraged several young people to pursue medicine as a career
and has made a number of the young doctors who started
their practices in Jacksonville feel comfortable and at home.
On December 12, 1936, Mrs. Williams became one of the
six charter members of the local chapter of Zeta Phi Beta
Sorority: the two chapter originators Alpha Hayes Moore
and Mamie Lucille Hom Butler, and three other women,
Blanche Jenkins, Waltee McRae Perkins and Elinor
Littlejohn. Until 1943 the local chapter was named Iota
Alpha Chapter. When that name was awarded to Florida
Normal College in St. Augustine, Florida, the Jacksonville
Chapter was given the name of Beta Alpha Zeta Chapter.105
The national organization of Zeta Phi Beta Sorority was
established at Howard University, Washington, D. C. on
January 16, 1920, with the objectives of finer womanhood,
sisterly love and scholarship. It has now become an international organization.
Mrs. Williams was drawn to the organization because of its
objectives and its belief in improving the lives ofwomen and
others in the community. Beta Alpha Zeta Chapter has the
distinction of being the first chapter of a national sorority
for Black women to be established in Jacksonville. 106 Six
years later in 1942, Gamna Rho Omega Chapter of Alpha
Kappa Alpha Sorority, Inc. was also established in the city.

From 1939 to 1943 Amolta Williams seived as epistoleus,
corresponding secretaiy, for Beta Alpha Zeta Chapter. Today the chapter is an integral part of the community. Mrs.
Williams is one of the two charter members still living; the
other is Mamie Lucille Horn Butler.107
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Being Doctor's wife and involved in medical and social
groups did not shelter Amolta Williams from the world of
reality. Like all other Afrtcan-Amertcans in this country,
she was a victim of segregation and discrlmination and
endured some humiliating situations in spite of her
husband's professional and financial status. Even from her
early childhood she abhorred racism and its effects on her
people. One of the lasting lessons of her college days was
that skin-color was not a determiner of the worth and
character of the individual. She believed that every American should have equal opportunity to the resources and
wealth of this nation.
She recalls all of the vestiges of segregation. The separate
water fountains and restrooms for blacks and whites,
blacks going to the back door or kitchen door of restaurants to be seived, riding in the back of the bus, hotels and
other public facilities that serviced whites only, limited job
opportunities for blacks, and blacks not being allowed to
vote in the Democratic primaries.
One incident stands out in her memory more than the
others. She went to a restaurant near her home when the
family lived on the comer of Ocean and Union Streets and
asked to be served. The owner told her to go around to the
side door. The side door opened into the kitchen. Retribution did not come immediately, but years later that same
restaurant owner wanted Mrs. Williams to support his
candidacy when he ran for public office.
In the Civil Rights Era of the 1950's and 60's Mrs. Williams
did her share and more as a civil rights activist. She was

not one of the marchers or protesters in the streets and in
front of public facilities; that was not her way of fighting for
civil rights or working for racial hannony. She believed in
the one-to-one principle of working with individuals, and
she used this principle to work on and with the white
community. Especially, she used whatever influence she
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had to seek support from that part of the white community
that she knew and had dealt with in other situations. She
confronted the politicians to make them understand that
the black vote was vital to their election and re-election
because of the siz.eable black population in Jacksonville
that had become registered voters. She was a smooth
operator who never lost her cool no matter how disturbed
she was about an incident or situation.
She encouraged the youth to participate in their own
liberation and assisted them when they got into difficult
situations. In one incident she drove her car through a
street riot to pick up some youths and get them out to
safety. She wanted the young people to understand that
they would benefit greatly when segregation was eliminated and they could get an equal education and compete
for the good jobs that most of her generation never had.
Mrs. Williams is by no means a flag-waver, but she believes
in America and the principles upon which the country
stands. She believes that the system will work if people
work within the system and not from their personal positions of prejudice and discrimination. She said she is glad
to have been a part of the changes in humanity that have
taken place in the last half of the 20th century.
In an interview published in the March 1, 1982, edition of
The Florida Times Union, Mrs. Williams clarified her definition of racist and racism. She said there are two words we
have got to study a little more: racism and racist. She said
racism refers to attitudes that with time can change, but a
racist is beyond changing. He is beyond reason. The racist
judges people solely on skin color
In the same news article Mrs. Williams states that separa-

tion of blacks and whites is detrimental to the growth and
progress of the city. She said there cannot be blacks on this
side and whites on the other. There is an interdependence
of one on the other. There must be this interdependence for
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Jacksonville to succeed. Education, understanding, confrontation and the ballot have brought about great changes
in black-white relations In the past twenty-five years she
said. 108
Clanzel Brown, director of the Jacksonville Urban League
from 1965 to 1982, said Mrs. Williams broke down color
lines on a one-to-one basis with key leaders In the community. She was one of the people In the forefront trying to
build a healthy community and that is the reason she is so
well accepted and respected today by all the people of
Jacksonville. She worked towards healthy race relations
Brown said.
Ronnie A Ferguson, who came to the Jacksonville Urban
League in February, 1977 as housing director and later
became vice president of programs and intelim president
in July 1982 after Clanzel Brown's sudden death of a heart
attack on July 13, 1982, said he first met Mrs. Williams in
an Urban League Board meeting when Clanzel Brown was
alive. He said she sat and listened attentively, but didn't
say much. When she did speak. action was taken by the
Board on her recommendation. · She and Dr. Warren W.
Schell, Jr. are highly respected bythe Board because of the
number of years they have served and the financial assistance they gave the organization to get through the lean
years when it was not publicly assisted.109
Ferguson said, "Mrs. Williams has always struck me as a
person who sees way in front of herself and also behind
herself; she has great perception. When the Jacksonville
Urban League Board was in the search process for a
president to replace Clanzel Brown, she pulled me aside to
tell me that she endorsed me because Clanzel had told her
about me and she respected Clamel's opinions. That meant
a lot to me that she believed in me."
There is a specific process to be followed in selecting the
local president or executive director for an Urban League
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branch. All candidates for the position must apply to the
National Urban League office. The candidates' applications
are then sent to the local board of directors that chooses
the candidate for the position. The Jacksonville Urban
League Board of Directors chose Ronnie Ferguson to be its
president. He led the organization from June 30, 1983 until
July, 1991 when he was appointed Deputy Mayor for
Community Development by newly elected Mayor Ed Austin. Mrs. Williams also gave Ferguson a lot of encouragement in his decision to take the position with city government.
"She has given me some personal advice about my appearance, too. She told me to cut my hair and my beard so that
I would be more in keeping with the look of corporate
America. I was not offended by her advice because she gave
it in a helpful way," Ferguson said.
Ferguson attributes a lot of his personal leadership style to
beliefs and practices he has gotten from observing and
working with Mrs. Williams. Uke her, he believes that if you
get close enough to people to tell them the truth it will help
the situation, and that practicing this belief has done a lot
to help the community in general as well as the Urban
League. Another thing that Ferguson has gotten from Mrs.
Williams is a sense of modesty and humility, that "you just
don't boast about what you do; you are grateful for changes
and you go on to do some more to bring about more
changes." 110
"In the black community we confuse compromise with
negotiation," Ferguson said. "In compromise both parties

give up something they want: negotiation is getting what
you want or most of what you want. I have seen Mrs.
Williams negotiate and come out with what she wants. For
today's leadership style, negotiation makes the most sense."
Ferguson said he had mixed emotions about leaving the
presidency of the Jacksonville Urban League, the job Clan.zell
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Brown called the best professional job in the city. But he
wanted to see things move more quickly than he could
move them at the Urban League and believed that in a
position close to the mayor this could happen. He said he
is pleased that he left the Urban League in a strong
financial position and will always be a member of the
organi7.ation. He said he would also always like to be a
member of the Board of Directors.
'The thing I like about the Urban League is that we are to
be a bi-racial group organ.ired to solve the problems of
blacks and minorities in this city, and Mrs. I. E. Williams
epitomizes this concept," Ferguson said.
According to the Original Articles of Incorporation of the
Jacksonville Urban League filed in the office of the Clerk of
the Circuit Court of Duval County and approved August 2,
1947:
The general nature of the objects of this organ:tzation
shall be to study the industr1al. economic, spiritual,
family welfare and living conditions of Negroes in said
City and County. and to promote. encourage, assist and
engage in work for improving the same. and to brtng
about cooperation and coordination between existing
agencies and organ:tzations and to develop others when
needful for said purpose.
The membership shall consist of white and Negro citizens of said City and County, to be elected as provided
by the By-Laws. 111

Article VI of the Original Charter - Articles of Incorporation
states that the officers shall be the chairman, co-chairman,
secretary, co-secretary, and treasurer. The Board of Directors should consist of not fewer than fifteen and not more
than twenty-five members, and the Advisory Board should
consist of not less than thirty members. Both boards
should consist of equal numbers of white and Negro citirens. 112 Changes were made in the Articles of Incorporation in 1977 in the number of members on the Board of
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Directors to consist of not fewer than fifteen and not more
than forty-two and to provide for an executive director, but
no changes were made in the black and white composition
of the Board.
In 1946 a Survey Committee of black and white leaders
was established by the Council of Social Agencies to study

the conditions affecting the Negro population in Jacksonville because of the increase in the population due to World
War II. The results of this swvey were significant in establishing the Jacksonville Urban League:
Probably the most significant and far-reaching single
step taken by and for the Negro population. since the
Survey has been the meigtng of the Jacksonville Negro
Welfare League with the National Urban League. The
Survey had highlighted the weakness of the Jacksonville Negro Welfare League which with an all Negro
Board was In need of better qualJfied direction. The BiRacial Follow-Up Committee held meetings over a pertod of months with 25 appointed members of the
Jacksonville Negro Welfare League to effect a merger
and on November 17, 1947, the Urban League was
formally established with a bi-racial board. New Charter and By-Laws. A qual1fted executive secretruy was
Installed at 704 Broad Street and 1n December the
League was voted a member agency of the Community
Chest. This is to be the coordinating body, serving as
11aison and planner for all Negro agencies and groups.
It is believed that implementation of many of the recommendations contained 1n the Swvey, some of which
require long-term planning, will undoubtedly be expe-

dited through the day to day study and effort of the new
Urban League. 113

Mrs. Williams began her service with the Jacksonville
Urban League as a member of the Jacksonville Negro
Welfare League in 1946. The Jacksonville Negro Welfare
League was incorporated under the laws of Florida in 1925
as a non-profit organization and admitted to the Community Chest in 1926. The purpose of the League was to
secure advice and help in meeting all of the needs of Negro
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people educationally, economically, socially and politically
and to enable them to become healthy, happy and good
law-abiding ci&ens in the community. 114 Mrs. Williams
was elected treasurer of the Board of Directors of the
Jacksonville Urban League in the early 1960's and served
in that position for many years.
In 1956, the Jacksonville Urban League, along with several

other National Urban League affiliates, suffered the backlash of the stand taken by the National Urban League on
racial issues. The Community Chest, pressured by threats
of many local whites to withdraw its support if the Jacksonville Urban League remained a member of the national
organization, gave the local League the option to sever its
affiliation with the National Urban League or be dropped
from membership in the Community Chest. The Jacksonville Urban League showed great stamina in its decision to
retain its affiliation with the National Urban League. The
activities of the League were severely limited due to its cutoff from the Community Chest Funds. However, the community rallied to the aid of the League, and it was able to
survtve. 11 5 IndMduals such as Dr. Warren Schell and Mrs.
I. E. Williams made substantial financial contributions to
the League. In the late 1960's the Jacksonville Urban
League was again accepted into the Community Chest
which is now the United Way Agency.
In 1964 the Jacksonville Urban League began its Annual
Report meetings on the conditions of life for blacks in
Jacksonville and the needs that are evident The Annual
Report meeting was an Annual Dinner meeting until 197€
when the organization began giving the Annual Report in a
public meeting in Februaiy each year. At the same time the
Annual Equal Opportunity Luncheon was begun and has
been held every November each year for the past seventeen
years.116 Today the Jacksonville Urban League is funded
by the United Way Agency- the major contributor- government contracts, membership contributions and fund
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raising. It remains an affiliate of the National Urban League.
The local body carries the name Urban League and pays
annual dues to the national body. The local Board of
Directors is the governing body and determines its own
program. The National Urban League provides technical
assistance to the local organization. 117
Mrs. I. E. Wtlliams and Dr. Warren W. Schell, Jr. have been
honored for their untiling service to the Jacksonville Urban
League. At the Equal Opportunity Luncheon, September 9,
1982, the Jacksonville Urban League presented Mrs. Williams a plaque which reads: "Jacksonville Urban League
presents Mrs. I. E. Williams this Equal Opportunity Award
in recognition of her service to the Jacksonville community
and in recognition of her long and continuous service to the
Jacksonville Urban League which began in 1946." Mrs.
Williams is today an honorary member of the Board of
Directors and Dr. Schell is chairman emeritus. Their knowledge and wisdom are essential to the continuity of direction
for the Board of Directors and the activities of the Jacksonville Urban League.
Because of her willingness to seive her community and her
advocacy of good child care seIVices for the children of
Jacksonville, Mayor Hans G. Tanzler, Jr. appointed Mrs.
Williams a member of the Child SeIVice Advisory Board on
September 13, 1972. The function of the Board was to look
at the services which the city provided for children and .
advise the mayor on the problem areas in child care services in Jacksonville. The group also made its recommendations for improvement and for additional services needed.
At the end of her appointed term on the . Board, Mrs.
Williams received a letter of commendation from Mayor
Tanzler:
"September 30, 1976, will bring to a close six very
dedicated years of service that you have given the Child
Services Advisory Board. Mrs. Williams, words can't
express my deepest appreciation for your many hours
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of service on this vital Board."

Being appointed to the Child Service Advisory Board placed
Mrs. Williams in a unique position to become one of the
organizers of the Gateway Nursery and Kindergarten Association in December 1973. She has been on its Board of
Directors since its inception. At the time Gateway Nursery
and Kindergarten was established, the city of Jacksonville
had applied for federal funds to set up nurseries throughout the city to serve low income families living in housing
projects or in other housing facilities who could not afford
the privately owned nurseries. To get the funds, the city
had to include a nursery for blacks or minorities. The
nursery was established in Blodgett Homes, a federally
funded housing development, which first had been named
Jacksonville Housing Project 118
Gateway Nursery and Kindergarten is the community organization that is nearest and dearest to the heart of Amolta
Wi1liams. Perhaps it is her love for children and youth that
has kept her so young at heart and mentally alert She can
empathize with those growing up in a one-parent home
and imagining what the other parent is like or might have
been like. She understands their needs and their hopes.
Perhaps she wanted to have more children of her own.
Whatever the connection is, she gathers them to her with
open arms and hugs and compliments them, and they love
her.
Gwendolyn Scott who has been the Director at Gateway
Nursery and Kindergarten since 1974 said Mrs. Williams is
the only original member of the Board of Directors who has
remained on the Board. The four other current members
are Dr. Iris Eisenberg who gives the children their health
examinations each year; Melody Unger, who has worked
very closely with the planning and architecture for the
proposed new nursery and kindergarten building; Austin
Steele and Theola Smith. The Board presently needs two
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additional members. Noah Henderson is the Board liaison
to HUD.119
Mrs. Williams explained that the Board of Directors for
Gateway Nursery and Kindergarten is an advisory board. It
approves the vartous projects of the nursery including the
use of United Way funds. Mrs. Williams said she has served
as treasurer for the Board since Andrew Robinson had to
give up the position because of his responsibilities at the
University of Florida where he was interim president in
1980-81.
"Mrs. Williams has always been an active member of the
Board, and she does everything she can to assist us in the
operation of the nursery. She is in and out of the classroom
all of the time, and many times she brings visitors with her
to show them what we are doing. Some are surprised by the
excellent learning activities and organization of the Nursery," Mrs. Scott said.
Mrs. Scott said Mrs. Williams loves the three-year-old
classes. She tells the children stortes and she loves getting
involved in their activities, especially the art activities. The
children call Mrs. Williams ..Grandma," and they love her
dearly. She is very alert and active, and brings a sort of
excitement to the classroom. The children enjoy her visits
Mrs. Scott said. 120
Ronnie Ferguson said Mrs. Williams made a statement to
him about children and youth that has stuck with him.
She told him that we only have control of the education of
our young people for a short pertod of time, and if we lose
that time, all is lost.
The Gateway Nursery and Kindergarten is located in Blodgett
Homes at 1207 Davis Street. The nursery uses one-half of
the building that belongs to HUD, Jacksonville Housing
and Urban Development. The other half houses the rental
office for Blodgett Homes and an auditorium used for
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community activities. Presently, Blodgett Homes is being
dismantled to make room for a new state office building,
and plans are nearly complete for a new building for
relocation of the nursery to Fourth and Illinois Streets,
near the Ronald McDonald House.
Currently the nursery and kindergarten enrolls children 2
to 5 years old. 1)1pically, the children are in a single-parent
home, and the parent is working at a minimum-wage job.
One of the goals of the program is to help parents get off
welfare. While the children are in day care, the parent is
supposed to be out looking for work or working, according
to HRS guidelines. 121 Many of the children are referred to
the nursery from the Child Care Service Program under the
Child Services Division of the city of Jacksonville:
Since 1973, the Child Care Service Program has served
as the City's vehicle to insure access to quality child
care for low to moderate income families. Each year the
program places more than 2,000 children, ages birth
through 14 years, in child care fac1lities throughout the
country. Parents are determined eligible for free or
reduced child care tuition according to employment,
income and family stze. 122

Mrs. Scott said her biggest challenge at the nursery is just
surviving. At various times she has had to do all of the
different tasks and jobs involved with keeping the nursery
going. The other challenge is working with parents who do
not understand the system or who do not want to work to
improve themselves. The nursery is funded by the United
Way Agency, the Child Care Food Program and various
community groups, such as the Arlington Kiwanis Club
which has given three book fairs for the nursery and the
Uptown CMtan Club which has given the nursery under its
Flagship Project a total of $6,800. 123 However, it is board
members like Mama wmtams who have been with the
nursery and kindergarten over the years who have provided the greatest encouragement and support. Mrs. Wil-
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liams is available at any time for whatever is a problem at
the nursery.
The present enrollment at the nursery is 65 children:
however, there is space for up to 91. The staff includes the
director, an assistant director, a dietitian, three teachers,
four aides, one part-time aide and one play therapist every
Tuesday. The new facility will be twice as large as the
present one and will house up to 150 children. Present
plans allow one room for infants; two rooms - each with
15 children of 1 to 2 years old; two rooms - each with
twenty 2 to 3 year olds; one room of thirty 3 to 4 year olds,
and one room for twenty 4 to 5 year olds. The facility will
have space for offices, a library, kitchen and dining area,
storage and other needed spaces. Mrs. Scott said she
expects to move into the new building in late spring or early
summer. The nurse~and kindergarten will be named for
Mrs. I. E. Williams. 1
Although Mrs. Williams' work with the children at Gateway
Nursery and Kindergarten has kept her young at heart and
sometimes as sprttely as the youngsters she loves so much,
she must also deal with the years of age that Father Time
has ascrtbed to her. She has done so by accepting appointment to the Commission on Aging by two mayors of the city
of Jacksonville- Hans G. Tanzler, Jr. and Jake Godbold
and by serving as the mayor's representative to the Flortda
Council on Aging for mayors Tommie Hazouri and Ed
Austin.
I hereby invest this person with full power and authority to execute and discha.Ige the duties of the said
appointment according to law. And to have and hold
the same, with all the rtghts and emoluments thereunto
legally apperta.lning for and durtng the term prescribed
by law.

Thus reads the certificate of the appointment of Mrs. I. E.
Williams as a member of the Commission on Aging by Hans
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G. Tanzler. Jr .. Mayor of the Consolidated City of Jacksonville, Februaiy 14, 1978. Since that time Mrs. Williams has
attended all of the meetings of the Florida Council on Aging
as the mayors senior volunteer. In 1981 she was a Florida
delegate to the White House Council on Aging in Washington, D. C.
Gwendolyn Yates, Chief of Adult Services Division for the
City of Jacksonville, is Mrs. Williams' neighbor and traveling partner each year to the meeting of the Florida Council
on Aging. Each year the Council has a theme party where
the delegates from each area of the state compete for the
best presentation of a theme. Mrs. Yates has pictures of
Mrs. Williams dancing the "butt" or something similar to it
that her granddaughter taught her at one of the competitions. In 1988 the Jacksonville delegates chose the theme
'The '50's" and dressed in the appropriate attire. In 1989,
Jacksonville chose "Cinderella" as their theme and won
first place. Of course, Mrs. Williams played the part of the
Fahy Godmother and stole the show.125
Mrs. Yates said, "Mrs. Williams and I have been traveling
partners for years, and each year I learn something new
about her and from her. She has so many interesting
stories to tell."

She said Mrs. Williams is a real trooper and is dedicated to
the goals and objectives of the Florida Council on Aging:
Since its beginning in 1955 the Flortda Council on
Aging (FCOA) has been a leading organization devoted
to solving the problems of the elderly. The FCOA promotes research. acts as a forum for the exchange of
ideas. consults with government agencies, and serves
as an advocate for the agtng. Membership ts open to
government and non-profit agencies, senior centers,
agtng organmrtions. businesses and private citizens.
FCOA ts dedicated to promoting the best possible quality of life for all older Flortdtans through advocacy,
study. information sharing and education, in a manner
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that promotes a positive image of aging and older
people. l2.6

In 1991, Mrs. Williams was accompanied by her daughter
Hortense to the Council on Aging meeting held in Fort

Lauderdale, August 26-29. She was honored as the oldest
registered delegate attending the meeting. After Governor
Lawton Chiles had finished his address to the delegation,
he called Mrs. Williams to the podium to take a picture with
him. Mrs. Williams, of course. acknowledged him as one of
her integrated sons.
Mrs. Yates said that Jacksonville has now established its
own chapter of the Florida Council on Aging.
Since its organim.tion in 1988, the Jacksonville Area
Chapter has remained focused on the p:rtmaiy mission
of the F1ortda Council on Aging: to seive as an advocate
for F1ortda's aging citizens, to provide consultation on
problems of the agtng to legislative bodies, and to
strengthen the welfare of the aging by promoting independence. This has been accomplished by building an
effective coalition of active members from all sectors of
the cormnunity and by forming partnerships with other
interested individuals and corporations. 127

In keeping with her belief that older people are not yet dead,
and can be a vital part of the lives of the young, Mrs.
Williams has been a part of the Foster Grandparent Program. of Jacksonville since its inception in 1972 under
Harriet Day at GJEO (Greater Jacksonville Economic Opportunity, Inc., now Northeast Florida Community Action
Agency). In 1991 Mrs. Williams again became chairperson
of the Advisory Council for Foster Grandparents. She has
been chairperson several times in previous years.128 Mrs.
Williams is not just ..eveiybody's mama;" she is eveiybody's
grandmama as well.

Mrs. Yates whose dMsion also administers the Foster
Grandparent Program, said Mrs. Williams inspires not only
the Advisory Council members, but the foster grandpar88

ents themselves to be the best they can be. She is their
lMng example of service to the community, and she is
never too tired to give of herself to this program, Mrs. Yates
said.
Janna Steinke, project director for the Foster Grandparent
Program of Jacksonville, said she has known Mrs. Williams
for about eight years and has found her to be a strong
advocate and promoter of the importance of the Foster
Grandparent Program and the value of the children, especially special needs children. She said Mrs. Williams is
always there when she needs to be to carry on her meetings
and assist other, sometimes even when she is not feeling
her best.
"It is an honor to be one of her Caucasian daughters: I feel
very good about it," Mrs. Steinke said.
For sixteen years the Foster Grandparent Program of Jacksonville operated under the Community Action Agency; in
1988 it came under the sponsorship of the City of Jacksonville Human Services Department - Adult Services Division.
The program provides volunteer opportunities for more
than 80 low income persons, age 60 or over to serve as
foster grandparents to special needs children. These grandparents serve acutely ill children in four local hospitals,
including a neo-natal setting at University Hospital where
they assist in the bonding of newborn infants, many born
under exigent circumstances to schooi age mothers or
crack-affected offsprings of drug-addicted mothers. 129
Other Foster Grandparents work with troubled youth and
abused children in a variety of local agencies. They serve
children in ACilON designated specific emphasis areas
including detention centers for children awaiting adjudication, shelters for runaways, and shelters for pregnant
teenage single and I or sexually abused girls. They work to
provide early intervention in special schools for the mentally, physically and developmentally impaired and to pro89

vide services in child development settings serving children
who are deprived of identification with mature adults and
who may be in varying degrees neglected. l30
Foster Grandparents of Jacksonville addresses other special emphasis areas as defined by ACTION, in the area of
literacy, working in concert with teachers in Duval County
Schools and in Head Start Programs, assisting slow learners in a one-tone supportive tutorial relationship, and
working with high school dropouts in a vocational training
setting providing motivational back-up and one-to-one help
with basic math and English.131
Foster Grandparents receive a non-taxable stipend, not
includable in income calculations relating to receipt of
other benefits. 132 In 1985 when the Barnett Bank of Jacksonville honored Mrs. Williams as Volunteer of the Year,
she contributed the $4, 700 prize money to fund stipends
for two Foster Grandparents. 1990 was the 25th anniversary of the national organization of Foster Grandparents
which was hosted at the White House by Mrs. George
Bush. Mrs. Williams presented Mayor Tommie Hazouri
with a copy of the 25th Anniversary Program Brochure.
Mrs. Williams has received appointments to other boards
and commissions. In 1972, she was appointed to the
Florida Junior College (now Florida Community College) at
Jacksonville Foundation Board of Governors where she is
still a member. In 1982 Mayor Jake Godbold appointed
Mrs. Williams to the Mayor's Advisory Commission on the
Status-of Women.
The Mayor's Commission on the Status of Women was
established in 1972 by Mayor Hans Tanzler, Jr. to seive
in an advisoxy capacity to the Office of the Mayor and the
community in respect to all matters pertaining to the
status of women. It also makes reports and recommendations to the Mayor. Mayor Jake Godbold upgraded the
group to full commission status in 1982, and Mayor
Thomas L. Harourt (1987) continued to recognize, sup-
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port and respond to the Commissions recommendations.
The mission of the Mayor's Commission on the Status of
Women is to seive as a catalyst for change, to provide
leadership, facilitate awareness, generate concern and
take action to support. recogni2.e and encourage the
equality, wellbeing, and development of women's full
potential. 133

When Mrs. Williams turned 90 in 1986, many people and
organizations began to consider her longevity and the
many years of service she had given her community. A
lifetime of working for equality and justice and peace and
harmony among groups in Jacksonville did not go
unrewarded. In 1987 she was named Florida's winner of
the United Way's Alexis de Tocqueville Award for
Volunteerism. Accepting the national award at the Kennedy
Center for the Performing Arts in Washington, D. C., she
gave the hands over head boxer's victory salute. She also
received an honorary doctor of humane letters degree from
Edward Waters College and was the recipient of the first
EVE Ufetime Achievement Award ever presented by the
Florida 'Ilmes Union at the Annual EVE Awards Luncheon
at the Jacksonville Marriott Hotel. The annual EVE Award
was established in 1969 to honor three Northeast FloridaSoutheast Georgia area women for outstanding achievement in the fields of education, volunteertsm, and employment.134
In March 1988 Mrs. Williams became one of the four

women that year honored on an original artist poster for
Women's History Week sponsored by the Mayor's Commission on the Status ofWomen. The other three women were
Helene Coleman. Jessie Ball duPont, and Patricia Cowdery.
In May of 1988, Mrs. Williams was one of three recipients
of the Annual Brotherhood Award, a medallion, sponsored
by the Jacksonville Region of the National Council of Chrtstians and Jews (NCCJ). The other recipients were former
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Mayor Jake Godbold and Hugh H. Jones, Jr., chief executive officer of Barnett Bank ofJacksonville. In June she was
one of eighteen recipients of the President's Volunteer
Action Award presented to each winner at the White House
Luncheon honoring them. 2, 100 nominations were received for the President's Award in 1988.135
The President's Volunteer Action Awards were created in
1982 to call public attention tO the contrtbutions of our
nation's volunteers and to demonstrate what can be
accomplished through voluntaiy action. The awards
have been co-sponsored by VOLUN1EER - The National
Center,. a private non-profit organization, and ACTION,
the lead federal agency for volunteer seIVice, in cooperation with the White House Office of Prtvate Sector Initiatives. The President presents the award, a sterling silver
medallion provided by Avon Products, Inc., to each
winner at a White House luncheon.1 36

Harriett Day, former Director of Foster Grandparent Program, met Amolta Williams through her work in the Foster
Grandparent Program. Mrs. Day entered Mrs. Williams'
name in the competition for the President's Volunteer
Action Award and accompanied Mrs. Williams to Washington, D. C. to receive the award. Mrs. Day said she learned
just how witty and charming Mrs. Williams could be on the
trip. Mrs. Day remembered a bit of the conversation between Mrs. Williams and Bobby Trimble of Midland, Texas,
on the night before the White House luncheon.
Trimble approached their table as they were having dinner
and said, 'You will really be surprised tomorrow. I wanted
to meet you; I'm making a movie in Hollywood." And before
he could continue, Mrs. Williams quipped back, "And I
know you want me to star in it." They all laughed at how
quickly she responded. 137

Mrs. Williams received a second award at the June 10,
White House Luncheon, the first Ronald Reagan Award for
Volunteer Excellence. On Monday, June 20, U.S. Repre-
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sentative Charles E. Bennett of F1orlda introduced into the
Congressional Record of the U. S. House of Representatives
the account of the activities of Mrs. I. E. Williams at the
White House Luncheon as reported in an article in the
Florida Times Union:
President Honors City's ..Mamma".
President Ronald Reagan presented the first Ronald
Reagan Award for Volunteer Excellence yesterday to
ftesty, 92-year-old Amolta "Mama" W1lliams of Jacksonville, who responded by chiding the president about his
jokes.

Mrs. W1lliams, a well-known leader in Jacksonville's
black community, has engaged in many volunteer activities and been credited with helping smooth the way to
peaceful racial integration in the city.

After saying how honored he was to give the award to
Mrs. W1lliams, the president said he would like to stay
all afternoon, but, "Nancy tells me rve got to help her
with the dishes."
"Don't you make another joke like that" Mrs. W1lliams
cracked.
"Mamma Williams," the president said, "that may not be
as much a joke as you think. One of the best jobs I ever
had was when I was in college washing dishes in the
girl's dormitory."

'ibat was before you were married," Mrs. Williams said.
"Yes," Reagan said.
The award was unveiled at a luncheon held to honor this
year's 18 recipients of annual volunteer awards that are
given by the White House. The Reagan Award presented
to the person selected top volunteer - was created this
year.
In the future, presidents will select the winner said
Bobby Tt1mble, who announced establishment of the
Reagan Award, and who won an award at the first
luncheon in 1982. This year, the winner was chosen by
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leaders of volunteer organizations so the new award
could be kept secret. said Trtmble, of Midland, Texas.
After presenting the award to Mrs. Wil11ams yesterday,
the president compllinented her.
"At 91 (92) most of us would be content to retire," he
said. "But Arnolta Wil11ams, or 'Mama' Williams as she's
known in Jacksonville, just keeps going .

"Following a routine she established almost 70 years
ago, she's up every day volunteering. During her life
she's raised the funds and gathered the support to build
a nursery for low- income mothers . She's acted as a
community leader to bring harmony during the racial
turmoil of the 1960's. And she's served on the board of
countless non-profit orga.n1zations.
"In fact, 'Mama' Wil11ams has done so much during her

lifetime to help others, it would be impossible to mention
every project now. But I think it 's sufficient to say that
if you think about it you know that she isn't called
'Mama' without reason.
"And I like another thing about her, too. She did a little
personal job on me - she talked me into feeling young. "
Mrs. Wil11ams has long been known for her wit and

sense of humor as well as her volunteer efforts.
Some of Mrs. Wil11ams' friends in Jacksonville were
estatic yesterday when they heard she had been given
the award.
"Mama WOHams is an outstanding volunteer, " Mayor
Tomny Hazouri said.

"I cannot think of a more dedicated individual, and am
extremely pleased that she is being recognized nationally for her many contributions to this community," (he
said).
Former City Council member Frank Hampton said,
ibis is wonderful."
"Mama Williams has contributed agreat deal to Jacksonville.
The Rev. C. B. Dailey, the pastor of the First Baptist
Church of Oakland said, "It is wonderful."
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"She has given many, many years of seIVice to her
community, "Dailey said. "She ts a tremendous credit to
this community, and I know of no Person who is more
worthy of receiving his award." 138

June 29, 1988 was declared "Mama" Williams Day in
Jacksonville by Mayor Tomnie Hawurt because of the
numerous awards Mrs. Williams had received for her public service to the Jacksonville community and especially
because she received the President's Volunteer Award at
the White House. Mrs. Williams said that the day set aside
to honor her by the city of Jacksonville was equally as
important to her as receiving the President's Volunteer
Action Award and the Ronald Reagan Award for Volunteer
Excellence. Both awards were silver medallions.
In April, 1988, Harriett Day also nominated Mrs. Williams
for the 1988 Uving Legacy Award. In her nomination for the

award Mrs. Day wrote:
"I have the honor to propose for NCBA Llv1ng Legacy

Award. the name of the incomparable Mrs. I. E. (Amolta)
wm1ams of Jacksonville, F1ortda. Mrs. Williams or 'Mama'
WUHams as she is affectionately referred to by all who
know her, ts quite literally, indeed, and already acknowledged 'Living Legend' in evecy sense of the word. As the
matr1a:rchal head of the black community of Jacksonville, 'Mama' Williams is the much revered and greatly
respected advisor to black and white political leadership,
alike. A true friend and· advocate for the underprtvileged
and the oppressed of whatever race, her considered
wisdom and prudence is often sought by community
and state leaders.
"As the Grand Dame of the local Democratic Party, she
wooed no less ardently by blacks than by white

is

political aspirants anxious to seek her endorsement of
their banner. And always, she demonstrates an unerring instinct for correct leadership and respected objectivity.
"Mama' Williams has been hostess to such national
figures as 1972 presidential candidate, John Lindsey
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and First Lady Rosalynn Carter. 'Mama' hosted a luncheon for Rosalynn Carter at her home on Rtbault
Scenic Drive and reciprocally was honored by the Carters with a luncheon tendered to her at the Alexander
Hamilton Room of the White House.
'Mama' Williams' most signtftcant contribution. perhaps
of the many she has made to her community was durtng
the period of the C1v1l Rights era of the sixties and

seventies during which time her prudent counsel and
guidance was sought and followed by community figures on both sided who accord to her. today, a large
measure of recognition for the peaceful transition of
social integration in Jacksonville whence she counselled
prudence, moderation and 'keeping the lid on' in the
exercise of restraints toward achievement of appropriate
passive gatns.
"Mama' Williams' life encompasses a remarkable segment of America's history during which time she has
figured, in and been witness to, dramatic social and
political changes that have taken place in this country
during her colorful ninety-two years. Mama tells us that
the family bible regl.sters her birth as 1894, two years
earlier, which would place her in her 94th year. but true
to the character of a lady, she prefers to go with the
official U.S. Census which records her as born on
December 15, 1896, making her in her 92nd year.

"As relates to the matter of her stature as a 'living
legend,' it should be noted that Mama. is no 'Johnny
come lately' to the Urban League. Indeed. Mama Williams is Jacksonville's oldest ltving founding member of
the Jacksonville Urban League, the formation of which
she clearly remembers in this city so many years ago. led
by a local white leader of that day, Mr. J. J. Daniels, who
met with local black leaders and those on the national
level to formulate the Jacksonville Chapter of the Urban
League. Mama wrn1ams as one of those founding leaders
is deeply revered by the current leadership of the Jacksonville Urban League and its Executive Director, Ronnie
Ferguson. who often calls on Mama for her sagacious
advice ... .

"Currently, Mama has been selected for special honors
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by the local Conference of Ch.rtstians and Jews at its
Annual Awards Dinner which is to take place in
Jacksonville's Hilton Hotel on May 10, 1988. Shadng
honors with Mama W1lliams will be ex-Mayor of Jacksonville, Jake Godbold, and past Chairman of the United
Way and President of Barnett Bank. Mr. Hugh Jones,
both good friends of the venerable Mama Williams.

"And as accolades pour in honoring this remarkable
woman she responds modestly, 1 don't know why they
choose me; I haven't done so much!' Indeed. now in her
ninety-second year, this lady takes her little compact car
against the remonstrances of her daughter Hortense, at
least to avoid the heavy traffic hour, or to let someone
come and drtve her to her meetings. turns the key, and
whizzes off with ruuy a thought that she is someone
entirely marvelously-wondexful. She is a role model to
young and old alike; an tmage of what we all hope we
may be able to achieve at her wondexful rtpe age, with so
much grace and veive. with as much clartty and wisdom, and with half as much style and elegance.
'Community treasure' she has been called by city fathers. Who could symbolize the term Living Legend more
aptly? No one we have ever known or come across is so
delightfully symbolic as Jacksonville's own - Mama Williams."

Again in October, 1988, Mrs. Williams traveled to Washington, D. C. to receive an award, this time as one of the
recipients of the living Legacy Award present.ed by the
National Caucus and Center on Black Aged, Inc.
The purpose of the Living Legacy Program is to brtng
attention to the achievements of older Black Amertcans
who have contrtbuted greatly to society while in many
instances overcoming the obstacles of racism and deprivation. Since 1979, the National Caucus and Center
on Black Aged has sponsored the Living Legacy Awards
Program. NCBA seeks and receives nominations from all
over the country which are then screened by an impartial panel. Each awardee is transported to Washington,
D. C. for the dinner and is presented with a special
certificate. 139
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Others receiving the living Legacy Award at the Capitol Hill
Hyatt Regency along with Mrs. Williams were: author,
Maya Angelou; senior citizen advocate, Rev. Dr. Elizabeth
L. Doles: psychologist, Dr. Mary S. Harper; NCBA's Cochairman, Dr. Aaron E. Herny, and Civil Rights attorney,
Authur D. Shores.140
Also in Jacksonville in October, 1988, Mama Williams was
honored by being chosen to be a part of "12 Shares the
Dream," a special effort by WfLV - 12 television to pay
tribute to members of the First Coast Black community
during Black History Awareness month. WfLV-12 produced a documentary and aired it in segments throughout
the month of February, 1989 recognizing the contributions
of Jacksonville's contemporary black leaders.
Every good life is one that has been challenged to use fully
those potentials given to it by the Creator. Through charity
and unselfishness, Amolta Johnston Williams has met the
challenge by giving to her church, her fellqwman and her
community more than seventy years of service. She continues at ninety-five to serve those who seek her assistance.
Note: All awards Mrs. Williams has received are listed at the
end of Chapter VII.
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UNIVERSITY OF NORTII FLORIDA
4567 ST. JOHNS BLUFF ROAD. S.

JACKSONVILLE. FLORIDA 32216

OFFICE OF THE PRESIDENT
904-646-2500

March 5, 1982

Mrs. I. E. Williams
2827 Ribault Scenic Drive
Jacksonville, Florida 32208

Dear Mamma rvilliams:
I am so proud of you.
I am even more proud that your
unselfish contributions are being recognized at a · time when
can appreciate approbation.
I

love you!
Sincerely,

Andrew A. Robinson,
resident
AAR/lap
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Mama Williams with her children at Gateway Nursery and
Kindergarten
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Sarah Trudel, Mrs. Amolta J. Williams and Gwendolyn Yates
at annual meeting of Florida Council on Aging

Mama Williams receiving a plaque for Outstanding
Service at 1990 Foster Grandparents Program
from Mayor Tommy Hazouri

Mama Williams doing the "Hula" with the Korn Kob
Klan at 1990 Foster Grandparent Recognition
Event at Jacksonville University
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Mrs. Williams conversing with Nancy and Ronald Reagan

as she received her volunteer awards at
the White House Luncheon
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CBAPl'ER VI

Politics Is Ber Energizer
..AmoltaJohnston Williams is considered a door-opener by
politicians. Even those who would be president have been
glad of her advocacy. She is wooed assiduously, not only for
her impact on her own black community, but because she
has wide respect across color lines, officeseekers believe." 141
So wrote Cynthia Parks in The Florida Times Union some
fourteen years ago and so it is still today. Amolta Williams
is the "Godmother" in Florida politics, but she disclaims
being a power in politics. However, there is a certain glow
to her counten~ce and a sparkle in her eyes when she
talks politics; politics is her energizer.
"For twenty-one years I have been as free as a bird to travel
to any meeting, conference, convention anywhere in this
country and lend my support to any candidate of m~
choosing," Mrs. Williams said. What she meant was that
since her husband's death she has been able to broaden
her political involvement locally, statewide and nationally.
She has served her party, her mayors, her governors and
a president whenever they called upon her for assistance.
She is a member of the Democratic Women's Club and the
Duval County Democratic Executive Committee.
During her activities as a non-violent Civil Rights activist in
the 1960's, Mrs. Williams got a feel for what it was like to
negotiate with the political leaders of her community and
have her voice and ideas respected and accepted. She liked
the feel of it very much; it energized her and made her want
to do more to bring about peaceful co-existence between
blacks and whites. In doing more she earned the reputation in the white community of a level-headed black woman
who had a sincere interest in the social and political fabric
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of life in her community and one who worked for the good
of all in Jacksonville.
Mrs. Williams earned a name for herself and put herself in
a unique position to become the successor to Isadore
Singleton, Dallas Graham, Frank Hampton, Elcee Lucas
and others who were the black political power brokers
between the black community and the white politicians
from the late 1940's until about 1972.
Senator Arnett E. Girardeau, Florida State Senator since
1982, said Mrs. Williams filled the vacuum in political
communication between the black community and white
political candidates when the ~cket system" came to an
end with consolidation of the city of Jacksonville in 1967.
Prior to consolidation, black men such as Isadore Singleton, Gardner "Nip" Sams, Sr., Dallas Graham, Frank Hampton, Otis Speights, Rev. J. S. Johnson, Roosevelt Daniels
and Charles Parsons controlled the black vote by selling
the white politicians space on their tickets. These tickets
listed the names of candidates each of these men endorsed
and encouraged blacks to vote for. Some of these men had
their own political organization. Others of them worked
together and called themselves the Kennedy Democrats,
and they had an office on North Myrtle Avenue. The most
powerlul of these men were Isadore Singleton, a local
businessman who himself ran for the City Council seat in
Ward Two in 1955 and 1963, but lost; Rev. Dallas Graham,
pastor of Mt. Ararat Baptist Church, whose invitation to a
candidate to appear at his church on a Sunday during
campaign time was tantamount to that candidate's getting
the black vote; and Frank Hampton, treasurer of the board
of trustees at Mt. Ararat, whose wealthy status is partially
due to the ticket system. 142 Frank Hampton won a seat on
the City Council and held it from 1972 to 1975.
Mrs. Williams was a natural for politics Senator Girardeau
said. "Mrs. Williams created her own image through her
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aggressiveness, her civic and political activities and her
impeccable character. She is one of the persons whom the
white community made a powerhouse in politics," he said.
"She has had a tremendous impact and a good one on this
community. She has sort of made whites accept blacks in
vartous areas of politics. She has taken her personal relationship with whites, that is their liking and respecting her,
and turned it into benefits for blacks. She aggressively
speaks up and out on any issue that comes up in any
meeting or assembly she attends," Senator Girardeau said.
Arnett Girardeau first remembers meeting Mrs. Williams in
1936 when he was about six years old. His uncle and Dr.
I. E. Williams owned some property in the same area of the
city at 15th and Barnett Streets where he first saw Mrs.
Williams. Later as a young adult he would see her at her
home across the street from the .Afro-American Life Insurance Co., but had little contact with her then. His first
meaningful experience with Mrs. Williams came on August
27, 1960, a date that is indelible in his memory. She got
him and four other young Civil Rights activists out of a very
dangerous situation. As Senator Girardeau recalls:
"It was durtng the 1960 summer demonstrations and
riotous conditions of the Civil Rights Movement that I

and the others became trapped on Laura and State
Streets. The highway patrolmen had blocked off all the
streets in downtown Jacksonville to prevent the demonstrators from escaping. Just as we were being approached by a highway patrolman with his rifle pointed
at us, Mrs. Will1ams drove up in her car and called to us
in a veiy emphatic and commanding voice. 'My Children. come, come and get in the car.' And she drove us
away from the scene to safety."143

Girardeau said he truly believes to this day that had not
Mrs. Williams arrived and pulled them from the scene,
disaster would have been imminent. In 1962 when he
returned home to practice dentistry, Mrs. Williams became
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one of his patients. She would always remind him of her
husband's frugality and that she had to take the bill home
for Dr. Williams to see before he would pay it. Since he did
not want her to work, she would add to the bill to get extra
spending money. 144
When Arnett Girardeau ran for the Florida State House of
Representatives in 1970, Mrs. Williams offered him her
property at 10th Street and Myrtle Avenue to put up a large
sign. Back then he could not afford the billboards for his
campaign advertising. Girardeau said Mrs. Williams has
always encouraged, endorsed and supported him politically. She has known his family for many years and calls
him, "My Boy." And from her he graciously accepts it.
Girardeau lost the 1970 election, but won a seat in the
Florida House of Representatives in 1976 where he remained until he became a state senator in 1982.
In 1974, Girardeau, Macy Singleton and Mrs. Williams

were elected delegates from Florida to the Democratic
National Convention in Kansas City. When they reached
Atlanta, they discovered a mJxup in the tickets and were
about to miss their plane. Girardeau said they had to run
through the Atlanta Airport with Mrs. Williams in a wheelchair to make the plane, just in the nick of time. He said
Mrs. Williams thoroughly enjoyed the wheelchair ride and
joked about it later.
"Mrs. Williams is a very likeable person to travel with; she
is a good conversationalist with a good sense of humor,"
Senator Girardeau said.
Mrs. Williams strengthened her position in Florida politics
by campaigning very actively for Jimmy Carter in 1975.
Campaigning for the Carters also gave her direct access to
the White House during the Carter Presidency, 1976-1980.
Mrs. Williams and her daughter Hortense gave a reception
in their home for Rosalynn Carter when she came to
Jacksonville in 1975 to campaign for her husband. The
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Carters responded by entertaining Mrs. Williams in the
Alexander Hamilton Room at the White House. 145
Handwritten letters from Rosalynn Carter and Judy Carter
express their appreciation and esteem for Mrs. Williams.
The Carters also sent Mrs. Williams a presidential birthday
greeting for her 80th birthday in 1976.
Feb. 17, 1976

Mrs. Jtmmy Carter

Dear Mrs. Williams,

I enjoyed so much seeing you and being in your
beautiful home. Thank you for having the
reception for me.
We are excited about our campaign and confident that
Jimmy can win. We need and appreciate your support.
Sincerely,
Rosalynn Carter

April 29, 1976
Dear Mrs. Williams,

You are such a delightful lady - I'm very glad to have had
a chance to meet you and to be with you Thursday. I
hope I 'm even half as lively as you are when I 'm as old
as you!
Our families appreciate all you have done to help
us. and we11 be counting on you to pull us through one
more time.
Love, Judy Carter

Mrs. Williams considers the Carters- Jimmy, Rosalynn
and Judy- not just political associates, but her adopted
children and among her best friends. Mrs. Wil Iiams and
her daughter Hortense traveled to Jimmy Carter's inaugu108

ration on the "Peanut Brigade," a special train that carried
invited guests from Georgia and Florida to Washington, D.
C. for the event. 146
Mrs. Williams acquired the name "Mama" by adopting

mostly sons and daughters in politics and community
service. She calls the white ones her "Caucasian daughters" and her "Integrated sons"; the black ones are her
"children." In addition to former President Jimmy Carter,
her integrated sons include mayors - Lou Ritter, Hans G.
Tanzler, Jr., Jake Godbold, and Tomnie Hawuri; governors
- ReubinAskew, Bob Graham, and Lawton Chiles; member
of the U. S. House of Representative&- Charles E. Bennett.
Mama Williams said she is proud of all of her daughters
and sons, black and white. Uke the "Ole Woman in the
Shoe," she has many children, but unlike her, Mama
Williams knows what to do and how to do it well. She
advises, endorses and supports all of them.
A 1988 article in The Florida 1lmes Union by Paul Van
Osdol stated that "an endorsement from the matriarch of
Duval County Democratic Party is considered a political
plum in any campaign. But she has never been cast as a
power broker, and she does not want to be one." Osdol also
quoted Mayor Tommie Hawurt on Mama Williams in this
article:
"Her endorsement is important because she represents
progress and compassion, said Haz.ouri, whom she backed
after he won the Democratic mayoral nomination. "Her support indicates that you're not only a good person. but you
have the ability to understand and work with people of all
races in the community."147

Few people realize how much of a veteran in politics Mama
Williams is. She has spent as many years in the political
arena as she has in any other endeavor in which she has
been involved, except her marriage. Walter D. Smith, past
chairman of the Duval County Democratic Executive Com109

mittee, said Mrs. Williams was a member of the Executive
Committee 40 years ago when he came on the Committee;
that. of course, means that she was a member before 1950.
He said she has always attended State Democratic conventions. and she has attended several National Democratic
Conventions. She was in New York City in 1976 to see
Jimmy Carter win the Democratic nomination for the presidency.
Amolta Williams herself has all of the attributes of a good
politician, and had she not been the Doctor's wife might
have become a candidate for public office. Had she done so
hers would have been a name long remembered. Once in a
lifetime we get an Amolta Williams. She has just the right
combination of aggressiveness. charm, sensitivity, prudence and tenacity to be a winning candidate and a good
politician. She never forgets her point or her purpose and
she can "psych out" her opponent in any arena. She loves
to win and works hard to come out on top. She would make
an excellent debater because she is at her best one-on-one.
But unlike many other politicians, Amolta Williams is
honest, open-minded, willing to change, and she carries
with her into any conflict or situation a huge bag of good
will.

The "Godmother" of Florida politics considers herself a
peacemaker, not a political power. She says her objective
is, wherever she can, to help make life as peaceful as
possible between black and white America. She considers
herself an ambassador of good will in the Democratic Party
and on the Democratic Executive Committee. And she is a
diplomat in her own country; she can deal skillfully and
tactfully with others under all circumstances, however
difficult they may be. At best Mama Williams says she is a
community leader very much involved in the politics and
government of her community and nation.
Clarence Von Bostick, adopted son, neighbor, escort, trav110

eling companion, driver and friend to Mama Williams, has
seen her close up many times as she uses her power plays
on the political field with F1ortda's most important leaders.
Bostick accompanied her to the inaugurations of Governors Reubin Askew and Bob Graham. He particularly
remembers the Graham inauguration because of the
weather. It was one of the coldest days in Tallahassef>
history. When they arrived, Mama Williams walked straight
to the pla1form and took her seat. She was unable to sit
through the entire inauguration because of the severf>
weather and had to go inside for comfort and to protect her
health.148
"Whenever Mrs. Williams was a platform guest, I was also
a platform guest because I accompanied her to these
events. I got into many places I would never have gotten
into otherwise," said Bostick, now a retired high school
social studies teacher.
Bob Graham, Governor of F1ortda, 1979-1986, appointed
Mama Williams to his Governor's .Advisory Board which
met in Tallahassee three or four times a year. Bostick drove
Mama Williams to Tallahassee for each meeting and accompanied her wherever she wished to go in the Capitol
Building. She would always call on the Governor
unannounced. Bostick said the Governor's secretary would
be startled by Mama Williams simply walking in and asking
to see the governor. When the secretary would ask Mama
Williams if she had an appointment, Mama Williams would
merely give the frustrated secretary her card. The secretary
would go into the Governor's office with the card, and
shortly thereafter the Governor would appear and invite
them both into his office.149
Bostick said, "Mrs. Williams would give the Governor advice and unabashedly reprimand him on issues vital to the
concerns of Flortda citiz.ens."
Being who she was and the age she was. Mama Williams
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played her advantages to the maximum, Bostick said. He
recalled their going to a cocktail party one evening where
she called to a young man - 'Young man, young man."
Tue young man came over and Mama Williams requested
a glass of ginger ale with plenty of ice, her favorite drink she
said because she was a sweet old lady and a diabetic. When
the young man brought her the drink, Bostick found out to
his surprise that the youn~ man was none other than U. S.
Senator Lawton Chiles.150

Of her many adopted political sons, Mayor Jake M. Godbold
has the closest and dearest relationship with Mama Williams. There is the true mother-son relationship between
them. They admire and respect each other, and each has
a deep concern for what goes on in the other's life.
"I really love her. I have a great deal of respect for her. When
she talks, I listen. She used to brighten my day when she
came up to the office, and I think she knew that," said
former Mayor Jake Godbold.
Godbold said he first met Mama Williams about twenty-five
years ago through her daughter Hortense Gray who was
then the dean of girls at William M. Raines High School, the
new all-black northside high school that opened in 1965.
Godbold said he wanted to see the new school in his city
council district, and Hortense offered to take him on a tour
of the school. She was proud of the whole school - the
administration, the faculty, the students and the other
employees - and the pride and sense of achievement
everybody had at Raines. He said there was so much pride
in everybody out there it showed all over the place. He said
it was then that Hortense told him he needed to meet her
mother, Mrs. Williams, and he did.151
At the time Godbold was just getting into politics and did

not know that Mrs. Williams was already very much involved. Godbold spent twenty-two years and six months in
local government: two years on the old City Council before
consolidation, twelve years on the new City Council after
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consolidation, and he also served as president of the Council, acting mayor for six months and mayor for eight years.152
Godbold was acting mayor in 1979 when Mayor Hans
Tanzler resigned the office to run for governor of Florida;
Tanzler lost.
"Mama Williams has always been there when I needed her.
When I was on the City Council I would drop by and talk
to her. She was pretty smart; she knew the community.
She gave good advice on just about everything," Godbold
said.
Mrs. Williams was one of the first persons who came
forward and helped Godbold in his campaign for mayor of
Jacksonville in 1978-79 against Lew Brantley he said.
Brantley was a powerful state senator at the time, and
everybody believed he could win the mayor's race. The
black community voted heavily for Jake Godbold because
they believed in him and felt that he would help those in the
community who had little voice in what went on in their
government, and this attitude in the black community gave
him the edge over Lew Brantley to win his first term as
mayor of Jacksonville. Godbold was mayor from 1979 to
1987.
Though Mama Williams has been involved in various aspects of Jacksonville's political life for fifty years or more,
Godbold felt that her greatest period of political influence
was between 1975 and 1988. He said throughout his
administration she had a great deal of influence and great
impact on the community. She was a true bridge of love
between blacks and whites, and both groups could join
together through her because they all respected and trusted
her. Everybody loved her because she did not speak from
anger or with anger, Godbold said. Her interest was really
to foster communications between whites and blacks to
relieve tension and bring about better understanding. He
said because of Mama Williams and others like her, he has
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a great relationship with the minortty community. l53
"Politically, I was never afraid of her influence, but I sought
her endorsement each time I ran for office and she gave it
to me. It meant a lot in the community," Godbold said.
Godbold descrtbed the nature of the numerous visits Mama
Williams made to his office to give him bits of advice or to
admonish him or just to check on him. He said she would
walk in just like she ran the place. She never had an
appointment. She would say to the receptionist or secretary, "I need to see my Caucasian son" or "I need to talk to
that boy in there." He said he has never seen her angry with
him though she might have been, and she never took
advantage of the courtesy his office staff accorded her.
Sometimes she would go by his office and leave him her
card. It would have a thought for the day on one side and
her advice to him on the other. He said he has kept them
all and he has a stack of them.154
Mrs. Williams is an unselfish and giving person who never
asked him for anything for herself, Godbold said. She
always asked for someone else. He recalled she asked him
to help Edward Waters College. She said the school needed
money, and Godbold asked the city attorney to find a way
legally to give the college $50,000 it needed. The city had
contributed to the support of Edward Waters College in
earlier years, but during the tenure of Mayor Hans Tanzler
the contributions were stopped because the college was a
religious institution.155
On two occasions Mama Williams made requests of Mayor
Godbold in behalf of Dr. Andrew Robinson, whom she
admired very much. Godbold said she told him he needed
to appoint a black person to the Jacksonville Transportation Authortty because black people rtde the buses. The
bus was the means of transportation for many black people
to work, church and other places, she told him. Then she
recommended Andrew Robinson to be the first black ap114

pointed to the JfA. and Godbold appointed him. Later
Godbold said Mrs. Williams came to him and told him
Robinson was interested in becoming the president of the
University of North Florida and she wanted him to support
Robinson for the position.156
"I got right on it, but a lot of influential people in Tallahassee were not quite ready to appoint a black president of a
state university. Dr. Robinson is the reason there is a black
president at UNF today," Godbold said.
Mama Williams is one of the few people still living with a
deep sense of the history of Jacksonville. She has seen the
good and the bad and what has worked and what has not
worked over the years, Godbold said. He said he liked to
listen to Mama Williams because he could learn so much
from her about race relations, the growth of the city and
politicians who had made mistakes and those who had
succeeded. When he encountered a very difficult situation
he went to see her for advice and consultation.
One such difficult situation came in his administration
when a policeman chased down a young black man [Michael
Alexander] on a motorcycle and caused his death. Everybody in the black community was up in the air about it,
Godbold said. Statements and accusations went back and
forth for several weeks between the black ministers and
other leaders in the black community and the police department. The newspapers kept a daily running account of
the incident. Godbold said he tried to stay out of the matter
and let the sheriff and his department handle the situation,
but things got very hot and the sheriff couldn't get it settled.
Dale Carson was sheriff at the time and Jim McMillian,
who is the current sheriff, was an under-sheriff. Godbold
said blacks were about to start marching and protesting, so
he decided to talk to Mama Williams about the crisis. She
told him to set up a committee made up of those concerned
on both sides - the police department, the ministers, other
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leaders and ordinary citiz.ens, and that is what he did.
Godbold said some of them had never talked to each other
face to face, but they sat down and discussed how to
resolve that issue and some other concerns as wen.157
In addition to her counseling, advice and endorsements,

Godbold said Mrs. Williams has also felt the need to protect
him in bothersome situations. They traveled together to the
National Democratic Convention in New York City in 1976
when Jimmy Carter was nominated as the Democratic
candidate for the presidency. On the way back they sat
together. Everybody else was drinking and having fun or
very tired; except Mama Williams. Both she and Godbold
were the "tee-totalers." A girl enjoying herself was trying to
get Godbold's attention to talk to him, but he was very tired
and didn't want to be bothered. He kept trying to tell the girl
he wanted to sleep, but she wouldn't listen. Finally, Mama
Williams turned to her and said, "This is my son and I want
you to leave him alone." And the young lady promptly did
so.158
Godbold said Mrs. Williams is one of the great people that
he has known and loved. She will lecture you, scold you,
support you and cry with you; she is the-comforting voice
that will always be there for you, he said.
"Mama Williams is more that a friend to me; she is just like
a sister or brother that you love so much. I have this warm
feeling that comes in my heart when I think of her. In years
to come we will remember how fortunate we were to have
known her. She is history, Jacksonville history," Godbold
said. He also said he has no official role in government or
politics today, but keeps in touch with everybody and what
is happening in the city and state.
When Godbold became mayor ofJacksonville, he appointed
Betty Holzendorf his Administrative Aide in Community
and Legislative Affairs. Mrs. Holzendorf was the first black
woman to be a part of a mayor's administrative staff in
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Jacksonville city government. As the Mayor's Aide she was
quite aware of Mrs. Williams' visits to the Mayor's office and
her influence on him. Mrs. Holzendorf said it seems that
she has always known Mrs. I. E. Williams because she
heard her name so often in different places long before she
met her.
Mrs. Holzendorf said that she didn't actually meet Mrs.

Williams until 1975 when she applied for a job with the city
of Jacksonville as affirmative action officer. Lex Hester was
the Chief Executive Officer for the city of Jacksonville at the
time. She said Lex Hester asked her about various people
in the black community who could recommend her to the
Mayor. When he mentioned Mrs. Williams' name she decided she would go to see Mrs. Williams and ask her to give
Mayor Tanzler a call in her behalf. Mrs. Holzendorf said
that after talking with her, Mrs. Wtlliams agreed to call the
Mayor. Mrs. Williams then proceeded to give her advice on
how to succeed in government. Mrs. Holzendorf said shf
got the job and kept it until she was appointed Maym
Godbold's Aide. 159 Mrs. Holzendorf is now a member of the
Florida State House of Representatives.
It was three years later in 1978 that Mrs. Holzendorf went
to see Mrs. Williams again, this time for an endorsement for
someone else. Mrs. Holzendorf said in supporting Jake
Godbold in his campaign for mayor it was her responsibility to get endorsements. Councilman Godbold planned to
run for mayor, but didn't want to announce his candidacy
until he had a sufficient number of endorsements from the
right people. Mrs. Williams was one of the right people.
When she went to Mrs. Williams and asked her to endorse
Godbold, Mrs. Williams told her that Godbold would have
to come personally for his endorsement. He did so immediately. 160
"Mrs. Williams was never hesitant about speaking up
about how she felt about any politician," Mrs. Holzendorf
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said.
Mrs. Holzendorf said that every candidate whose campaign
she has worked in has sought Mrs. Williams' endorsement,
and they all respect her. When Jake Godbold invited Jimmy
Carter to Jacksonville, Mrs. Williams had her seat on the
platform with all of the other dignitaries. Every time Governor Bob Graham came to town, he called her or went by to
see her; U. S. Representative Charles Bennett consults
with her for her advice on certain matters. Mrs. Holzendorf
said that one thing about Mrs. Williams that makes the
politicians respect her is that she would go to the politician
or candidate and get the facts before she would ever speak
out in opposition to anyone or any situation. 16 1

A very important thing about Mrs. Williams, Mrs. Holzendorf
said is that she has always been interested in solving
community problems: better housing for black people, and
politicians and companies offering jobs to black people.
She has also become obsessed with the welfare and activities of senior citizens. Although she did not need the
services of senior citizen centers for herself, she always
wanted to know what was going on in these senior citizen
areas.162
"Personally, I feel from Mrs. Williams' years of having lived
in Jacksonville she has a wealth of knowledge about the
city, especially about the black community and its problems with racism. One would think that the wife of a
prominent doctor would not have had to experience racism,
but she has lived with it, and she has vivid memories of it
in this city," Rep. Holzendorf said.
Perhaps it is because of some of those vivid memories of
racism in every aspect of life in Jacksonville that Mrs.
Williams has put so much time and energy into influencing
politics and government. She certainly has made a difference in the relationships between blacks and whites in
Jacksonville in a quiet, responsible way without tooting
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any horns about it. As Lynwood Roberts said, Jacksonville
is a better place for all of us to live because of Mrs. Williams'
input, an input felt by a lot of people who do not realize
what she has done. He said Mama Williams is concerned
about the overall relationship and welfare of people in
Duval County, not just black people or white people, but all
people.163
lhe consolidated government has been a major step m
pulling the community together and eliminating separate
communities as black and white. This must be the total
objective of any community," Roberts said.
Lynwood Roberts, who has lived in Jacksonville since he
was eight years old, was elected tax collector for Duval
County in the spring of 1979. In July of that year he retired
from his job with Southern Bell Telephone System to take
the job as tax collector. Roberts said he first met Mrs.
Williams in 1964 when he decided to run for Duval County
Budget Commissioner. He said he knew Mary Singleton
well and asked her about someone in the black community
to support him. Mary Singleton's husband, Isadore Singleton, Sr., had been one of the black political power brokers
in the black community until his death in February 1964.
Mary Singleton told Roberts to go to see Mama Williams.
Roberts said he first called her and then went to see her
about endorsing him. She did so by giving him a reception
in her home for about 250 people. From then on, for evecy
political endeavor he elected to pursue, Roberts said he
consulted Mama Williams for her wisdom in regard to
advice and direction.164
"Mama Williams would refer to us , Jake Godbold and me,
as her Caucasian sons. She could tell you no as quickly as
she would say yes. I never left her and did not know where
she stood on the issues," Roberts said.
Roberts recalled that during one of his campaigns Mary
Singleton gave him an endorsement and his opponent got
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a copy of it and mailed out about 40,000 copies to voters in
the white community. His opponent did this to discredit
hinl in the white community because he had been endorsed by a black person. The inference was that Roberts
had become the candidate of the black community. Roberts said he got lots of calls from the white community that
were complimentaiy, but he still felt uneasy about it. He
went to see Mama Williams and asked her what she
thought. Mama Williams said to him, "Lynwood, they did
you the best favor they could have. You don't ever have to
worry about Mazy Singleton and me in the white community.165
Roberts said Mrs. Williams assisted him in solving a somewhat difficult problem as tax collector. Recently he said
there was an elderly black lady who had not paid her taxes
since he had been in office. He did not want to take her
property, and he sent someone out to talk to her, but she
would not talk to his agents or let them in. She had become
senile, and she was afraid because her home had been
broken into. Roberts said he talked with her minister who
asked him not to let her deed be sold. Somehow Mama
Williams found out about the situation and called him
about it. Mama Williams said that she had called the lady's
son in New York and that the son would call Roberts and
straighten things out. It turned out that the son had a good
job and was sending his mother a $1,000 check each
month, but she had not cashed any of them. Roberts said
they were able to get her taxes cleared up because of Mama
Williams' assistance. 166
"I talk to Mama Williams quite often, and she comes by to
see me and we talk about things. When She tells you
something, you can depend on it," Roberts said.
As others can attest also, Roberts said Mrs. Williams can
disagree with you in a most pleasant way and make you go
and rethink your own position on a matter. He said she is
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very sharp mentally and remembers many things others
would not remember.
"She has been an inspiration to my wife and me, always
helping good people," Lynwood Roberts said.
The political arm of Mama Williams has encircled all of her
adopted sons and daughters in local, state and national
government, and all of her children affirm her leadership
and her genuine concern that the power of government not
be misused and that the needs of all the citizens, rich and
poor, black and white be addressed with equal energy. Her
energy comes from watching her adopted family members
in their political careers and watching over them and her
community. It is never too early nor too late for her to listen,
analyze a situation and advise one of her children. For
seventy-three years Mrs. Williams has lived Jacksonville
and Florida history, and she has made some of that political history herself. As former Mayor Jake Godbold said,
"She is history, Jacksonville history." In Jacksonville, Mrs.
Williams is a living legend, and that is not bad for "a woman
from Charleston," not bad at all.
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Mrs. Williams greeting Rosalyn Carter
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CHAPTER VII

Ninety-five and Holding

The ancient Greek philosopher and intellect.Aristotle wrote,
"the life of the [woman] who is active in accordance with
virtue will be happy." 167 The twentieth century civil rights
leader and religious activist Martin Luther King, Jr. wrote,
"every [woman] must decide whether [she] will walk in the
light of creative altruism or the darkness of destructive
selfishness. This is the judgement. Life's most persistent
urgent question is, 'What are you doing for others?" l68 The
words of these two great minds capl!?ulize much of the life
of Arnolta Ophelia Johnston Williams- the altruist, active
in accordance with virtue. At ninety-five Mrs. Williams' life
is still one of giving advice, time and energy and financing
worthwhile projects to help her fellowman realize the joy
that life can be in spite of the circumstances.
From heryears of living with the Doctor, Mrs. Williams has
developed into a many sided woman with a dynamic personality. She has acquired many sUIVival traits that have
helped her through the years in retaining her agility and
keenness of mind. One habit she acquired because of her
husband is that of being fully dressed and ready for the day
when she leaves her bedroom. Thus, she is alert and
prepared to move in any direction the events of the day
require. In opposition to the Doctor's ascetic nature, Mrs.
Williams is a gregarious person who is mentally capable of
relating to every generation- young children, teenagers,
young adults, the middle-aged and people at her own stage
in life. She discards the concept of any generation gap. She
is generous to all ages with her words of wisdom.
Clarence Von Bostick, her traveling companion; escort and
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friend, described Mrs. Williams as a very grand lady, "grand
drone." constantly accorded honors and privileges befitting
her rank and station in life. He said she relishes all the
accolades paid to her. She is a wealthy woman who claims
to be impecunious and who has become as frugal as her
husband was he said. Mrs. Williams' car is a small Ford
Escort for which she never buys a full tank of gas. Her
maximum purchase at any time at the gas station is $5.
She, of course, could easily afford a much larger, nicer car.
Bostick said Mrs. Williams is an extremely active person for
her years, loves to be seen at important events and is sent
tickets to most of these events. However, he said Mrs.
Williams' philosophy on this is "if you want my presence
and the use of my name and status in the community, the
invitation to all affairs must be complimentary." And she
has the age, rank and years of service to hold to this
position. 169
Mrs. Williams affectionately refers to Clarence Bostick as
her "Night Fellow." Bostick said she gave him this title
because he has been her escort for the past twenty years to
many dances, those given annually by the Fla-Jax. the

Ambassadors and the Vagabonds - all local men's social
clubs. He said she can dance and she usually dances the
night away like a sixteen year old and not a 75 or 85 year
old. But she sips only her favorite drink, ginger ale with lots
of ice because she is a sweet old lady and a diabetic. The
morning following a night out she can be found dutifully
taking her blood sugar count. 170
Bostick is not only Mrs. Williams' night fellow, but he is her
day fellow as well. He remembers when Mrs. Williams and
her daughter moved to Ribault Scenic Drive across the
street from him in the early l 970's shortly after he moved
there.
At that time Mrs. Williams was 75 years old and needed

someone to escort her to various social and political en126

gagements. He was then a young single man who was
available to do so. He said he did not realiz.e at the time just
how active she was.
"I would escort her a minimum of ten times a month to
breakfasts, luncheons, dinners, special programs and
dances," Bostick said.
At ninety-five, Mrs. Williams has slowed down a little. The
event Bostick said that is inerasable from his memory is a
1980 wedding that he accompanied Mrs. Williams to in
New York City.
Bostick put it this way: "Like John F. Kennedy said he was
the man who accompanied Jackie Kennedy to Paris, I was
the man who accompanied Am.olta Williams to New York
City to a wedding at the Waldorf Astoria that cost approximately $150,000.00."
The father of the bride was a long-time friend of the
Williamses and had invited Mrs. Williams to his daughter's
wedding. She was marrying a wealthy Italian lawyer. Mrs.
Williams and Bostick left Jacksonville by train, and a
chauffeured car was waiting for them at Grand Central
Station. They were transported to the Lanes , friends with
whom they stayed in Brooklyn in a classic brownstone. The
wedding activities began at 3 p.m. with a cocktail party for
out-of-town guests in the bride's father's suite at the Waldorf.
The wedding guests then walked next door to the church,
exquisitely and beautlfully decorated for the wedding ceremony which took place at 5:00 p.m. After the ceremony,
the wedding party and guests went back to the Waldorfs
large reception area for hors d'eonwres including various
seafoods and drinks. After the open reception, they went to
the Starlight roof of the Waldorf for a sit-down, twelve
course dinner for 500 guests. The dinner was followed by
dancing to a full orchestra until 3 a.m. in the morning. 171
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"It was fabulous: it was the most elaborate social event I
have ever attended. We were wining and dining with the
rich and famous," Bostick said.
It was during the fall season that they went to New York,
and Bostick said that was good because they were able to
take in a few Broadway shows. They stayed in New York for
a week.
As they have traveled together throughout the state and

country, Mrs. Williams has related many incidents in her
life to Bostick, the pleasant ones and some of the not so
pleasant ones. She has told him much about her "life with
father" type husband including the "egg-rooster" incident
and others. She related that she became an Episcopalian
because Doctor said he would not live in the house with a
Baptist, and she has related incidents of Doctor's rigidity
and parsimoniousness and how she has spent the past
twenty years living as she wanted to do when she was
much younger. 172
Mrs. Williams is the eternal optimist, but Bostick said he

has discovered one of her fears. On one occasion when he
was driving her to one of the governor's meetings, they
encountered a severe rain storm. The storm was so sever
that it forced them to stop by the side of the road to wait it
out. There was tremendous lightening and thunder. Bostick
said Mrs. Williams was uncontrollably frightened. He said
she is deathly afraid of lightening and thunder, 173 which
some people consider to be the wrath of God.
Mrs. Williams is constantly making friends and influencing
people. Her daughter's and granddaughter's friends become her friends, also. Emma L. Moran, a friend and
former colleague of her daughter Hortense at Florida Community College is a very close friend and confidant of Mrs.
Williams. Mrs. Moran said she feels like a member of the
family. Whenever Hortense has to travel and her granddaughter Charlene is not in town, Mrs. Moran moves in
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and stays with Mrs. Williams until Hortense returns. She
has been with the family through births, deaths, and other
important or stressful occasions since 1957 when she an
Hortense met and worked together at Northwestern Junior-Senior High SchooJ.174
"I admire Mrs. Williams because anyone who has lived 95
years and is still ambulatory and sane is to be admired,"
Mrs. Moran said.
Mrs. Moran said she and Mrs. Williams go to political and

social events together. Any time she needs a traveling
partner she calls Mama Williams because she is ready to go
at a moment's notice. Mrs. Moran said Mrs. Williams is
always very pleasant and agreeable to be with. She stays
up late, enjoys life, and there is never a dull moment with
her. Theywent on a cruise to Hawaii one summer and had
a most enjoyable and relaxing time. One evening they
decided to go in the lounge to obseive things and see what
was happening. A man sent drinks over to them. Mrs.
Moran said she did not know the man, but Mrs. Williams
did. He was the ship's purser. 175
"She will always pay her share of our traveling expense
when necessary; you just have to explain to her what the
expense is and what she needs to do," Mrs. Moran said.
Traveling with Mrs. Williams is a pleasure Mrs. Moran said
because they get so many accolades. Everybody respects
and loves her, and they do everything they can to make her
happy and comfortable. She rewards them with her witty
quips and charm. She said Mrs. Williams is a great conversationalist and has talked to her about many things: her
childhood, her family, her marriage and specific concerns
she has, such as her daughter's liberal spending of money
as opposed to her conservative spending. Mrs. Williams'
favorite topic of conversation, however, is politics - problems and issues in the community and what she thinks the
possible solutions are. They have discussed the pros and
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cons of the various solutions to these problems and issues,
Mrs. Moran said.

"I think Mama Williams' greatest attribute is her ability to
do something for others, particularly in terms of politics,"
Mrs. Moran said.
She said Mrs. Williams has gone out of her way to help
people. She uses her influence and finances to get things
for other people. Doing for others sort of puts her in charge
or control and she gets a lot out of being in charge, Mrs.
Moran said. She has helped other people get jobs when
they have exhausted all other resources. She has helped
many young people going off to college and those participating in other worthwhile activities. Everybody comes to
her and asks for something because she is Mama Williams.
She does all that she can to help each one. She denies no
one; she is a tremendous plus for the black community,
Mrs. Moran said. 176
Betty Asque Davis is as close to the Williams family as
anyone in Jacksonville. She is the godchild of Hortense
Williams Gray and has been in and out of the Williamses'
home most of her life. Mrs. Davis said that she remembers
Mama Williams from her pre-school years as the wife of her
maternal grandmother's physician. As she grew up she
recalls discussions around her family's dinner table about
Mrs. Williams' column "The Passing Thong" in the Pittsburgh Courier. 177
When Mrs. Davis' family moved to the College Gardens
neighborhood in her adolescent years, she attended James
Weldon Johnson Junior High School where Hortense Gray
was her social studies teacher. Hortense and her husband
Robert W. Gray also lived in College Gardens. The Asque
and Gray families grew closer together because they had
similar community and political interests. After the Grays
learned that Mrs. Davis' original godparents had died, they
became her official godparents. Through her godmother
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Hortense, Mrs. Davis said she got to see Mrs. Williams
quite often. 178
"Mama Williams is a very inspiring conversationalist and
an ardent and attentive listener. She makes everyone she
comes in contact with feel very important, special and
highly capable. This was brought to my attention by my
husband, Carl, who, like many other young men, seek
opportunities to be in her presence. They trust her counsel
and appreciate her praise and encouragement," Mrs. Davis
said.
Mrs. Davis said she has attempted for years to emulate
Mrs. Williams' charm and wit, and now sees some of these
attributes in her children. She said when her younger son
was two years old, Mama Williams nicknamed him "Bishop
Alexander the Great," and he has tried to live up to the
name by striving for excellence in everything that he does.
She has had a great impact on all of their lives, Mrs. Davis
said.
Mrs. Davis said that she feels the only words appropriate
for describing the relationship between Mama Williams
and her family are those from Leaves of Gold: 'We love you
not only for what you made of yourself, but for what you
made of us . .. . We love you for ignoring the possibilities
of the fool and weakling in us, and for laying firm hold on
the possibilities of the good in us. We love you for closing
your eyes to the discords in us and for adding music in us
by worshipful listening." 179
Mrs. Williams has lived many more years than the seventy
plus seven some believe the Creator allotted to each of us,
and she still has an exuberance of life that cannot be found
in some much younger than she. Her daughter attributes
her mother's vitality to Mrs. Williams' never having had the
stress of the work place and never having to worry about
where the money was coming from for her livelihood.
Hortense believes her father is in part the reason for her
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mother's longevity because he did not permit her to work
outside of their home.
Mrs. Williams attributes her rest for life, her longevity, and

her generosity and humane spirit to her Charleston upbringing and the Christian prineiples and values she accepted early in her life. Faith, hope and charity have been
her guides throughout her adolescence, college life, meeting with and marriage to Dr. Williams, and her life since his
death. Her parents taught her and her sister to be "nice
girls," to be mannerable and respectable. They learned
from example the values of decency and wholesome living
in the family and respect and charity for all people. She
said she is not prejudiced against anyone and does not
discriminate against anyone. She firmly believes in the
principles of equality and brotherhood for all of God's
children.
At ninety-five and holding well, Mrs. Williams' words of
wisdom to the youth of today and tomorrow are these:
"Develop a good, solid character within so that it reveals
itself in every way in your life. Get an education, have a
professional or vocational career and adhere to it. Be thrifty
and maximize your earnings: spend your money wisely.
Deliver a good performance in everything that you do.
Believe in and honor the Lord for your life, your health,
your family and all that you possess."
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AWARDS - CERTIFICATES - MEDALS - LETTER

1946
USO Certificate for 5,000 hours of Volunteer SeIVice to the
USO during World War II

1950
A L. Lewis Branch ofY WC A plaque; A special Thank You
to Past Chairperson - Mrs. I. E. Williams

1972
E V E Awards Certificate of Recognition for Voluntee1
SeIVice from Florida Publishing Company

1975
"Bronze Woman of the Year" Plaque for her cultural contrtbutions to the community from Chi Chapter. Iota Phi
Lambda Sorority at its 46th Annual Founders Day Tea
presented to her by the president of Chi Chapter. Edith
Boyd
Plaque of Congratulations to Mrs. I. E. Williams for be
named Bronze Woman of the Year and in Appreciation fo
Outstanding SeIVice to Gateway Nursecy and Kindergar·ten, Inc. from the Parents, Staff and Board Members
Plaque presented to Mrs. I. E. Williams for SeIVice beyond
the Call of Duty as an Urban League Board Member from
.the Jacksonville Urban League
Certificate of Award for Volunteer Service to Voter Registration presented by Arnett E. Girardeau
Plaque for Efforts in Behalf of the Florida Junior College
Foundation as a 'Thank You" from the Staff
Plaque certifying that Mrs. Amolta J. Williams has been
selected for Membership in the "Founders Club" in Recognition of Significant Contrtbutions to Education at Florida
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Junior College presented by the Florida Junior College
Foundation

1976
Certificate of Public Service for Outstanding Contributions
to the Community and the Citizens of Jacksonville, Florida
given by Mayor Hans G. Tanzler, Jr.
Trtbute paid to Mrs. I.E. Williams and the work of Dr. I.E.
Williams in the Annual Report Brochure of Methodist
Hospital Foundation

1978
Plaque presented in Appreciation for the Many Years of
Inspiration You've Given to Us and the Community- We
Love You - from the Jacksonville Chapter of Florida Medical, Dental and Pharmaceutical Auxiliary

1979
Presented the Key to the City ofJacksonville by Mayor Jake
M. Godbold
Named to the National Urban League Quarter Century
Club at the Silver Anniversary Dinner in Chicago
Certificate of Appreciation to Mrs. I. E. Williams for her
Outstanding Leadership and Community Services to the
City of Jacksonville presented by Mayor Jake M. Godbold

1982
Award presented to Soror A Williams from Beta Alpha Zeta
Chapter of Zeta Phi Beta Sorority, Inc.
Equal Opportunity Award Plaque presented at Equal Opportunity Day Luncheon in Recognition of Her Service to
the Jacksonville Community and in Recognition of Her
Long and Continuous Service to the Jacksonville Urban
League that began in 1946
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1984

Plaque as EV E Award Finalist in recognition of successful
women whose presence and efforts have made a positive
difference and a valuable contribution in the past year in
the area of education, volunteer service and employment
presented by The Florida Times-Union
1985

Plaque in recognition of 67 years of Loyal and Dedicated
Service to Mankind and the Florida Medical, Dental and
Phannaceutical Auxiliary Jacksonville Chapter presented
by the Florida Medical, Dental and Pharmaceutical Auxiliary
Named "Senior Volunteer of the Year" by the Florida National Bank in its Salute to Volunteerism Jacksonville, Inc.
1987

AIEXIS de TOGQUEVIILE SOCIE1Y AWARD presented by
the United Way of America for Outstanding Voluntary
Service to Community and Country.
Tribute to "Mama" Williams - Now, therefore, be it resolved
that the Board of Governors of the Jacksonville Chamber of
Commerce hereby honors and applauds Mrs. Arnolta J.
"Mama" Williams for her many years of unselfish work on
behalf of her fellow citiz.ens, further acknowledges her
national award, and thanks her for bringing so much
honor to our city
Plaque in Celebration of a lifetime of volunteer service, the
Foster Grandparent Program recognizes Arnolta Williams
for her outstanding contributions as a member of the
Jacksonville Foster Grandparent Advisory Council from
the Director, Older American Volunteer Programs, Washington, D. C.
Award as a Role Model - William M. Raines High School,
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r..es Extraordinairies, by Principal Jimmie Johnson
First EV E Lifetime Achievement Award presented by The
Florida Times-Union at the Annual EVE Awards Luncheon at the Jacksonville Marriot
Mrs. David Meyerhardt Individual Award - Over Sixty for
seIVices done for Senior Citizens in the Community during
the past years presented by the Department of Recreaction
and Public Affairs

Edward Waters College - Know all men by these present
that the Board of Management upon the recommendation
of the President and the Faculty have conferred upon
Amolta Johnston Williams the degree of Doctor of Humane
Letters given at Jacksonville, in the State of Florida, this
ninth day of May in the year of our Lord one thousand nine
hundred and eighty-seven
NCCJ Award sponsored by the Jacksonville Region of the
National Council of Christians and Jews at the 18th Annual Brotherhood Awards Dinner at the Sheraton at St.
John's Place.
1988
Proclamation - I, Thomas L. Hawuri, by virtue of the
authority vested in me as Mayor ofJacksonville, Florida, do
hereby proclaim the 29th day of June as "Mama" Williams
Day and urge every citizen to recognize the many contributions of this great citizen from Jacksonville
Resolution 89-753-242, A resolution recognizing and acknowledging the outstanding contributions Amolta "Mama"
Villiams has made to the Jacksonville Community honorng and commending "Mama" Williams on her selection as
the nation's top volunteer and recipient of the First Ronald
Reagan Award for volunteer excellence approved by the
Council, July 26, 1988, Teny R. Wood - City Council
President
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Plaque - The National Caucus and Center on Black Aged,
Inc. Uving Legacy Award for Achievement, Outstanding
Service and Contribution to the Nation
Pictured on Women's History Month Poster sponsored by
the Mayor's Commission on the Status of Women
A Sterling Silver Medallion - the President's Volunteer
Action Award presented by President Ronald Reagan at the
White House Luncheon honoring recipient, co-sponsored
by VOLUNTEER. the National Center, a private non-profit
organization and ACTION, the lead federal agency for volunteer service
A Sterling Silver Medallion - The First Ronald Reagan
Award for Volunteer Excellence for the nation's top volunteer presented by President Ronald Reagan with Bobby
Trimble announcing the establishment of the Ronald Reagan
Award annually

1989
Certificate of Appreciation from the City of Jacksonville for
outstanding contributions and service to the community
and the citizens of Jacksonville, F1orida
Plaque from Tots'N' Teens Theatre in Appreciation for Service
Duval County Young Democrats Lifetime Membership
Award to Mama Williams for her Democratic Spirit
Plaque from the Jacksonville Benedict Alumni Club for her
relentless spirit and untiring commitments to the goals of
this Benedict Alumni Chapter
Documentary- "12 Shares the Dream" - Mama Williams
was a part of a special documentary by WILV-12 to pay
tribute to members of the First Coast black community
during Black History Month. WILV-12 produced and aired
segments of the documentary throughout the month of
February recognizing contributions of contemporary black
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leaders of the Jacksonville community.
1990

Plaque presented in Appreciation for your Years of Loyal
Support by the Duval County Democratic Women's Club
Plaque presented to Mrs. I. E. Williams - Chairlady of
Foster Grandparent Program Advisory Council in Recognition of Outstanding Service
Plaque in Recognition of Mrs. I.E. "Mama" Williams wife of
the late Dr. Isreal E. Williams who was instrumental in the
Conversion of Brewster Hospital to Methodist Hospital who
has been elected Hononuy Member of Methodist Medical
Center's Board of Directors which she has diligently served
for eleven years and for her Special Leadership in the
Development of Methodist Medical Center
Pictured with brief biography on the Black History Month
Calendar sponsored by Florida Community College, WfLV12 and Southern Bell Telephone Company.
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Ji11111wy Carter Presidential Campa·

30 April 197 6

To Mrs. I. E. Williams
deeply appreciate the fine work you did
in Florida to help my campaign.

I

Our victory was even greater than anticipated, thanks to friends like you.
I will never forget your early support,
and I will do my best to deserve your
confidence.

JC/st

P.O. Box 1976 Atlanta, Georgia 30301 404/897-7100
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OFFICE OF THE MAYOR
l"fANS G

..JACKSONVILLE, F"LORIOA

TANZLER , ..JR .
MAYOR

August 18, 1976

32202

Mrs. I.E. Williams
2827 Ribault Scenic Drive
Jacksonville, Florida 32208
Dear Mrs. Williams:
September 30, 1976, will bring to a close six very dedicated years
of service that you have given the Child Services Advisory Board.
Mrs. Williams, words can't express my deepest appreciation for
your many hours of service on this vital Board.
Your warmth, charm and regular attendance have made a significant
contribution to the activities of the Board; and the staff and children
of the Child Services Program have benefited greatly from your
service.
On behalf of the City of Jacksonville, and from me, personally, please
kindest thanks for a job well done.

Hans G
Mayor
HGT/ah
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FOR GOVERNOR
December 28, 1977
Mrs. I.E. Williams
2827 Ribault Scenic Dr.
Jacksonville, FL. 32208
Dear Mrs. Williams:
I very much enjoyed visiting with you on the
15th of December. It is gratifying to know
that I am supported in 11\Y campaign by so many
people who share 11\Y interest in making government more responsive as well as more responsible.
I encourage you to contribute to our victory
next fall through a donation of money, time
or of your suggestions as to how we can give
Florida a government that solves problems,
not causes them.
I welcome your corrments and suggestions.
Happy Holidays and best wishes for the
New Year.
Sincerely,

~
Bob Graham
DRG:caj
Campaign Headquarters. 2003 Pan !Im Corde. Suite 110. Tampa. Florida 33607
.,.'V!,.,,.,_ ll)f ..,_..,. c...,_r°'c-.-,,,.,,c-...• - ~1• ""''""' ~
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Phone: (813) 872-8444

,_ _ ,,_ ..

,..,
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•

Mrs. Bob Graham
TI..- Governor's M..naion
TJl.J.aaB<:C, floriJa J2JOJ

Aplt.U. 2 4 ,

19 7 9

Alth. AJtnolta E. Williamh
2827 Ribault Scenic VJtive
J ackhonv~i_~ida 32208

Ve alt Mu ,

~'

i: H

i:~

:

Thank you 6oJt yoult inteJteht and huppoJtt which
you hhaJted at the Community CaJte Con6eJtence at the
Manhion. We aJte veJty pleahed with the pJtogJtehh in
the altea 06 community caJte. I need youJt help to
in6oJtm membeJth 06 the Houhe AppltopJtiationh Committee
06 the need to 6und Houhe Bill 506.
It ih ehhential that the State 06 FloJtida join
the Jteht 06 the Nation in making Medicaid 6undh
available to pltovide dentuJteh, eye glahheh and heaJting
aidh 6oJt thohe in need. Pleahe take the time to WJtite
any 06 the committee membeJth on the attached liht.
Alho encouJtage ah many otheJt individualh ah pohhible to
join uh in th· , ;~poJttant e66oJtt.

Attachment
AG:cl:ap

P.S.

It hah been bJtought to my attention the
impoJttance 06 SB 1217 in JtegaJtd to
tJtanhpoJttation needh 06 the eldeJtly .
Pleahe advihe SenatoJt VeJtnon Holloway
that you huppoJtt thih legihlation.
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STAT[
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F"LORIOA

THC CA,.ITOL
TALLAHASSEE 3230 I

Boa

GRAHAM

GOVl:RNOA

September 7, 1979

Mrs. I. E. Williams
Jacksonville Sickle Cell
Disease Foundation
Jacksonville, Florida 32205
Dear Mrs. Williams:
As Governor, I am pleased to commend you on your
outstanding work for the Sickle Cell Disease Foundatio
and the people of Jacksonville.
You are well known in your community and throughout ~he
State for your unceasing efforts to make Florida a better place to live. Your dedication and hard work have
benefited countless causes, from the National Urban
League to the Governor's Council on Aging.
You are truly
one of our State's outstanding citizens, and I join with
many other Floridians in· honoring you tonight.
Congratulations and best wishes for the future.

Governor
BG/vkr
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I.' t l •, / \ I ·; hi N C A I? l I· I/

November 8, 1979
To Mrs . I.E . Williams
J immy and I are so pleased that you have been
appointed a delegate to the Florida Democratic
Convention. Congratulations! We look forward to
your support to help re-elect the Carter/Mondale
t eam when the Convention's Presidential. straw
ballot is taken .
We hope to see you at the Convention in St .
Petersburg on the 17th . If we can be of help to
you in the meantime, please don't hesitate to call
our office in Orlando at (305) 422-2053.
Jimmy joins me in sending you our appreciation
and our warm regards .
Sincerely,

..
Mrs . I . E . Williams
2827 Ribault Scenic Drive
Jacksonville, Florida 32208

I

I
I

I

:(

~

I
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WPDQ

aADIO

tMO HOG.AM aOAD

JACKIOMVtlLI, JLOllDA U:lU

February 22, 1982
Mrs. I. E. Williams
c/o Mrs. Hortense W. Gray
2827 Ribault Scenic Drive
Jacksonville, Florida 32208
Dear Mrs. Williams:
WPDQ Radio Station is proud to announce that you have been selected
as one of the recipients of the "People's Choic~" recognition,
Friday, February 26th, we will announce at different intervals duri111
the day that you are being recogniz~d for your outstanding coamunity
service,
We are very pleased to bestow this honor upon you.
that you continue your hLUDanitarian services.
Sincerely,

· ~;., , ~/

) --/ ~

f . / /L ll L /uf. 4.P 7'!
Seretha Tinsley
General Manager

7.J'

/1

I---~·· 1..I J!liulia Moore
Public Affairs Director
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WPDQ is hoping

OfflC[

MEDICAL CENTER
HO

WIST

EIGHTH STlUl
TfUPHOHf

•

Of

PLAlA

JACKSONVILU , FLOAIOA J220'
1904 1 H4 - 2D71

.....itCUS E DREWA. F.A.C H A

March 2, 1982

Mrs. I. E. Williams
2827 Ribault Scenic Drive
Jacksonville, Florida 32208
Dear

~.rs .

Williams :

The article in yesterday's newspaper describing your
influence in the collllI\unity was great . Having you as a
member of the Board of Methodist Hospital certainly
enhances our image .
Your husband made a great contribution to the health
care of the people of Jacksonville. His influence here
will not be forgotten .
As we look forward to the future we have many exciting
opportunities and challenges . With friends like you
we will see the realization of our dreams and meet all
of the challenges.
If I may be of assistance to you, please do not hesitate
to call on me .

Cord,;~ yours .'.

//ij~~--/

liarcus E . Drewa
President
MED:mcc
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OFFICE OF THE MAYOR
.JAC:K.SONVILLE , rL.ORl-

'\

32202
JAK -. M . GODBOLD
""AYOA

March 3, 1982

Mrs. Arnolta Williams
2827 Ribault Scenic Drive
Jacksonville, Florida

~f·c.

This is just a super article about you
and you look just beautiful.
I sincerely
mean all I said about you, and I hope you
will always think of me as one of your
"integrated sons".
Mrs. I. i: ., you will always have the respect
of this community, and we are very fortunate
to have benefited f rom you1 leadership and
your involvement.
The very best to you in the years to come
and keep up your great work.
Sincere l y ,

,,. -;

,

,.
'_....;,......-".-,_____

.

/

~-?

Jak M. Godbold
Mc.yor
JMG/"a

. . _-
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ile~~?td ~tarts ~roau
WASHI: GTON. DC 20510

June 16, 1988

!-l r s . I . E . Williams
282 7 Ribault Scenic Dr i ve
Jac kson v ille, Florida
32208
De ar Mama Williams:
c o ng r at ulations on your selection as one of the 1988 President's
Vol u nt e er Action Award winners.
Those of us who have known you
a nd you • work in Jacksonville and around our state are proud and
t h r i l led that you have received this national recognition.
You
are a deserving recipient.
I r egret that my schedule on June 9 did not permit me to visit
wit h you personally.
I had hoped to be able to spend some time
with y ou and Mr. Prentiss, but, unfortunately, the Senate debate
on t he D'Amato death penalty bill kept me from joining you.
Thank
y o u for v i siting our office.
I hope that you had an enjoyable
visit in Wa s hington and that you'll have an opportunity to return.
I a m planning to celebrate the Fourth of July in Jacksonville
a t events a t the Coliseum and Metropolitan Park and hope that I'll
ha v e an opportunity to see you then.
Wi th k i nd regards,

United States Senator
BG/ rlh
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Bob Graham
Gourrnor of Floridn

Th .. Capitol
Tallahassrr. Honda 3230•

October 29, 198 2

Dear Mama Williams,
Adele told me of the beautiful tribute ~ai
to you by so many of your friends this past
week.
I wish I could have joined her in
expressing my admiration for you.
You are a truly fine person and one who has
been very good to me. Your friendship ~nd
support mean a great deal to Adele and to me
I look forward to working with you during
the next four years.
With warm regards,
Sincerely,

~
Mrs. I. E. Williams
2827 Ribault Scenic Drive
Jacksonville, Florida 32208
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TlllACV D. r.or'NO-. •
MIM._~'nft

~ongrt~s of tbt 'l!lntttb '9tate~
~o~t ot ~eprtitntatiiiti
lldf>fngton, JU:. 20515
October 2Q, 1982

SHAltON

"le.WT# -:

H. •1aaa.

ii.AURA M,COWAN
,.ATillCJA A.. aooDI...
MtltM~ I- PSTMmtof..t..

DAM.AL ...AU.WOOO
WCHDY •· L.&AV"ITT
~

... ,..!IC>wr;l

PATIQCIA A.~
CHMtLDTTS D. ... ~ ...a.:.i.
.-...~

Mrs. I.E. Wi 11 iams
2827 Ribault Scenic Drive
Jacksonville, FL 32206
Dear Mrs. Williams:
Congratulations on the well deserved tr~bute paid to you by the
outstanding citizens of our co ~:~unity the other night. If I hi'd known
about this in time, I would not have made a speaking engagement w~ich
conflicted with it, preventing me from being there .• The next best thing
I can do, I guess, is to drop you a little check, as I am doing herein,
for the benefit of your principle charity, the St. Gabriel Church.
I say principle charity because I know that you have many charities,
and all of them important; but from time to time, one is more important
in your scale of urgency, and I understand that is true of St. Gabriel
at this moment. Please call on me at any time when I can be of any help
to you or to the many fine causes you support. I am grateful for your
friendship.
Sincerely, your devoted frie~nd

u

_

~

r'-1.~ <5;

! Ii.
Li'

'ii

harl:s E. 'Bennett '"'\.
enclosure
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OFFICE OF THE MAYOR
.J ACKSON VI LLE , FLORIDA

32202
~AKE

M . GOO BOLO
MAY OR

June 30, 1983

Mrs . I. E. Wi 11 i ams
2827 Ribault Scenic Drive
Jacksonville, Florida 32208
Dear "Mama" Williams:
They tell me your term on the Co1TJTiission on Aging has expired
and that you have served two tenns so that I can't reappoint
you.
Now, let me ask you this--what in the world can I say that I
haven't said to you a hundred times before! You know I love
you and know what a wonderful person you are and the entire
City of Jacksonville owes a debt of gratitude to you for all
you have done for our people over these many years.
You're just a very spe~person in my book, and I appreciate
your service on--urn-to1TJTiissio~Aging as well as all the
many other things you have done and continue to do.

JMG:np
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MATTOX

S. HAIR

400 SOUTHE:AST F"IRST BANK

BUILDING

POST OF"F"ICE: BOX 447
JACKSONVILLE: , F"LORIDA

32201

April 5, 1984

Mrs. I. E. Williams
2827 Ribalt Scenic Drive
Jacksonville, Florida 32208
Dear Mrs. Williams:
Thank you for serving as a member
of the Host Committee for my Campaign ·Kickoff Party.
The party was a great success and
I feel that your being a member of the Host
Committee contributed to its success.
I appreciate your support.
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OFFICE OF THE MAYOR
JACKSONVILLE , rr'"LORIDA

32202
JAKE M . GOO BOLO
MAYOR

January 31, 1985

Mrs . I. E. Wi 11 i ams
2827 Ribault Scenic Drive
Jacksonville, Florida 32208
Dear "Mama":
Just what is this I hear about my favorite girl? I hear she's
been under the weather, but I also hear she's on the mend, and
that's what counts! I
What would I do without the thoughtfulness of my special girl
which always adds that extra touch?! I want you to know that
I am thoroughly enjoying the luxury of that beautifully hand
carved shoe horn, but even more importantly, I am warmed by the
luxury of a very special friendship.
You take good care of yourself and hurry back to "full steam"!

n1:

regards,

~dbold
Mayor
JMG:np
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OfFICE OF THE MAYOR
.JACKSONVILLE . FLORIDA

3220Z
J AKE M . GOO BOLO
,,.AYOR

May 15, 1966

Mrs. I. E. Williams
2627 Ribault Scenic Drive
Jacksonville, Florida 32206
Dear

Mrsfi~r::;;;,:

I want to take this opportunity to thank you for
your years of service on the Mayor's Advisory Commission
on the Status of Women.
You and the Commission
have done much to advance the goals and dreams
of American women, and I know that your leadership
and expertise will be missed by the other members.

I appreciate so much your assistance in this area
and your support of my administration. A partnership
of government and private enterprise and citizens
has helped our community grow tremendously over
these last several years, and you have played an
important part.

Thanks again, and best wishes in your future endeavors.

(lre~~·

J~dbold

Mayor

JMG/ahc
cc:

Dr. Harriet Harral
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:J.aduonvi~ 'U"f.,® ·_£9UE. [Jnc
1

829 PEARL STREET
JACKSONVILLE. FLORIDA
(904) 356 -8336

RONNIE A . FERGUSON
Execu11ve Director

April 10, 1987

Mrs. I. E. Williams
2827 Ribault Scenic Drive
Jacksonville, FL 32208
Dear Mama Williams:
As I watched that tremendous celebration at the United way eetin~
last night, I recognized that you are indeed mother to us all.
The United Way picked the best person possible.
Love. you .
Sincerely,

Ronnie A. Ferguson
President
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100 Laura Street
Post Office Box 990
Jacksonville. Florida 32231
904/ 79t -744t

Hugh H Jones. Jr
Chairman and
Chief Executive Officer

April 101 1987

Mrs. I. E. Williams
2827 Ribault Scenic Drive
Jacksonville, FL 32208
Dear Mama Williams:
I was very proud to see you on stage last night at
the Florida Theatre. You have contributed so much to
the City and to this State and I just wish I could
be on the trip with you to Washington.
You will have to have a special place in Heaven for
all the work you've done for so many people. I am
very proud to be considered among your "sons."
Sincerely,

- --··-- '----'-\..
HHJJr:bs
)

-.
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e

AMERICAN EXPRESS COMPANY
AMERICAN EXPRESS TONER, WOALD Ft..iANCIAL CENTER. NEW YORK, N Y 10285-5100

JAMES D. ROBIN SON. Ill
CHAJFU.o!.AN

. April 2, 1987

Dear Mrs . Williams :
Congratulations . I am delighte<j that the United Way of
Northeast Florida has selected you as one of the sixty
recipients of the United Way of America Alexis de Tocqueville
Leadership Society Award. Each year at its Volunteer Leaders
Conference, United Way pays tribute to men and women who have
made truly exceptional contributions to meet the needs of ou r
communities .
This year, the award presentation will be particularly
exciting . As part of its Centennial salute to America's
volunteers, United Way will host a special ceremony to honor
the de Tocqueville recipients at the Kennedy Center in
Washington, D.C., on Monday evening, April 27. Gregory Peck
and Former President Gerald Ford will present the awards.
United Way of America staff will soon send you details of the
Volunteer Leaders Conference and the Kennedy Center event.
If you have questions, please call Lisa Villasor at (703)
683-7866 .
I look forward to seeing you in Washington .
Best regards.

.

Siooml~~

)?;;Gomoon
United Way of America
Mrs. I. E. Williams
2827 Ribault Scenic Drive
Jacksonville, Florida 32208
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THE WHITE HO U SE
.

WASHINGTON

April 24, 1987

Dear Mrs . Williams :
I am delighted to send warmest congratulations as you
receive United Way of America's Alexis de Tocqueville
Award. Because this is United Way's highest honor for
1oluntary service to community and country, you can
~eel very proud.
I'm certainly very proud of you.
Your accomplishments have been in the finest tradition
of American voluntarism. That spirit has been at the
heart of our achievements as a Nation, as de Tocqueville
saw so clearly 150 years ago. Thank you for your contribution to this tradition and to the well-being of your
fellow Americans.
Again, congratulations. Nancy joins me in sending our
appreciation and best wishes. God bless you.
Sincerely,

Mrs. I. E. Williams
2827 Ribault Scenic Drive
Jacksonville, Florida 32208
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OFFICE OF COMPTROLLER
DEPARTMENT OP BANK.ING A.ND FINA.NCI

STATE OF FLORIDA
TALLAHASSEE
011.JU..L D LJl'Wl.18
COMPTROLLER

or

32301

rlOAIOA

April 27, 1987

Hrs. I. E. Williams
2827 Ribault Scenic Drive
Jacksonville, Florida 32208
Dear Mamrna Williams:
Congratulations on being honored by the United Way
of America's Alexis de Tocqueville Award for outstanding voluntarism
for Florida.
There is nothing I can say that could add to this prestigiou'
award, which speaks for itself in recognizing all that you have
done for Jacksonville, for Florida and for the entire country.
I am just proud to call you my friend, and I wish yo
many more years of happiness and success.

GL/111
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Donald R. Davis
7600 Wlnd,.01d Way Circle
Jacbonvllle. Florida 32216

May 19, 1987

Mrs. I. E. Williams
2827 Ribault Scenic Drive
Jacksonville, Florida 32208
Dear Mrs . Williams;
Words simply cannot express my feelings of gratitude for everything
you did for me in my campaign for the City Council.
It was a difficult struggle, to say the least, but when things were
toughest, your support became stronger and I only hope you shared
with me the sweet feeling of victory on May 5th.
One thing is certain ... I would not be a Councilman-elect today if
i t were not for friends like you who gave of your time, effort,
and moral support during the past several months. Alice and I will
always be grateful and indebted to you.
Our victory was a combination of many things .•. the postcard mailings,
direct mail, addressing envelopes, television, radio, and newspaper
advertising, telephone bank, door to door canvassing, putting out
signs, sign waving, letter writing, personal contact and much hard
work on the part of many people. All of these things were important
to the campaign and I am extremely fortunate to have friends like
you who participated in several of these activities.
Many thanks again for all your help. I pledge my best efforts to
justify your confidence in my candidacy.
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OFFICE OF THE MAYOR
JACKSONVILLE . F'"LORIOA

32Z02

.JAK E M . O O O BO LO
MAYOR

June 8, 1987

Mrs. I.E. Williams
2827 Ribault Scenic Drive
Jacksenville, FL 32208
Dear Mama Williams:
It was great to see such a wonderful article about you
i n Sunday's paper! I have enclosed an extra cop y for
your scrapbook!
Mama, you are one of a kind. I am so happy that you are
being recognized for your outstanding contributions to
Jacksonville. I know you have always been a great supporter
of mine and, likewise, I have always been one of your
favorite admirers. You are a legend in your own time and
I am sure proud to know you!
God bless you and may he keep you well.
Warm regards,

J~~ld

M:~f· -~
JMG/ chs
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OFFICE OF THE MAYOR
THOMAS L. HAZOURI
MAYOR · ELECT

June 11, 1987

JACKSONVILLE, FLORIDA

32202

Mrs. I. E. Williams
2827 Ribault Scenic Drive
Jacksonville, Florida 32208
Dear Mama Williams:
I want to congratulate you on the honor of being chosen to receive
the prestigious "first" EVE Lifetime Achievement Award ever
to be presented by the Florida Times Union.
The other three
EVE Award winners, to be announced at the presentation banquet
on June 23, will be deserving individuals chosen from a selection
of Jacksonville's finest community-minded women, but you, Mama,
surpass all who have come before, and any I can foresee who
will come after.
You have survived a long lifetime of sometimes violent and bitter
change in the political and community concepts and beliefs of
this great country; and through it all, you have maintained
not only your own personal serenity and integrity, but understanding
and compassion for all those involved in a struggle that could
have brought this nation to its knees.
You have worked devotedly
and determinedly over a lifetime to make this country what our
forefathers set forth in the founding documents that it should
be--a nation of free men and women working side by side in peace
and harmony.
Never once have you lost faith in yourself or your fellow man,
and your own faith has served so many times to reinfect and
reinforce others of l ·esser strength.
I can think of no one more deserving to receive this award than
you, and to the best wishes, congratulations and heartfelt thanks
of every other citizen in this community, I add my own.
To Jacksonville's finest, Mama Williams, CONGRATULATIONS.
May your remaining years be blessed in equal measure to the
blessings you have given to all of us.
With warm wishes and best personal regards, I remain
~rely yours,

/~~
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Prarm:al arid Cultu ;,ru Edut o.11on

June 19, 1987
Officers:
Mr Garv I Christian
President
Mr David Marco
Vice President
Ms Cvn1hla Nichol-.
Secretarv
Mr James W Burke
Treasurer

Boa rd of Directors
Ms Roz Abramson
M' Fle11nor Ashb\·
~h Lul11 Bro14·11
Mr ,James \A' Burkl'
Dr VJ1!11am Carner~
Mr Garv I Chris11an
Ms Helent> Colemlln
Ms Arlene Friedman
Mr Rober! C G11lande1

Mr Uan KossoH
Mr David Mare n
D1 Ed Napier

Mrs. Arnolta Williams
2827 Ribault Scenic Drive
Jacksonville, Florida 32208
Dear Mama Williams:
Thank you so much for spending your afternoon at
P.A.C.E. on Monday. Your talk to our teenage girls
very inspiring to us all. Your honesty and openneaa
were very well received by the girls, and I know you
touched many of them, especially Heather!
We feel very lucky to have you as our friend. You
a wonderful role model to our students and our sta~t
and we'd love to have you come again.

M:. Cvn1h1"' Nteholo;
Mr Charllf' ~kinner
Mo; Dalt> !>1rok

Congratulations on your EVE Award, I wish I could be
there to witness the event.

Con1ultant

I enjoyed meeting Charlene.

Rev Gene Park'

Sincerely,

Advisory Boud
Ms Pam Burke
Dr Ehz•berh Cobh
Ms Brenda Mnchell
Hon01able Oorothv Pate
Ms Adelaide Pavne

Katie Christian
Program Coordinator

Ms Gertrude Peele
Re1.· Chervl Pingel
Mo;; Robin Robertson
Honorable Louis S afer
Ms Ba rbara Turk

KC/kn

Dr Jav Whnwonh
Dr Peter Wngh1

Executive. Director

P.O. BOX 4274

JACKSONVILLE. FLORIDA 32201
(9041 356-7223
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She's a sweet girl .

FLORIDA JUNIOR COLLEGE AT JACKSONVILLE
NORTH CAMPUS
4501 CAPPER ROAD .
JACKSONVILLE , FLORIDA 32218

June 25, 1987
Ms. Arnolta Williams
2827 Ribault Scenic Dr.
Jacksonville, FL 32208
Dear Ms. Wi 11 i ams,
Just a quick note of congratulations on your
selection as the first recipient of the EVE
Lifetime Achievement Award, As one of your
boys, I thank you for the positive impact
you have had on my life.
May God continue to bless and keep you in
his care.
Again congratulations.
Sincerely,

Ezekiel
Vice Pres
Commun it
Provost, N rth Campus
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BOB GRAHAM
FLORIDA

~nittd ~tarts ~matt
WASHINGTON, OC 205 I 0

July 7, 1987

Mrs. Arnolta Williams
2827 Ribault Secenic Drive
Jacksonvil~e, Florida
32208
Dear Marnma:
Congratulations on winning the first ever Lifetime Achievement
Award from the Florida Times-Union Eve program.
I am very proud
to be your adopted integrated son and of the many contrn.,,, t- 'nn'I
you have made to your community and Florida.
We are having very good experience here in Washington and hope
that you will be able to visit us.
Please give my best wishes
your family and our friends in Jacksonville.
Adele and the girls joins me in sending our best wisheo .

~~
United States Senator
BG/bh
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The National
conference of
fia _Christians

' ' To build brldgee ol underatandlng amonO all groupe, to bring Ille
lore.a of enllghtenrnMll and education to bear upon raclal
and rellglout prejudice. and to achieve Implementation of the
moral law: giving to othert the . .me rlghlll and re9peCI detlr• for ou ......... II enllalll all lhOM, who without
compromlM of coneclenc• or of their dlatlncllvtl commltmenlll.
work to build better relatlonehlpe among peraona of all ' '
retlglona, racee and natlonalltlet.

~Jews
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April 14, 1988

Jacksonville Board of Governors
J~Bryon. Jf
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Mrs. I.E. Williams
2827 Ribault Scenic Drive
Jacksonville, FL 32209
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D:!ar "Mime" Wi 11 iems:
We are most excited about the special evening of May 10 when you
will be saluted with the prestigious Silver Medallion Award of
the National O:>nference of Olr is ti ans and Jews.
to th~ award presentation that night, this has been our usual
procedure: following the film tribute to the honoree, the Silver
Medell ion is presented by en N:CJ co-chair and then the honoree
responds with appreciation and sane brief personal remarks about
workiflt for brotherhood in the life of our city.

As

REl'Tle'llber that a professional photographer will be provided
courtesy of American 1ranstech. 1herefore, that evening you may
want to inform Rev. Barbour to arrange for any special family
group shots, during and imnediately following the Banquet. And
the following month, along with the photos, you will receive the
gift of the script and slides, along with a video tape version.
Again we want you to know how proud we are on this occasion to' be
honoring you for your achievenents and your contributions to our
Jacksonville carmunity. We ere all looking forward to our
celebrating together with you and your friends on the 10th.
Sincerely yours,
/µa_._._~
IMVEY E. OCfuEs IIDER

Presiding O:>-<:llainnan
RrJ Board of Governors
Executive O:mnittee: Wendell P. lblmes, 'Jed S. Johnson, Michael J. Lanahan,
Pamela Y. Paul, Hon. Harvey E. Schlesinger and the Rev. John C. Barbour
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STA'TC OF FlDRIDA

THECAPnQL

TAUAHASSEE. FlDRIDA 32399-0001

BoB MARTINEZ
GOVERNOR

May 10, . 1988

Mrs. I.E. Williams
2827 Ribault Scenic Drive
Jacksonville, Florida 32208
Dear Mrs. Williams:
It is a great pleasure to extend congratulations to you on
being selected as one of eighteen recipients of the 1988
President's Volunteer Action Awards.
Your years of dedication are very much appreciated. Again,
congratulations, and best wishes for a pleasant trip to
Washington.
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OFFICE OF THE MA\'OR
THOMAS L HAZOURI
Jacksonville. Florid•

32202

May 11, 1988

Mrs. I.E. Williams
2827 Ribault Scenic Drive
Jacksonville, FL 32208
Dear Mama Williams:
I would like to add my personal congratulations on your receiving
the distinguished Brotherhood Award presented by the National
Conference of Christians and Jews.
It is an honor you welldeserve.
You are an outstanding member of the Jacksonville community and a
wonderful role model for our youth.
I can't think of anyone more
dedicated than you to the well-being of others. You are very
special and I am extremely pleased you are being publicly
recognized for your many contributions to this community.
Mama, again, I want to congratulate you.
I am very proud to call
you Jacksonville's No. 1 "MOM" and I want to thank you for all
you do to make this city the most livable in America today!
With best wishes and warmest personal regards, I remain
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